EoP Axis Military Necessity
Evacuation
EoP Axis Applicants Correspondence [PDF]
19 Sept 2015 – 26 Oct 2016:
Individually to Erik Prince [PDF]
For correspondence sent Collectively to
All EoP Axis Applicants [PDF]
EoP Axis documentation is available at: EoP NWO social contract
options→ EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation.

17 Oct 2013 – 18 Sep 2015:
Applicant: Erik Prince [PDF]
All EoP Applicants
GMC 4643-13 EoP Applicants Collective correspondence:
Initial EoP App correspondence is documented in GMC 4643-13 court filings at
GMC 4643-13: LJ et al v Brad Blanton et al. Subsequent collective
correspondence was available on EoP Acting Clerk computer, backed upon USB
disk; before 10 May MB hack of EoP Acting Clerk computer.

GMC 4643-13 documentation is available at:
GMC 4643-13: Lara Johnstone et al v Brad Blanton et al.

Sent: Saturday, September 19, 2015 4:52 PM
Subject: GMC 4643-13: RE: Erik Prince: Re: EoP PoW Axis MilNec Evac Notice

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, September 19, 2015 4:52 PM
To: 'Erik Prince'
Cc: 'Frontier Services Group'; 'GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'Timothy
McVeigh'
Subject: GMC 4643-13: RE: Erik Prince: Re: EoP PoW Axis MilNec Evac Notice

Erik Prince
Chairman: Frontier Services Group
Chairman Of The Board at Frontier Services Group Ltd
Managing Partner at Frontier Resource Group
Suite 3902, 39/F Far East Finance Centre
16 Harcourt Road Admiralty Hong Kong
Erik Prince (eprince@fsgroup.com)
CC: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com)
CC: GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)
CC: Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com)
Erik Prince:
GMC 4643-13: RE: Erik Prince: Re: EoP PoW Axis MilNec Evac Notice
You are still listed as a GMC 4643-13 applicant; consequently you are included with other
applicants in the EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: 26 September Lotto Notice [PDF].
A copy of this correspondence shall be recorded in GMC 4643-13 Acting Clerk applicant
correspondence to EoP PoW applicant: Erik Prince [PDF]
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED [Official Status Resigned] Clerk & Acting Clerk

Sent: Saturday, September 19, 2015 5:55 PM
Subject: FS Group & GOP: RE: GMC 4643-13: RE: Erik Prince: Re: EoP PoW Axis MilNec Evac Notice

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, September 19, 2015 5:55 PM
To: 'Frontier Services Group'; 'GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'
Cc: 'Timothy McVeigh'
Subject: FS Group & GOP: RE: GMC 4643-13: RE: Erik Prince: Re: EoP PoW Axis MilNec Evac Notice

TO: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com)
Frontier Resource Group
Suite 3902, 39/F Far East Finance Centre
16 Harcourt Road Admiralty Hong Kong
TO: GOP: Brown Ellen (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov)
Office of Senator Inhofe
TO: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)
Michigan Republicans
CC: Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com)
Frontier Services Group & GOP:
GMC 4643-13: RE: Erik Prince: Re: EoP PoW Axis MilNec Evac Notice
Please verify that Mr. Erik Prince has received 19 Sep 2015 16:52 hrs email for his attention,
sent to eprince@fsgroup.com and yourselves. The content of which stated:
--------------You are still listed as a GMC 4643-13 applicant; consequently you are included with other
applicants in the EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: 26 September Lotto Notice [PDF].
A copy of this correspondence shall be recorded in GMC 4643-13 Acting Clerk applicant
correspondence to EoP PoW applicant: Erik Prince [PDF]
--------------The FS Group Postmaster allegedly states that no such email address exists; while emailverify.org states that it is OK/active. [PNG]
As I typed the aforementioned paragraph, the following Avast notice popup appeared [PNG].
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED [Official Status Resigned] Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Jan Lundgren
CC: Tall Ships America, Sea Cloud, IYC: Sean Cassidy; EoP App: Dennis McGinn & Erik Prince
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 2:10 PM
Subject: Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 2:10 PM
To: 'Jan Lundberg'
Cc: 'Tall Ships America'; 'Sea Cloud'; 'Sean Cassidy'; 'VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory
Board Members: Gen Paul Kern'; 'Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'US Amb in Pretoria:
Amb Patrick Gaspard'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group'; 'GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan
Republicans: Sam Bissell'
Subject: Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?

Jan Lundgren (jan@culturechange.org)
Sail Transport Network & Culture Change
CC: Tall Ships America (asta@tallshipsamerica.org); Sea Cloud (seacloud@seacloud.com); Intnl
Yacht Collection: Sean Cassidy (scassidy@iyc.com)
CC: EoP Applicants: VADM Dennis McGinn & Erik Prince:
VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory Board Members: Gen Paul Kern
(pkern@cohengroup.net); Gen Gordon Sullivan (gsullivan@ausa.org); Gen. Charles Chuck Wald
(cwald@deloitte.com); CC: US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard
(embassypretoria@state.gov); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); CC:
GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)
Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?
According to Werner Erhard: “If we have any desire to create an alternative future, it is only
going to happen through a shift in our language. If we want a change in culture, for example,
the work is to change the conversation–or, more precisely, to have a conversation that we have
not had before, one that has the power to create something new in the world.”
Are you willing to change the conversation; to have a conversation that has not been had before;
to have a conversation about – ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and
resource conflict – national resource shrinking lifeboats decision-making about ‘whom should be
removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be removed; how many
should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?
If so: Here are excerpts of (i) EoP v WiP NWO shrinking lifeboat ethics correspondence to
US Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Leaders Shrinking Lifeboat Course Activity creates
biases awareness; Rush Lumbaugh: Obama’s Immigration Lessons; Werner Erhard Ideas and
Applications: Responsibility Decision-making & Culture Change requires conversation we have
not had before [EoP v WiP Negotiations: Transcript of Comments Correspondence PDF]; and (ii)
ECSP Eco-footprint procreation factor to Gen David Petraeus [EoP Axis: Applicants: Req for
Asst of Counsel: FSB-NSA: David Petraeus PDF]

Put Simply: Do you want a Culture Change to EoP Honour EcoFootprint Shrinking Lifeboat
Ethics or is your ‘culture change’ rhetoric just verbal diarrhea pretend culture change; while you
stay stuck in your ‘Suck my - WiP human sacrifice to the EgoPhallic Gods – Dick; bitch’ fragile
ego Masonic culture?
Tall Ships and Honour:
I spent about five years working as a deckhand, able body seaman, first mate and captain on
various yachts from 42 ft sloop; to a 45 meter schooner: S.Y Aiglon; at that time owned by the
Bavarian Thurn and Taxis Royal Family; to 360 ft tallship S.Y. Sea Cloud. I was the first
woman ever hired to work on S.Y. Aiglon; all former crew were members of German military;
and one civilian American: Kenny Libby.
I was also the first person to inform Bavarian Royalty they could keep their sailing job and
shove it up their ass; when they expected me to shut the fuck up about being treated like a
slave, not a human being.
On S.Y. Sea Cloud; I first told them they could keep their Spokesperson job and shove it up
their ass; followed by their deckhand job:
On S.Y. Sea Cloud, I worked firstly as a deckhand and later as an able bodied seaman. S.Y. Sea
Cloud has German and American officers on six month contracts; a full time Phillipino deck,
kitchen and engineering crew, and part-time six month contract European youngsters deck and
silver service crewmembers. The male and female Phillipino and Europeans deck crew all share
one big communal bunkhouse. The majority of the Phillipino deck and engineering crew are
married with families in the Phillipines, but pretend to be single, so as to fuck – consensually or
by coercion -- the dumbfuck young European white meat women. Initially they engage in ‘you
are so beautiful, I love you, and want to marry you’ crap, and if that does not work, they engage
in coercion. I was not sexually interested in any of them, although I was happy to just be friends
and was appointed spokesperson for all the deck crew. It did not last long, because I informed
the crew and the captain that I had no problem with young European women fucking anyone
whom they wish to fuck, but I suggested that all sexual relations be based upon fully informed
consent honesty, from both sides. That the men who were married, be honest about their family
status, who are engaging in frequent fucking of white meat, be required to engage in safe sex
practices, if their white meat European sluts, requested such safe sex practices. All the white
male deck crew were furious with me, allegedly cause I had ‘insulted the Philipino’s’. According
to their ‘Euro-occidental values’ it was more important not to insult fragile ego Phillipino males
who were abusing their ‘euro-occidental’ female colleague deck crew, than it was to stand up as
proud Euro-Occidental white males with a pair of balls, and demand that these sexual
predatory Phillipino’s engage in honest, and honourable transparent sexual practices with
Euro-Occidental women.
The captain, a Euro-Occidental German refused to implement an honest transparent sexual
relation policy for crew relationships. The captain and/or the German shipping company – Sea
Cloud – officials refused. It would interfere with their profiteering off of white meat. It turned
out that ‘white meat’ from dumbfuck ignorant little blond and blue eyed Euro Occidental
teenagers, was one of the ‘financial perks’ being given to the married, many with sexually
transmitted diseases, Phillipino crew. Honesty, honour and transparent race and safe sexual
relations practices were very low on their totem pole of ‘euro-occidental’ values; when such

values came into conflict with using their own so-called ‘euro-occidental’ teenager children for
the profit of corporate euro-occidental elite’s profits.
The only person who supported my honesty, honour and transparent race and sexual relations
crew policy suggestions on that ship was the Safety Officer: Shaun Cassidy, a former United
States Marine. The Phillipino’s were furious, and I received many death-threats. I resigned
from my spokesperson job; and informed the Captain that if he refused to inform Sea Cloud to
amend their white meat slavery practices; I would nullify my contract. He refused to amend the
white meat slavery practices. I nullified my contract and left S.Y. Sea Cloud in Piraeus.
A copy of all my written references; including those from S.Y. Sea Cloud can be found in the
complaint to the International Criminal Court: Lara Johnstone v Desmond Tutu et al.
* ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics:
Green Industrial Economy Fraud:
The Green Industrial Economy is impossible because of Peak Non-Renewable Natural
Resources; as comprehensively detailed by Christopher Clugston; in Scarcity: Humanity’s Last
Chapter: A Comprehensive Analysis of Nonrenewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity’s
Consequences.
Scientists Denial of Procreation Factor in carbon or eco-footprint measurements:
See for example: * Study of Paul A. Murtaugh, Michael G. Schlax (2009): Reproduction and the
carbon legacies of individuals; Global Environmental Change, 19 (2009) pp. 14-20; Every Child
Increases a Woman’s Carbon Footprint by a factor of 20: A woman can reduce her carbon
footprint 19 times more by having one fewer child than by all other energy efficiency actions the
E.P.A. suggests combined; * Al Bartlett: China One Child Policy climate change negotiation
arguments. * BBC Africa: Ghanaian Cardinal says birth control could offer solution to climate
change; * 2010: Thou Shalt Not Breed: Anglicans; copy available at: Mencken -- Licensed to
Breed DieOff – Monkeylaw Prophets; * ECSP: Environmental Researchers and the Touchy
Topics of Family Planning and Population.
* ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
“Capitalist WiP growth destroys the environment decreasing the nation’s lifeboat resources.
Communist WiP growth destroys the environment decreasing the nation’s lifeboat resources.
The only difference is that capitalist growth does it faster and with greater economic inequality.
When nations choose to follow a Masonic capitalist or communist economic growth or population
growth plan; they are buying a ticket on the Titanic liferaft. Whether they purchase a capitalist
first-class or communist third class steerage Titanic liferaft ticket, they are purchasing a
Shrinking Lifeboat Titanic ticket; where the end sinking of the WiP capitalist/communist titanic
economy liferaft result is the same.” – amended quote of Albert Bartlett
In Garrett Hardin’s: Living on a Lifeboat and Lifeboat Ethics: The Case Against Helping the
Poor; the basic access to resources leadership decision was ‘nations resource lifeboat is not full
yet, whom of those drowning in the water; should we give the opportunity to get into our
national lifeboat; and whom should we just allow to drown’.

In US Army’s Lifeboat Ethics while not explicitly stated in the course material; that – in terms
of ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and resource conflict – all nations on
Earth’s resource lifeboats are not only full; but shrinking so now the decision is not ‘whom to let
in’ but ‘whom should be removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be
removed; how many should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?

Ecology of Peace v WiP NWO Shrinking Lifeboat negotiations questions:
This is a similar question to two EoP v WiP NWO negotiations questions [PDF]:


V. Putin: New-EoP-Gotit or [current Masonic] No-Los-Pepes Evacuation Rules?



A. Muhrrteyn: Revolution in Military Ethics question: Defining just and unjust actions
in war and military conflict: the operative question: Whom should the military kill?

Summary: Ecology of Peace Culture Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Answers:
The Ecology of Peace culture’s answer to these shrinking lifeboat questions:
Summary:
Whom should be removed from the lifeboat & how many should be removed:

All citizens from whatever nation, race, religion or class whose procreation and/or
consumption has been and is above ecological carrying capacity limits; who refuse to
commit in writing to reduce their consumption and/or procreation to ecological carrying
capacity limits; should be evacuated from the planetary genepool lifeboat by national
criminal justice government departments.
How should they be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?

Worlds Attorney Generals should cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that requires all the worlds citizens to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

Once implemented: all citizens from whatever nation, race, religion or class whose
procreation and/or consumption has been and is above ecological carrying capacity
limits; who refuse to commit in writing to reduce their consumption and/or procreation
to ecological carrying capacity limits; should be evacuated from the planetary genepool
lifeboat by national criminal justice government departments.

If or where any nation’s Attorney General obstructs the implementation of Ecology of
Peace international law social contract; they should provide reasons for their legal
obstruction behaviour to the International Criminal Court; and/if or when they refuse to
do so; should be coerced into doing so by the implementation of EoP Axis Military
Necessity Mutual Coercion Psychotronic Evacuation processes which shall
psychotronically evacuate lotto nations scarcity combatant and breeding/consumption
war citizens who have not signed EoP Axis Oaths from the planetary genepool.

More Info: Ecology of Peace Culture Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Answers:
Aforementioned Ecology of Peace shrinking lifeboat ethics answers can be found in greater
detail in — EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation [PDF] – and – EoP
Malheur Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation [PDF]; and Ecology of Peace
options to politically, legally and/or militarily implement an Ecology of Peace International law
social contract documents. EoP options being: Amendment of UN Prisoner of War Treaty; EoP
Referendum; EoP ICC Complaint and EoP Military Necessity Mutual Coercion Psychotronic
Evacuation; excerpts of which follow:
* ~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
Put simply: Our choices are between Ecology of Peace humane, orderly and relatively nonviolent deindustrialization and depopulation; and Masonic War is Peace extremely violent Mad
Max race wars, religious wars, four horses of the apocalypse Armageddon deindustrialization
and depopulation.
*~~~~~~*
“...an organization cannot have a conservation policy without having a population policy....the
problem solving or parasite leeching test — in which the candidate, confronted with an
overflowing sink, is classified according to whether he reaches for the faucet or the mop.” –
Amended quote of Daniel B. Luten; as quoted by William Milton Cooper in Behold a Pale Horse.
“It really doesn't matter, because either way we're screwed. The quicker you understand that,
the wiser you become. I believe that any man without principles that he is ready and willing to
die for at any given moment is already dead and is of no use or consequence whatsoever. ... If
the people really cared about their fellow man, they would control their appetites (greed,
procreation, etc.) so that they would not have to operate on a credit or welfare social system
which steals from the worker to satisfy the bum. Since most of the general public will not
exercise restraint, there are only two alternatives to reduce the economic inductance of the
system. (1) Let the populace bludgeon each other to death in war, which will only result in a
total destruction of the living earth. (2) Take control of the world by the use of economic "silent
weapons" in a form of "quiet warfare" and reduce the economic inductance of the world to a safe
level by a process of benevolent slavery and genocide. The latter option has been taken as the
obviously better option. At this point it should be crystal clear to the reader why absolute
secrecy about the silent weapons is necessary. The general public refuses to improve its own
mentality and its faith in its fellow man. It has become a herd of proliferating barbarians, and,
so to speak, a blight upon the face of the earth. They do not care enough about economic science
to learn why they have not been able to avoid war despite religious morality, and their religious
or self-gratifying refusal to deal with earthly problems renders the solution of the earthly
problem unreachable by them. It is left to those few who are truly willing to think and survive
as the fittest to survive, to solve the problem for themselves as the few who really care. .... You
must accept that you have been cattle and the ultimate consequence of being cattle — which is
slavery — or you must prepare to fight, and if necessary die to preserve your God-given right to
Freedom.” Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars; Milton William Cooper; Behold a Pale Horse.
So I am going to provide you a ‘reach for the faucet’ response to Sheriff Mack’s statement in the
Truth in Media interview: “To whom can the people turn for peace, safety and liberty; when

goverment becomes out of control and corrupt. If its not your local sheriff; to whom else can you
go?”
If any of the disputing parties are sincere about encouraging American veterans, ranchers and
citizens to support peace, safety and liberty; I imagine an Ecology of Peace William Wilberforce
and Eric Liddle would suggest that more than singing Amazing Grace shall be required to free
ourselves from human factory farming slavery enslavement; we shall need to have the courage
to give up our addiction to the false left and right wing moral supremacist bullshit propaganda
and individual and corporate welfare at the expense of the ecological resource commons that
provides us with survival sustenance; and publicly confront the phallic human sacrifice War is
Peace foundation of our secular or theocratic – capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist,
Christian, Muslim, Catholic, Buddhist, etc – religions; and cooperate with national and
international authorities to – hopefully nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that requires all the worlds citizens from all races, classes,
religions and cultures to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
“If the economy / your bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution is more important
to you than the environment; try holding your breath; while you count your money / read your
bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution; and tell me what is more important to
your survival: protecting the ecological carrying capacity resource foundation of life: our air,
water and food by implementing an international social contract that restricts everyone’s
breeding and consumption to ecological carrying capacity limits; so that all species on Earth can
continue breathing, drinking clean water; and having organic food to eat; or counting your
money / reading your Bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution.” – amended quote
of Guy McPherson; who coined the term ‘Near Term Extinction’ [NTE] which he writes about on
his blog: Nature Bats Last.
*~~~~~~*
General Mike Flynn: You can’t defeat an enemy you don’t admit exists.
Any form of capitalism that allows citizens to procreate and/or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits; cannot – according to Tragedy of the Commons principles – do
anything else but degenerate into predatory capitalism aka fascism. Of interest regarding the
future impending consequences of planetary predatory capitalism: Real News: Paul Jay’s
Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US Foreign Policy interview of Lawrence Wilkerson;
particularly the predatory capitalism part; which deals with the necessity of the great powers
cooperating to implement a new economic order; to address the massive impending planetary
social conflict problems resulting from climate change, peak food, peak water, peak oil,
including how and where to bury 6 billion people.
“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.” - Albert Einstein
1. Economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures; climate
change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams,
toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species
extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, nation states standing army or dissident
guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc – are a direct and
indirect consequence of overpopulation and overconsumption.

2. Overconsumption and overpopulation are a direct consequence of humans procreating
and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits.
3. Humans procreate and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits because the
current international law social contract; allows nation states to provide their citizens
with the implied ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’.
4. Humans will stop procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits

when legislators amend the current international law and national constitutional social
contract statutes that enable procreation and consumption above ecological carrying
capacity limits; to specifically require all the worlds/their nations citizens to procreate
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
In the – amended – wording of Dr. Al Bartlett: Living on a planet where cultures are based
upon Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume social contract principles is like buying a
ticket on the Titanic; if you’re smart you go Capitalist first class; or you can go cheap
Communist or Primitivist steerage third class. In all cases, the sinking of the culture from
ecological overshoot resource depletion result is the same. But if the social contract gives the
people the choice, most people would go fast, flashy and first class.
As reported in Nasa funded Human (Predator) and Nature (Prey) Dynamics (HANDY) studies:
Humans who engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse
of Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid,
Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses
result from (1) Ecological Strain and (2) Economic Stratification and include the disappearance
of between 90-99% of the populations (from famine, disease and organized violence resource
wars) including their kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political and cultural
institutions.
Economic Stratification Collapse occurs due to unequal consumption of resources generating
Elites vs Commoners. As Elites become sizable and keep growing, they consume more; their
over-exploitation results in collapse of resources to the Commoners; who experience famine and
collapse. Elites -- due to their wealth -- do not suffer the detrimental effects of environmental
collapse until much later than Commoners, which allows them to continue 'business as usual',
despite the impending catastrophe; explaining how historical collapses were allowed to occur by
seemingly oblivious elites (eg Roman & Mayan cases).
As clarified by Garrett Hardin in Tragedy of the Commons; in the absence of a social contract
that eliminates ‘breeding/consumption’ cheaters from the genepool; a social contract that
provides for no ‘elimination from the genepool’ consequences for ‘breeding / consumption war
cheaters; effectively results in other members of the culture being forced to engage in breeding /
consumption war cheating; for offence or defence of their resources purposes; which sets in
motion a breeding / consumption war ratrace. This reality was observed shortly after the
invention of totalitarian agriculture; and the elite of the time decided rightly or wrongly that
their only option was for the elite to divide and conquer manage and profit from the ‘breeding /
consumption war’; which is one of the ‘human sacrifice’ ‘secrets’ of ‘oroborous mystery phallic
worship religions’.

If economists and journalists are sincere about establishing an economic system based upon
resource footprint morality; and abolishing the human factory farming slavery system; I
imagine an Ecology of Peace William Wilberforce and Eric Liddle would suggest that to free
ourselves from enslavement we shall need to have the courage to give up our addiction to the
false left and right wing moral supremacist bullshit propaganda and individual and corporate
welfare at the expense of the ecological resource commons that provides us with survival
sustenance; and publicly confront the phallic human sacrifice War is Peace foundation of our
secular or theocratic – capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist, Christian, Muslim, Catholic,
Buddhist, etc – religions; and cooperate with national and international authorities to –
hopefully nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that
requires all the worlds citizens from all races, classes, religions and cultures to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
Ecological Reality Facts being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable
resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources
in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume
below ecological carrying capacity limits.
*~~~~~~*
All ideas are not equal.
If some Vietnam Phoenix project terrorists have thrown you out of a plane with a parachute; but
you don’t know how to work a parachute; then the idea of ‘I better think about how to pull the
ripchord for my parachute so that I can defy gravity with a scientifically proven method of
defying gravity: namely a parachute’ and ‘I can defy gravity with some Masonic verbal
gymnastics; and once I have redefined gravity so that it does not apply to fuck honour tits and
ass kikes New Yorkers; God will amend gravity in accordance to my Masonic law new definition
demands’ are not equal.

“Paris is currently choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki, Coolie, Kike Power
environmental moral supremacists; who will continue to whine and whine and whine and whine

and whine and whine and whine about food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases,
urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, feminism,
nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while doing sweet
goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume with total disregard
for ecological carrying capacity limits international law social contract; that is the root cause of
everything they whine about.”
--------------Put differently:
If the Cop 21 Secretariat gave a fuck about beginning to educate yourselves, those attending
your ‘Climate Change Conference’, journalists and the worlds citizens about the scientific
ripchord as opposed to the Masonic verbal gymnastics information regarding root causes of
Climate Change: namely overpopulation and overconsumption; whose causes are the Masonic
War is Peace -- right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity
limits -- international law social contract; you would have invited any one of the following
speakers to present their information; to begin the educational persuasion process as to how
and why it is a matter of military necessity to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; that restricts all the worlds citizens from all races, classes and religions to
breeding and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits.


Media Censorship: Maher, Michael (1997/03): How and Why Journalists Avoid the
Population-Environment Connection: University of Southwestern Louisiana, Population
and Environment, Volume 18, Number 4, March 1977; Reprinted in 1997 by the
Carrying Capacity Network, Focus, 18 (2), 21-37. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Michael
Maher]



Peak NNR Resources and Collapse of Green Industrial Economy: Clugston Chris:
Peak NNR: Scarcity: Humanity’s Last Chapter: A Comprehensive Analysis of
Nonrenewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity’s Consequences. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Chris Clugston]



Overpopulation: Paul A. Murtaugh, Michael G. Schlax (2009): Reproduction and the
carbon legacies of individuals; Global Environmental Change, 19 (2009) pp. 14-20; which
details how Every Child Increases a Woman’s Carbon Footprint by a factor of 20: A
woman can reduce her carbon footprint 19 times more by having one fewer child than by
all other energy efficiency actions the E.P.A. suggests combined. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Paul Murtagh]



Overconsumption: Timothy J. Garrett (Nov. 2009), Are there basic physical constraints
on future anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide?; Climatic Change; which details
that Only Civilization Collapse will prevent runaway global climate change: Industrial
Civilization / Consumption Developmentism as Heat Engine Root cause of ScarcityConflict Climate Change-National Security Impending Near-term Extinction reality.
[SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Timothy J Garrett]



Honour v Fuck Honour Human Nature: Astrid Dannenberg (2012): Climate Change
Negotiations: Game Theory and Experimental Evidence. Climate treaty negotiators
might be wise to have a conversation with a game theorist. So far, negotiators’ promises
to reduce greenhouse gas production have been paltry and results paltrier, as both

emissions and global temperatures have risen. A new game theoretic analysis published
in the Oct. 23 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences both pinpoints why
negotiations have accomplished so little and suggests how the parties might achieve
better results. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Astrid Dannenberg]

Overpopulation & Overconsumption Causes of Scarcity & Conflict:
United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Israel and Russian: Military, Intelligence
Agency and Government Reports about Overpopulation and Overconsumption as sources of
Resource Conflict are available at: Military Gospel according to Homer Lea; such as for
example:



Vice Admiral Dennis V. McGinn, USN (Ret); Former Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
for Warfare Requirements and Programs: Powering America’s Defense: Energy and the
Risks to National Security; Center for Naval Analysis, CNA.
Vice Admiral Dennis McGinn; Energy, Climate Change, and the Military: Implications
for National Security; Woodrow Wilson Center for Environmental Security.

All aforementioned reports and many more totally ignored and censored by Cop21 are the
foundation of – and shall be cited in – EoP PoW Applicants ICC complaint to implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; by abolishing and/or reforming the Masonic
War is Peace international law social contract.


EoP PoW et al Applicants: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al: Notice to
UN Nation states Attorney Generals & ICC: ICC Private Prosecution ‘crimes of
aggression acts of war’: Notice ITO of Article 5 & 15 of Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear Freedom
Mutual Coercion Military Necessity for the Implementation of an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract’ Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine: Private
Prosecution of Respondents: Charges: Crimes of Aggression Acts of War; EoP PoW ICC
Complaint; one of EoP options to implement EoP international law social contract.

“Climate Change will become a defense and security issue, for four major reasons. There will be
water wars, there will be oil wars, there will be massive migration on a scale the world has
never seen, and there will be massive food insecurity. The two things of importance to the
United States and UK will be issues of migration, which we already have problems with in
Europe and the US. It will get much much more extreme. .. So much of our food is derived from
Africa and Central and South America, if that starts to fail .. there could be rioting. There is an
expression which is called nine meals from anarchy.” – Rosie Boycott, Former Editor of the
Independent; Climate Change and National Security.

* ~~~~~~~~~ *
Current International Law Right to Breed & Consume:
There are many examples of current international law statutes that directly and indirectly
provide citizens with the right to breed and/or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits; and lawyers, prosecutors and Judges who apply them, all while pretending their courts
are concerned with ‘truth’ and ‘evidence’; pretending they have fuck all clue why and how those

statutes result in food shortages & inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams,
toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss
of biodiversity, peak resources and climate change; inter-racial, religious and cultural social
conflict; psycho-social conflict; not to mention overpopulation and consumption resource
depletion and scarcity induced resource wars; which sometimes manifest as genocide and
holocausts.
Put simply: unlike Arthur Edens and Michael Clayton – they are in total denial that they are
Sheva the legal cryptic gods of death.
[..]

Summary of the origins and practices of Sheva & Lucifer the cryptic gods of death:
The following are – in my view relevant excerpts from – EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel
Committee et al; for your consideration:
------------Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al -------------AnthroCorpocentric Jurisprudence’s Innocence for Sale Indulgence Legal Matrix:
“Corporations are a Frankenstein monster which States have created by their
corporation laws.” - Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis, 1916
“Every right must be evaluated in the network of all rights claimed and the environment
in which these rights are exercised. If we hold that every right, “natural” or not, must be
evaluated in the total system of rights operating in a world that is limited, we must
inevitably conclude that no right can be presumed to be absolute, that the effect of each
right on the suppliers as well as on the demanders must be determined before we can
ascertain the quantity of right that is admissible. From here on out, ours is a limited
world. Rights must also be limited. The greater the population, the more limited the per
capita supply of all goods; hence the greater must be the limitation on individual rights,
including the right to breed. At its heart, this is the political meaning of the population
problem.” – Garrett Hardin, Limited World, Limited Rights
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix Reality doctrine -- the Inalienable ‘Right to Breed and
Consume, but you need a License to Own a Gun, a License to Drive a Car, a License to Practice
Law, a television license, a credit license, a license to earn a living, a university exemption
license, a license to fish, a license to hunt, a liquor license, a business license, a marriage
license, in some U.S. states, five year olds, even need to get a license to run a lemonade stand on
their front lawn -- hypocritically referred to as the ‘rule-of-law’ is a legal world of lawyers,
politicians and priests, who prefer to negligently ignore, plausibly deny, or socio-psychophallicly benefit from the conquer-and-multiply and divide and conquer control over the means
of human reproduction and consumption. It is a Matrix reality, of legal, political and religious
indulgence salesmen.
It is a legal world, very similar to the Matrix religious world that existed before Martin
Luther confronted the religious indulgence salesmen with his Ninety-Five Theses, on the
Church of All Saints, on 31 October 1517, thereby initiating the Protestant Reformation.

In the Catholic Church’s religious Matrix world, only Catholic Bishops were entitled to be
interpreters of the ‘word of god’. Only they could decide what God meant, about who was guilty
and who was innocent, who would go to hell and who would go to heaven. God did not speak to
common people, except via the Catholic Church’s bishops.
In Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix world, only those who swear blind obedience to
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix world – lawyers, prosecutors and judges – are deemed to
possess the supposed superior intellectual Legal Godlike capabilities, to decipher, decode and
interpret the ‘word of civilized patriarch gods’, hence capable of deciding which of us mere
Commons surplus cannon fodder mortals acts of commission, or omission, is ‘lawful’ or
‘unlawful’.
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix ‘AnthroCorpocentric law’ is based upon Flat Earth
‘jurisprudence’, as per the demands of those capable of purchasing Flat Earth legislation
indulgences which make their ecologically – breeding/consumption war -- criminal acts, to be
deemed as ‘legal/lawful’ conduct by the Legal Matrix Bishops: lawyers, prosecutors and Judges.
It is a Matrix world of legal indulgence salesmen; who -- ‘Contempt in Facie Curiae’ -demand the public’s sycophantic submissive obedience; for their supposed superior intellectual
Godlike capabilities, to decipher, decode and interpret which of us mere Commons surplus
cannon and vote fodder mortals acts of commission, or omission, is ‘lawful’ or ‘unlawful’.

Thieving, Conquering, Murdering and Culling Acts of Un/Lawfulness:
“Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be used as pawns in foreign policy.” Henry Kissinger; The Final Days, by Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein
Surplus vote fodder citizens may convert to becoming cannon-fodder citizens by joining the
military to commit conquering or culling acts of murder and theft, as long as their murder and
theft is sanctioned as a lawful conquer, culling or theft order, by one or more groups of left/right
conquer-and-multiply legal indulgence salesmen.
In this Matrix Reality legal world, soldiers tasked with the national security conquering and
culling responsibilities, of conquering to thieve another tribe’s resources, and culling population
‘useless eaters’ and ‘oxygen thieves’ surplus population excesses; on behalf of the conquering
and culling profiteering demands of civilized patriarchy’s civilian corporate and political elite;
constantly find themselves confronted with the conquer-or-culling “Befehl ist Befehl” Catch 22
dilemma:
To obey, or not to obey, a ‘Lebensraum’, ‘Difaqane’, ‘Operation Freedumb’ and the thousands
like them, order to conquer or cull; since a lawful conquer or culling order, by one group of
left/right conquer-and-multiply legal indulgence salesmen, can easily be reinterpreted to be an
unlawful order, by another group of opposing left/right conquer-and multiply legal indulgence
salesmen; presenting a Catch 22 dilemma from which there is no legal escape.
One who refuses a ‘lawful’ conquering or culling order will still probably be jailed for
refusing orders, and one who accepts an ‘unlawful order will be jailed for committing unlawful
culling or conquering acts.
Who decides, what is, and what is not, a conquering or culling lawful, or unlawful order?

The ‘Inalienable Right to Breed’ Matrix Reality conquer-and-multiply indulgence salesmen,
with their specious justifications, and nightmare of Legal Matrix reality generated bureaucratic
stare-decisis cryptic rules and statutes, of course!
"I don't know what you mean by 'glory,' " Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. "Of course you don't—till I tell you. I meant
'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!' "
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument'," Alice objected.
"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just
what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many different
things."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master—that's all."
-- Through the Looking Glass, by Lewis Carroll
Anthropocentric Master’s of ‘Relevance’ Jurisprudence:
The question in a civilized patriarchy court is only concerned with who is the master of
one word: ‘relevance’.
Any question or answer that exposes civilized patriarchy’s Legal Matrix system for what
it is; a system far more corrupt than the Catholic Church’s Indulgences for Sale religious
matrix, is simply deemed as ‘irrelevant’.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges defy the laws of ecology with
a massive ‘fuck you’, by legislating, interpreting and enforcing Legal Matrix doctrine, that
encourages citizens to breed and consume above cultural carrying capacity limits.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that legislation which
ignores carrying capacity limits results in ecological overshoot, surplus vote-cannon-fodder
populations, economic hierarchical inequality, and scarcity induced local, national and
international conflict.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that legislation which
enables ecological overshoot in multi-cultural/ethnic/religious communities, manifests as intercultural / ethnic / religious conflict.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that inter-cultural /
ethnic conflict is a great divide and conquer tool to manipulate the proletariat to perceive other
cultural/ethnic proletariat as the source of their own overshoot-scarcity-conflict misery.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges sit in judgement about an
accused’s case of theft or murder; while consciously ignoring the theft and thievery and
participation in mass murder of the civilized patriarchy corporate elite, who purchased
‘Innocence for Sale’ Indulgences from legislators to avoid legislation that defines their
ecologically criminal acts of billion and trillion dollar thievery and murder as ‘unlawful’.
What is relevant?:

It is relevant that civilized patriarchy’s penis constitutions human factory farming
rights to breed and consume, is to be master —that's all.
Who says so?:
Civilized Patriarchy’s ecologically illiterate Legal Matrix Legislator’s, lawyers, judges
and prosecutors ego-genitals say so!
[..]
Totalitarian Agriculture as the source of Taker resource scarcity social-conflict
contract problems:
The problems with Taker social contract occurred with the invention of Totalitarian
agriculture; which describes the behaviour of humans who violate their original indigenous
tribal territory’s by choosing to engage in surplus food production (economic growth); resulting
in surplus human (population growth).
When any tribe of humans overbreed and/or overconsume the natural resources in their
perceived tribal territory; they travel beyond their tribal territory to go and find resources they
have over-consumed and degraded. When such a tribe enters another tribes territory, then
conflict occurs (from economic, political to physical, an organized violence warfare). To limit
inter-tribal territorial resource acquisition conflict, all tribes must agree to limit procreation
and consumption to their tribal territory ecological carrying capacity limits.
Simplistically the history of war can be summed up as: Every single battle between two
groups of racial, religious, ethnic, or ideological warriors, engaged in organized violence resource
thieving or defence, since the advent of totalitarian agriculture, was a result of one or both of
those tribes having overbred and/or overconsumed, and engaging in resource thieving into
another tribes territory.
Since the beginning of humans (whatever you believe that beginning to be) humans lived
in nomadic hunter gatherer tribes, like the Bushmen, Aborigine’s, etc. Male duties were to hunt
and protect the tribe. Women’s duties were to forage and nurture the young. Both men and
women contributed to the tribe’s economic resources and duties, hence power was shared
reasonably equally. Tribes were concerned about not overbreeding; since such overbreeding
resulted in the resources in a territory being depleted quicker, and less resources for the rest of
the tribe; requiring them to move to new territories. After three million years of humans living
like hunter gatherers, it is estimated that the human population at the beginning of the
Neolithic period was around ten million.
Then things changed very quickly for the tribes who invented Totalitarian agriculture.
Women invented agriculture, resulting from their close association and experimentation with
seeds and plants, in their role as foragers. This change occurred because some tribes started
practicing a particular form of ‘surplus agriculture’ (hereinafter referred to as ‘totalitarian
agriculture’) where farmers grew large surpluses of stored food. The consolidation of agriculture
results in the centralization of political power: cities & civilization. Before the discovery of oil
and coal, the practice of totalitarian agriculture farming was far more labour intensive than
hunting and subsistence farming; so men took over agriculture; and women were now relegated
to being brood sows, to breed economic and cannon fodder: children to work in the fields or be

soldiers. Surplus food meant that some members of the tribe could now work in other
specialized fields: soldiers, clerks, etc; and also that the tribes could grow their tribes
population. World population doubled in three thousand years; and again in only two thousand
years. It jumped from ten million to fifty million—probably eighty percent of them being
practitioners of totalitarian agriculture. It was getting crowded.
Beginning of War is Peace War resulting from overbreeding and overconsuming: In all of
three million years, humans had never been crowded anywhere. But now the people of
practicing totalitarian agriculture were learning what it means to be crowded. Overworked,
overgrazed land was becoming less and less productive. There were more people, and they were
competing for dwindling resources; and people now began to organize their tribes into forms of
standing armies to fight for land or resources. The tribes first war-making machinery:
warlords—kings, princes, emperors and their nation states formed for the purpose of armed
defense and aggression. “It’s during this period that we see the standing army forged as the
monarch’s sword of power. Without a standing army, a king is just a windbag in fancy clothes.
But with a standing army, a king can impose his will on his enemies and engrave his name in
history—and absolutely the only names we have from this era are the names of conquering
kings. No scientists, no philosophers, no historians, no prophets, just conquerors. For the first
time in human history, the important people are the people with armies.”
Evolution of War is Peace War: Advancement and acquisition of Human and Military
Technology and Capital vs Breeding of CannonFodder: In a battle between two armies with the
same level of military skill and technology; generally the bigger army wins. Many of history’s
military conquerors have relied on simply growing cannon fodder to slaughter on the
battlefields to win their battles or wars. Some military conquerors focussed on improving their
soldiers skills (psychological, physical, intellectual, spiritual, etc), technology (better armor,
better swords, better chariots, better bows and arrows, better scaling machines, better rams,
better artillery, better guns, better tanks, better planes, better bombs, better rockets, better
nerve gas, better germs, better chemicals); and legal moral supremacist ‘innocence for sale’
indulgence interpretations psychological warfare doctrine. Many times small armies with
greater technological equipment and/or military tactical or strategic skills won: There are many
examples, but two are Battle of Blood River (guns), conquest of North and South America (guns,
germs & steel).
WiP Resource Conflict: Initially economic, then political, and finally military organized
conflict: Centuries of conflict over resources generated an international law social contract
founded upon Masonic phallic force (rule of force international treaties); that rewarded those
who engage in seething energies of lucifer breeding and consumption wars; which bribe their
tribes members to believe it is their 'inalienable [freedumb slavery] right' to breed and consume
above carrying capacity limits; while denying personal responsibility for the human factory
farming organized violence conquer and culling racism, sexism, nationalism, socialism,
capitalism, nazism, islamism, zionism, corporatism, stalinism, human sacrifice culling, etc
consequences; as people are motivated beyond retardation (motarded) to choose to join one or
other ideological, religious, racial or cultural tribe to engage in resource war thieving to
accumulate more resources to grow their tribe to enable it to protect itself from another tribes
organized violence resource war thieving.
Totalitarian Agriculture’s Luciferian Evil Human Sacrifice Harvest Religions:
“When The Mason learns that the Key to the warrior on the block is the proper
application of the dynamo of living power, he has learned the Mystery of his Craft. The

seething energies of Lucifer are in his hands and before he may step onward and upward,
he must prove his ability to properly apply this energy.” - Manly Palmer Hall,
Illustrious: the Lost Keys of Freemasonry
"in this case the defendants are not simply accused of planning or directing wholesale
killings through channels. They are not charged with sitting in an office hundreds and
thousands of miles away from the slaughter. It is asserted with particularity that these
men were in the field actively superintending, controlling, directing, and taking an active
part in the bloody harvest." - Nuremberg Military Tribunal, United States of America vs.
Otto Ohlendorf, et. al. ("Einsatzgruppen trial"), Judgment.
All civilized religions — from Christianity, to Gnosticism, etc — were ‘created’ in the minds
of man to comprehend the concept of ‘evil’ (aka organized violence), subsequent to man’s
invention of agriculture, approximately 10,000 years ago; and where such agriculture created
food surpluses, resulting in population surpluses, and expansion of their territory resulting in
population pressure clashes with other tribes territories, resource war conflict.
Extended misery resulting from direct and psychic existential conflict resulted in man’s
attempt to understand so-called ‘evil’; or put more simply: the organized resource thieving direct
conflict (rape, murder, slavery, etc) resulting from population pressures and escalating relations
with fellow humans based upon the absence of consent, i.e. extended periods of psychic and
physical violence and coercion.
If there are two or ten people living on an island with enough food and other resources and
space, for one hundred people; there is no need to coerce another for food or resources freely and
abundantly available. In the absence of a resource scarcity conflict mindset, and plenty of space,
tribal relations are more conductive to cooperation and sharing. Living in the moment. There is
no need for an external God in the sky to explain ‘evil’; there is only a consciousness to
appreciate the source of resource abundance, as the ‘source of life’; and to live in harmony with
such source: nature. Violence is limited to food chain violence experienced by all species; namely
hunting and being hunted by another predator for immediate food. [See also: Law of Limited
Competition]
If the tribe introduces agriculture, which results in an agricultural surplus and uses such
agricultural surplus to justify greater population; then as the population increases, so the
population pressures increase. There is less space to run away from someone who may be
temporarily angry, or wanting something another is not willing to provide in that moment. The
existence of ‘evil’ (organized violence) is plausibly directly proportional to the resource war
conflict, resulting from the tribe’s violation of carrying capacity limits; and/or coming into
contact with another tribe’s territorial expansion as a result of their violation of carrying
capacity limits. In attempting to understand the existential meaning of this symptom of ‘evil’
resulting from violation of carrying capacity limits resource war conflict, man created religions...
The invention of agriculture and agricultural surpluses, and subsequent organized violence
of civilization are the biblical story of Adam and Eve’s loss of living in carrying capacity
harmony with the natural world resource abundant paradise, and Cain’s choice to be a farmer.
Others saw opportunities for socio-political status benefits from exploiting the reality of
organized violence (evil), and suppressed this conscious reality of their intentions by invoking
various phallic ‘right’ justifications for their ‘right’ to engage in organized violence (evil).

The Mason’s ‘seething energies of lucifer’ are the psychological warfare art of manipulating
and coercing men and women to overbreed and overconsume, to thereby aggravate resource war
conflict, and the ability to divide and conquer people’s, for the socio-political profit of the
‘warrior’, to ‘step onward and upward’; as he ‘proves his human sacrifice ability’ to apply his
breeding war and consumption war energies. Put differently, the ‘seething energies of lucifer’
are no less than the phallic justification for profiting from aggravating and perpetuating
deliberate organized violence, without the consent of the recipients of the violence.
Totalitarian Agriculture WiP Tower of Babel Empires that violently collapsed: Humans who
engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse of
Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian, Assyrian,
Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid, Umayyad,
Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses result from (1)
Ecological Strain due to procreation and consumption above ecological carrying capacity limits;
and (2) Economic Stratification; and have included the disappearance of between 90-99% of
their populations (from famine, disease and organized violence resource wars) including their
kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political and cultural institutions.
------------End Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al -------------“Fate: Unintended Consequences: Catton: Seyright Mills of Columbia Univ's sociological
definition of fate. Fate is what happens when innumerable people make innumerable small
decisions about other matters that have the collective cumulative effect that nobody intended.
That’s what happened when we overpopulated the world. .... a fusion of forces that separated us
from the laws of life... that told us that we could live apart from those laws of limits, without
rules.” -- What a Way to Go: Life at the End of Empire.
What shall your decisions be: New Ecology of Peace international law rules; or current Masonic
War is Peace international law ‘WTF is the Befehl?’ confucius rules?
* ~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in (i) Ecology of Peace v War is Peace NWO
negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]; (ii) EoP Axis: Applicants: Req for Asst of
Counsel: VADM Dennis McGinn [PDF] & Eric Prince [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: FSB: Gen Bornikov & NSA: Adm Rogers [PDF]
CC: Culture Change [PDF]; UNFCCC & Cop 21 [PDF]; Weebly [PDF]; EoP Applicants: Dennis
McGinn & Erik Prince [PDF]; Wesley Miller [PDF]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 5:20 PM
Subject: EoP Obs & Admin Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP Honour
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 5:20 PM
To: 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'; 'NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith Alexander'
Cc: 'Jan Lundgren'; 'Tall Ships America'; 'Sea Cloud'; 'Intnl Yacht Collection: Sean Cassidy'; 'General
Enquiries'; 'Secretariat'; 'INet Info & Support'; 'FTC Environment Facility'; 'FTC National Comm'; 'UNFCCC
Statements'; 'Cop 21 Paris'; 'GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change: RNLMC Kees
Homan'; 'NL: Maj. Piet Wit'; 'BIPSS: Maj.Gen. ANM Muniruzzaman'; 'USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A.
Cheney'; 'GMACCC Press'; 'Wesley Miller'; 'Jenna Orken'; 'CEO'; 'Jesse Re'; 'Thurn und Taxis Forst GmbH
Co Hans-Peter Fritzsche'; 'Josef Bauer'; 'Johann Wilholm'; 'Gerhard Wagner'; 'Armin Raab'; 'Florian Betz';
'Hildegard Riss'; 'Markus Schelkle'; 'Berthold Wenger'; 'Andreas Haufe'; 'Schloss St. Emmeram
Regensburg'; 'CEO: Chief Executive Officer: David Rusenko'; 'CTO: Chief Technology Officer: Chris Fanini
& COO: Chief Operating Officer: Dan Veltri via Weebly Office'; 'Richard H'; 'VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA
Military Advisory Board Members: Gen Paul Kern'; 'Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'CC:
US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group'; 'CC: GOP: Brown Ellen –
Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'
Subject: EoP Obs & Admin Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP Honour
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?

TO: FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers
CC: Sail Transport Network & Culture Change: Jan Lundgren
CC: Tall Ships America; Sea Cloud; Intnl Yacht Collection: Sean Cassidy
CC: UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change & Cop 21
CC: CollapseNet: Wesley Miller
CC: Fürstin Gloria von Thurn und Taxis
CC: Weebly.com: CEO, CTO & COO
CC: EoP Applicants: VADM Dennis McGinn & Erik Prince
FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers
FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith
Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov)
Sail Transport Network; Culture Change & Tall Ships America:
Jan Lundgren (jan@culturechange.org); Tall Ships America (asta@tallshipsamerica.org)
Sea Cloud & Intnl Yacht Collection:
Sea Cloud (seacloud@seacloud.com); Intnl Yacht Collection: Sean Cassidy (scassidy@iyc.com)
UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change & Cop 21:
General Enquiries (secretariat@unfccc.int); Secretariat (secretariat@unfccc.int); INet Info &
Support (ccinet@unfccc.int); FTC Environment Facility (GEFModule@unfccc.int); FTC National
Comm (NCModule@unfccc.int); UNFCCC Statements (Cop21Cmp11Protocol@unfccc.int); Cop

21 Paris (info@cop21paris.org); GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change:
RNLMC Kees Homan (choman@clingendael.nl); NL: Maj. Piet Wit (wit@syzygy.nl); BIPSS:
Maj.Gen. ANM Muniruzzaman (muniruzzaman@gmail.com); USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A.
Cheney (events@americansecurityproject.org); GMACCC Press (press@gmaccc.org)
Collapsenet:
Wesley Miller (wesleytmiller@comcast.net); Jenna Orken (Jennakilt@aol.com); CEO
(ceo@collapsenet.com); Jesse Re (jessyre@collapsenet.com)
Fürstin Gloria von Thurn und Taxis:
Thurn und Taxis Forst GmbH Co Hans-Peter Fritzsche (hpfritzsche@thurnundtaxis.de); Josef
Bauer (jbauer@thurnundtaxis.de); Johann Wilholm (johann.wilholm@thurnundtaxis.de);
Gerhard Wagner (gwagner@thurnundtaxis.de); Armin Raab (araab@thurnundtaxis.de); Florian
Betz (fbetz@thurnundtaxis.de); Hildegard Riss (hriss@thurnundtaxis.de); Markus Schelkle
(mschelkle@thurnundtaxis.de); Berthold Wenger (bwenger@thurnundtaxis.de); Andreas Haufe
(ahaufe@thurnundtaxis.de); Schloss St. Emmeram Regensburg
(gesamtverwaltung@thurnundtaxis.de)
Weebly.com: CEO, CTO & COO
CEO: Chief Executive Officer: David Rusenko (david@weebly.com); CTO: Chief Technology
Officer: Chris Fanini & COO: Chief Operating Officer: Dan Veltri via Weebly Office
(info@weebly.com); Richard H (richard.h@weebly.com)
EoP Applicants: VADM Dennis McGinn & Erik Prince
VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory Board Members: Gen Paul Kern
(pkern@cohengroup.net); Gen Gordon Sullivan (gsullivan@ausa.org); Gen. Charles Chuck Wald
(cwald@deloitte.com); CC: US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard
(embassypretoria@state.gov); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); CC:
GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)
EoP Obs & Admin Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP
Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?
Observation: Hacking format changes made by someone unknown -- presumably some Military
Intelligence Agency individual -- to EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations Comments Correspondence
online html version of 26 January 2015: correspondence to Culture Change; at EoP v WiP
Comments Corr: 26 Jan: Culture Change.
Original version in PDF remains as originally sent.
Additionally the posting date was also changed from 26 January to 28 January.
If NSA and/or FSB hacked it; I imagine you hacked it; so as to highlight those paragraphs; to
the individuals to whom those paragraphs of correspondence were originally sent.
If that interpretation of your motives is correct; this correspondence is copied to the individuals
to whom those paragraphs of correspondence were originally sent.

If that interpretation of your motives is incorrect; kindly clarify your message; so that I may
accurately relay it for you; should you want me to relay your message for you.
If your hacking was a message to me: Lara Johnstone; you are welcome to state what exactly it
is you want to say to me personally; in 100% buck stops here crystal clear communication; not
plausible deniable fuck honour ego Mindfuck games bullshit. I am not and have never been
offended by buck stops here honesty.
It is also copied to Weebly.com; for their information and records.
Here follows transcript copy of Hacking Format changes; which were removed from body
content; and placed at the top of the post [PNG]:
============== Hacking Format change Excerpt ==================
In the – amended – wording of Dr. Al Bartlett: Living on a planet where cultures are based
upon Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume social contract principles is like buying a
ticket on the Titanic; if you’re smart you go Capitalist first class; or you can go cheap
Communist or Primitivist steerage third class. In all cases, the sinking of the culture from
ecological overshoot resource depletion result is the same. But if the social contract gives the
people the choice, most people would go fast, flashy and first class.
As reported in Nasa funded Human (Predator) and Nature (Prey) Dynamics (HANDY) studies:
Humans who engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse
of Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid,
Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses
result from (1) Ecological Strain and (2) Economic Stratification and include the disappearance
of between 90-99% of the populations (from famine, disease and organized violence resource
wars) including their kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political and cultural
institutions.
Economic Stratification Collapse occurs due to unequal consumption of resources generating
Elites vs Commoners. As Elites become sizable and keep growing, they consume more; their
over-exploitation results in collapse of resources to the Commoners; who experience famine and
collapse. Elites -- due to their wealth -- do not suffer the detrimental effects of environmental
collapse until much later than Commoners, which allows them to continue 'business as usual',
despite the impending catastrophe; explaining how historical collapses were allowed to occur by
seemingly oblivious elites (eg Roman & Mayan cases).
As clarified by Garrett Hardin in Tragedy of the Commons; in the absence of a social contract
that eliminates ‘breeding/consumption’ cheaters from the genepool; a social contract that
provides for no ‘elimination from the genepool’ consequences for ‘breeding / consumption war
cheaters; effectively results in other members of the culture being forced to engage in breeding /
consumption war cheating; for offence or defence of their resources purposes; which sets in
motion a breeding / consumption war ratrace. This reality was observed shortly after the
invention of totalitarian agriculture; and the elite of the time decided rightly or wrongly that
their only option was for the elite to divide and conquer manage and profit from the ‘breeding /
consumption war’; which is one of the ‘human sacrifice’ ‘secrets’ of ‘oroborous mystery phallic
worship religions’.

If economists and journalists are sincere about establishing an economic system based upon
resource footprint morality; and abolishing the human factory farming slavery system; I
imagine an Ecology of PeaceWilliam Wilberforce and Eric Liddle would suggest that to free
ourselves from enslavement we shall need to have the courage to give up our addiction to
the false left and right wing moral supremacist bullshit propaganda and individual and
corporate welfare at the expense of the ecological resource commons that provides us with
survival sustenance; and publicly confront the phallic human sacrifice War is Peacefoundation
of our secular or theocratic – capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist, Christian, Muslim,
Catholic, Buddhist, etc – religions; and cooperate with national and international authorities to
– hopefully nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that
requires all the worlds citizens from all races, classes, religions and cultures to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
Ecological Reality Facts being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable
resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources
in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an Ecology of
Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
*~~~~~~*
All ideas are not equal.
If some Vietnam Phoenix project terrorists have thrown you out of a plane with a parachute; but
you don’t know how to work a parachute; then the idea of ‘I better think about how to pull the
ripchord for my parachute so that I can defy gravity with a scientifically proven method of
defying gravity: namely a parachute’ and ‘I can defy gravity with some Masonic verbal
gymnastics; and once I have redefined gravity so that it does not apply to fuck honour tits and
ass kikes New Yorkers; God will amend gravity in accordance to my Masonic law new definition
demands’ are not equal.

“Paris is currently choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki, Coolie, Kike Power
environmental moral supremacists; who will continue to whine and whine and whine and whine

and whine and whine and whine about food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases,
urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, feminism,
nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while doing sweet
goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume with total disregard
for ecological carrying capacity limits international law social contract; that is the root cause of
everything they whine about.”
--------------Put differently:
If the Cop 21 Secretariat gave a fuck about beginning to educate yourselves, those attending
your ‘Climate Change Conference’, journalists and the worlds citizens about the scientific
ripchord as opposed to the Masonic verbal gymnastics information regarding root causes of
Climate Change: namely overpopulation and overconsumption; whose causes are the Masonic
War is Peace -- right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity
limits -- international law social contract; you would have invited any one of the following
speakers to present their information; to begin the educational persuasion process as to how
and why it is a matter of military necessity to implement an Ecology of Peaceinternational law
social contract; that restricts all the worlds citizens from all races, classes and religions to
breeding and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits.

1. Media Censorship: Maher, Michael (1997/03): How and Why Journalists Avoid the
Population-Environment Connection: University of Southwestern Louisiana, Population
and Environment, Volume 18, Number 4, March 1977; Reprinted in 1997 by the
Carrying Capacity Network, Focus, 18 (2), 21-37. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Michael
Maher]
2. Peak NNR Resources and Collapse of Green Industrial Economy: Clugston Chris:
Peak NNR: Scarcity: Humanity’s Last Chapter: A Comprehensive Analysis of
Nonrenewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity’s Consequences. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Chris Clugston]
3. Overpopulation: Paul A. Murtaugh, Michael G. Schlax (2009): Reproduction and the
carbon legacies of individuals; Global Environmental Change, 19 (2009) pp. 14-20; which
details how Every Child Increases a Woman’s Carbon Footprint by a factor of 20: A
woman can reduce her carbon footprint 19 times more by having one fewer child than by
all other energy efficiency actions the E.P.A. suggests combined. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Paul Murtagh]
4. Overconsumption: Timothy J. Garrett (Nov. 2009), Are there basic physical constraints
on future anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide?; Climatic Change; which details
that Only Civilization Collapse will prevent runaway global climate change: Industrial
Civilization / Consumption Developmentism as Heat Engine Root cause of ScarcityConflict Climate Change-National Security Impending Near-term Extinction reality.
[SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Timothy J Garrett]
5. Honour v Fuck Honour Human Nature: Astrid Dannenberg (2012): Climate Change
Negotiations: Game Theory and Experimental Evidence. Climate treaty negotiators
might be wise to have a conversation with a game theorist. So far, negotiators’ promises
to reduce greenhouse gas production have been paltry and results paltrier, as both
emissions and global temperatures have risen. A new game theoretic analysis published
in the Oct. 23 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences both pinpoints why

negotiations have accomplished so little and suggests how the parties might achieve
better results. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Astrid Dannenberg]

Overpopulation & Overconsumption Causes of Scarcity & Conflict:
United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Israel and Russian: Military, Intelligence
Agency and Government Reports about Overpopulation and Overconsumption as sources of
Resource Conflict are available at: Military Gospel according to Homer Lea; such as for
example:
1. Vice Admiral Dennis V. McGinn, USN (Ret); Former Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
for Warfare Requirements and Programs: Powering America’s Defense: Energy and the
Risks to National Security; Center for Naval Analysis, CNA.
2. Vice Admiral Dennis McGinn; Energy, Climate Change, and the Military: Implications
for National Security; Woodrow Wilson Center for Environmental Security.

All aforementioned reports and many more totally ignored and censored by Cop21 are the
foundation of – and shall be cited in – EoP PoW Applicants ICC complaint to implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; by abolishing and/or reforming the Masonic
War is Peace international law social contract.
1. EoP PoW et al Applicants: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al: Notice to
UN Nation states Attorney Generals & ICC: ICC Private Prosecution ‘crimes of
aggression acts of war’: Notice ITO of Article 5 & 15 of Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear Freedom
Mutual Coercion Military Necessity for the Implementation of an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract’ Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine: Private
Prosecution of Respondents: Charges: Crimes of Aggression Acts of War; EoP PoW ICC
Complaint; one of EoP options to implement EoP international law social contract.
“Climate Change will become a defense and security issue, for four major reasons. There will be
water wars, there will be oil wars, there will be massive migration on a scale the world has
never seen, and there will be massive food insecurity. The two things of importance to the
United States and UK will be issues of migration, which we already have problems with in
Europe and the US. It will get much much more extreme. .. So much of our food is derived from
Africa and Central and South America, if that starts to fail .. there could be rioting. There is an
expression which is called nine meals from anarchy.” – Rosie Boycott, Former Editor of the
Independent; Climate Change and National Security.

* ~~~~~~~~~ *
Current International Law Right to Breed & Consume:
There are many examples of current international law statutes that directly and indirectly
provide citizens with the right to breed and/or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits; and lawyers, prosecutors and Judges who apply them, all while pretending their courts
are concerned with ‘truth’ and ‘evidence’; pretending they have fuck all clue why and how those

statutes result in food shortages & inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams,
toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss
of biodiversity, peak resources and climate change; inter-racial, religious and cultural social
conflict; psycho-social conflict; not to mention overpopulation and consumption resource
depletion and scarcity induced resource wars; which sometimes manifest as genocide and
holocausts.
Put simply: unlike Arthur Edens and Michael Clayton – they are in total denial that they are
Sheva the legal cryptic gods of death.
[..]
Summary of the origins and practices of Sheva & Lucifer the cryptic gods of death:
The following are – in my view relevant excerpts from – EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel
Committee et al; for your consideration:
------------Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al -------------AnthroCorpocentric Jurisprudence’s Innocence for Sale Indulgence Legal Matrix:
“Corporations are a Frankenstein monster which States have created by their
corporation laws.” - Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis, 1916
“Every right must be evaluated in the network of all rights claimed and the
environment in which these rights are exercised. If we hold that every right, “natural”
or not, must be evaluated in the total system of rights operating in a world that is
limited, we must inevitably conclude that no right can be presumed to be absolute,
that the effect of each right on the suppliers as well as on the demanders must be
determined before we can ascertain the quantity of right that is admissible. From here
on out, ours is a limited world. Rights must also be limited. The greater the
population, the more limited the per capita supply of all goods; hence the greater must
be the limitation on individual rights, including the right to breed. At its heart, this is
the political meaning of the population problem.” – Garrett Hardin, Limited World,
Limited Rights

============== Hacking Format change Excerpt ==================
I have corrected the format; replacing the excerpt which was hacked back into the content of the
original 26 January 2016 correspondence; and changed the date back to 26 January 2016; to
accurately reflect the correspondence as it was originally sent.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in (i) EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations:
Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Culture Change; (ii) EoP Axis: Annexure: Cop 21 [PDF]; (iii)
EoP Applicants: Annexure: Weebly.com [PDF]; (iv) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Dennis McGinn &
Erik Prince; (v) EoP Applicants: Req Asst Counsel: Wesley Miller [PDF].
Online html version copies of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]
are available at EoP v WiP Comments Corr.

Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Victoria Toensing
CC: Intercept; GOP Michigan; Frontier Services Group
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2016 10:26 AM
Subject: Victoria Toensing: EoP culture Info Re: Intercept: Erik Prince in the Hotseat

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2016 10:26 AM
To: 'Erik Prince Counsel: Victoria Toensing'
Cc: 'Intercept: Jeremy Scahill'; 'Matthew Cole'; 'EoP Applicant: Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group';
'Copy to: GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'
Subject: Victoria Toensing: EoP culture Info Re: Intercept: Erik Prince in the Hotseat

TO: Erik Prince Counsel: Victoria Toensing (dt@diGenovaToensing.com)
CC: Intercept: Jeremy Scahill (jeremy.scahill@theintercept.com); Matthew Cole
(matthew.cole@theintercept.com)
CC: EoP Applicant: Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); Copy to: GOP:
Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell
(SBissell@migop.org)
Victoria Toensing: EoP culture Info Re: Intercept: Erik Prince in the Hotseat
Re: Democracy Now: Donald Trump Top Foreign Policy Advisor: Joseph Schmitz is a former
Blackwater executive; Blackwater Founders Latest Scheme: Money Laundering for Libyan
Officials through a Chinese Bank; Intercept: Erik Prince in the Hotseat; Wikileaks: Rolling
Stones: Wikileaks Preview of Secrets Showdown Gov Keeping from People.
There is circumstantial evidence indicating that the Department of Justice and Intercept /
Democracy Now pursuit of Erik Prince is being psychotronically manipulated by Military
Intelligence Agencies. It is a small opera sonata; like among others: the recent Brussels
bombings and the crash of FlyDubai in Rostov on Don; in their bigger symphony -- if those are
the correct musical terms – of their behind the curtains management of the Ecology of Peace v
Masonic War is Peace culture war: in their attempts to find out whether there are any
‘progressives’; ‘peaceniks’, ‘anti-racists’; ‘environmentalists’; ‘enlightenment guru’s, activists,
journalists, citizen, preachers, lawyers etc; interested an honourable: Buck Stops Here Masonic
War is Peace Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics
truthseeking discussion.
“EoP interpretation; subject to caveat: …… Hall: → Alex Jones: Dr John Hall: Gov Mind
Control Technologies of crystal ego’s: Glass harp-toccata and fugue in D minor-Bach-BMW 565.”
-- Excerpt: EoP Axis: EoP App: Req Asst Counsel: NSA & FSB: UE [PDF]: 07 Mar 2016
Copy of Buck Stops Here Masonic War is Peace Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint
Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics truthseeking can be found in EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations
Comments Correspondence [PDF].

Transcripts of Ecology of Peace culture NWO options submissions to ICC; Swiss Fed Cncl &
EoP Axis correspondence to:

NSA: Admiral Rogers and FSB: Gen Bortnikov [PDF]. Annexure to EoP Applicants:
Request for Assistance of Counsel.

EoP Applicant: Erik Prince [PDF].
Transcripts of Ecology of Peace legal submissions to court cases involving:

Dept of Justice & FBI: Fraud Charges: Radical Honesty & Brad Blanton; Fraud
Charges: Templeton Foundation.

Intercept: Glenn Greenwald: Curia General Court; Luxembourg: Johnstone v
Addresseavisen et al.

Democracy Now: USCAAF: US Court of Appeals for Armed Forces: CCR / Wikileaks vs.
USA.
I can provide you and/or Erik with a more detailed simplified summary of the circumstantial
evidence; with a particular focus on the Erik Prince sonata; although it would take time to
compile; and if you are not interested in its contents; then it would be a waste of my time;
compiling it. A draft copy of the EoP Interpretation Forensics Data [PDF] was sent this morning
and is being uploaded.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in EoP Applicants [PDF]: Erik Prince.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
Date: Thu, Oct 13, 2016 at 5:31 PM
To: Erik Prince [PDF]
CC: Breitbart, FEC: Federal Election Commission; Donald Trump; Hillary Clinton [PDF]; EoP Applicants
[PDF]; FSB-NSA [PDF]
Subject: Erik Prince: Adult Decision-making: Pro EoP Applicant or Pro WiP American? CC: Breitbart, FEC,
Trump & Clinton, EoP App's, FSB-NSA

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Oct 13, 2016 at 5:31 PM
Subject: Erik Prince: Adult Decision-making: Pro EoP Applicant or Pro WiP American? CC: Breitbart, FEC,
Trump & Clinton, EoP App's, FSB-NSA
To: "Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group" <info@fsgroup.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe"
<Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>, "Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>
Cc: "FEC: Federal Election Commission" <info@fec.gov>, "Inspector General: Lynne McFarland"
<oig@fec.gov>, Donald Trump 2016 <info@donaldtrump.com>, "Donald Trump: Donald J. Trump"
<Donald.J.Trump@donaldtrump.com>, "Counsel: Donald F McGahn" <dmcgahn@jonesday.com>,
Jeffrey Lord <jlpa1@aol.com>, Adam Tebrugge <adam@tebruggelegal.com>, Jeffrey Goldman
<jeff@jgoldmanlaw.com>, Roger Stone <stone@stonezone.com>, Trump Backers
<info@trumpbackers.com>, The Trump Report <editor@thetrumpreport.com>, Make America Great
Again PAC <info@makeamericagreatagainpac.com>, "Infowars: Alex Jones via Katherine"
<Katharine@infowars.com>, Diamond & Silk <DiamondandSilk@gmail.com>, Nathaniel Koloc
<nkoloc@hillaryclinton.com>, Rebecca Keate <rkeate@hillaryclinton.com>, N Budzinski
<nbudzinski@hillaryclinton.com>, Lindsay Lassman <llassman@hillaryclinton.com>, Jen Berg
<jberg@hillaryclinton.com>, Press <press@hillaryclinton.com>, Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi
<nderenzi@jeffersonconsulting.com>, "US Army: Gen Paul Kern" <pkern@cohengroup.net>, "Army:
F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan" <gsullivan@ausa.org>, "US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles
Chuck Wald" <cwald@deloitte.com>, "US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard"
<embassypretoria@state.gov>, Timothy McVeigh <truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com>, "DOJ-NSD Asst
AG-NS: Lisa Monaco" <nsd.public@usdoj.gov>, "Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta"
<ruspospr@mweb.co.za>, David Petraeus <david.petraeus@kkr.com>, Raymond Odierno and John
Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff <usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil>, Stan McChrystal <stan@mcchrystalgroup.com>, Brigadier
General Steven Anderson <sanderson@gorelyant.com>, "Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret."
<inman@austin.utexas.edu>, "General James Cartwright USMC Ret." <jcartwright@csis.org>, "General
Charles H. Jacoby Jr." <Charles.Jacoby@northcom.mil>, "General Joseph W. Ralston"
<jralston@cohengroup.net>, Daniel William Christman <DChristman@uschamber.com>, Admiral Steve
Abbot USN <Steve.Abbot@nmcrs.org>, Robert Tyrer <rtyrer@cohengroup.net>, James M Bodner
<jbodner@cohengroup.net>, "Robert L. Grenier" <rgrenier7@gmail.com>, Ralph Schneider
<ralph@beckerusa.com>, Andrew Holland <aholland@americansecurityproject.org>, "Judith A. Jami
Miscik" <JMiscik@kissingerinc.com>, Jonathan Allen <allen_jonathan@bah.com>, Daniel J Smith
<dsmith@gorelyant.com>, Francis A Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL <francis.a.branch.civ@mail.mil>,
Wilma J Atkins CIV US <wilma.j.atkins.civ@mail.mil>, Lawrence Fowler C CIV US
<lawrence.c.fowler2.civ@mail.mil>, Thomas Moorman <moorman_thomas@bah.com>, "General
Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret." <fwaconsultants@gmail.com>, LtCol Thomas Brown USAF
<thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil>, LtCol Emanuel Cohan USAF <emanuel.cohan@us.af.mil>, Col Frank
Battistelli <frank.battistelli@us.af.mil>, "LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF" <peter.olsen@us.af.mil>, David
Coombs Office <info@armycourtmartialdefense.com>, Zbigniew Brzezinski <ZBrzezinski@csis.org>,

Major General Dana Pittard <dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil>, Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster
<herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil>, "John W. Whitehead" <johnw@rutherford.org>, Donald Rumsfeld
<daniel@javelindc.com>, "USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn"
<george.flynn@mail.mil>, "Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs"
<SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov>, Holy See in London – Nuntius <Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk>, "Grand
Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary" <gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org>, Arif Hasan Akhundzada
<arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com>, "USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp
Lejeune Marine Corps Base" <hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil>, "NSA: Adm Mike Rogers" <info@nsa.gov>,
"FSB: Gen Bortnikov" <fsb@fsb.ru>

Erik Prince
EoP Applicant; possibly future former EoP Applicant?
CC: Breitbart & FEC
CC: Donald Trump & Hillar Clinton
CC: EoP Applicants & Observers
Erik Prince
Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe
(Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org);
Breitbart & FEC:
Breitbart Editor: Alex Marlow via @AlexMarlow; FEC: Federal Election Commission
(info@fec.gov); Inspector General: Lynne McFarland (oig@fec.gov)
Donald Trump:
Donald Trump 2016 (info@donaldtrump.com); Donald Trump: Donald J. Trump
(Donald.J.Trump@donaldtrump.com); Counsel: Donald F McGahn (dmcgahn@jonesday.com);
Donald Trump 2016 (dmcgahn@jonesday.com); Jeffrey Lord (jlpa1@aol.com); Adam
Tebrugge (adam@tebruggelegal.com); Jeffrey Goldman (jeff@jgoldmanlaw.com); Roger
Stone (stone@stonezone.com); Trump Backers (info@trumpbackers.com); The Trump Report
(editor@thetrumpreport.com); Make America Great Again PAC
(info@makeamericagreatagainpac.com); Infowars: Alex Jones via Katherine
(Katharine@infowars.com); Diamond & Silk (DiamondandSilk@gmail.com);
Hillary Clinton:
Hillary Clinton via Nathaniel Koloc (nkoloc@hillaryclinton.com); Rebecca Keate
(rkeate@hillaryclinton.com); N Budzinski (nbudzinski@hillaryclinton.com); Lindsay Lassman
(llassman@hillaryclinton.com); Jen Berg (jberg@hillaryclinton.com);
Press (press@hillaryclinton.com)
Ecology of Peace Applicants and Observers:
Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi (nderenzi@jeffersonconsulting.com); VADM Dennis
McGinn via CNA Military Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern
(pkern@cohengroup.net); Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan (gsullivan@ausa.org); US EU
Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck Wald (cwald@deloitte.com); US Amb in Pretoria:
Amb Patrick Gaspard (embassypretoria@state.gov); Timothy McVeigh
(truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy
McVeigh (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); Copy to: NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov); Amb Mikhail
Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta (ruspospr@mweb.co.za); David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com);

Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
(usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g-1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil); Stan McChrystal
(stan@mcchrystalgroup.com); Brigadier General Steven Anderson (sanderson@gorelyant.com);
Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret. (inman@austin.utexas.edu); General James
Cartwright USMC Ret. (jcartwright@csis.org); General Charles H. Jacoby Jr.
(Charles.Jacoby@northcom.mil); General Joseph W. Ralston (jralston@cohengroup.net); Daniel
William Christman (DChristman@USChamber.com); Admiral Steve Abbot USN
(Steve.Abbot@nmcrs.org); Robert Tyrer (rtyrer@cohengroup.net); James M Bodner
(jbodner@cohengroup.net); Robert L. Grenier (rgrenier7@gmail.com); Ralph Schneider
(ralph@beckerusa.com); Andrew Holland (aholland@americansecurityproject.org); Judith A.
"Jami" Miscik (JMiscik@kissingerinc.com); Jonathan Allen (allen_jonathan@bah.com); Daniel J
Smith (dsmith@gorelyant.com); Francis A Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL
(francis.a.branch.civ@mail.mil); Wilma J Atkins CIV US (wilma.j.atkins.civ@mail.mil);
Lawrence Fowler C CIV US (lawrence.c.fowler2.civ@mail.mil); Thomas Moorman
(moorman_thomas@bah.com); General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret.
(fwaconsultants@gmail.com); LtCol Thomas Brown USAF (thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil); LtCol
Emanuel Cohan USAF (emanuel.cohan@us.af.mil); Col Frank Battistelli
(frank.battistelli@us.af.mil); LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF (peter.olsen@us.af.mil)
Observers: David Coombs Office (info@armycourtmartialdefense.com); Zbigniew Brzezinski
(ZBrzezinski@csis.org); Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil); Major
General Herbert Raymond McMaster (herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil); John W. Whitehead
(johnw@rutherford.org); Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force
Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn (george.flynn@mail.mil); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs (SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov); Holy See in London – Nuntius
(Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary (gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org);
Arif Hasan Akhundzada (arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com); USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base (hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil)
NSA Adm Mike Rogers & FSB: Gen Alexander Bortnikov:
NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov); FSB: Gen Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru)
Erik Prince:
Erik Prince: EoP Adult Decision-making: Pro EoP Applicant or Pro WiP American?
Re: Breitbart: Erik Prince: Leaked ‘Pay-to-Play’ Clinton Emails Show ‘Everything Is for Sale for
the Democrats’: “For the weak-kneed Republicans that cry crocodile tears about some stupid
private conversation that occurred eleven years ago, and, instead, want to be embraced, or to
embrace a Hillary presidency, is flat-out disgusting. If nothing else, it will make America, it will
make patriots realize who is pro-America and who is pro-political establishment.”
If I am interpreting you accurately:
I think you are conflicted about whether you are Pro EoP Applicant; or Pro WiP American.
If Pro EoP Applicant: verbally or in writing ask your candidate Donald Trump if he is willing to
(a) publicy confirm in buck stops here black and white for you where the fuck he stands on
implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; and (b) answer questions
from EoP MILED Clerk and EoP Applicants; about his buck stops here statement from EoP
Applicants.

If he refuses and your consider a substitute candidate; ask them the same questions: if none are
willing to respond to your aforementioned EoP request; notify the American version of the
Independent Electoral Commission – as I notified the South African IEC on 15 April 2016 – that
you shall not be voting in the American election; due to the absence of any Ecology of Peace
political parties.
If you think Timothy McVeigh wants to be President of Pro-Gutless Wonder Fuck HonourAmerica:
My interpretation of Timothy McVeigh’s answer – I could be wrong – is paraphrased:
‘Thanks, but no thanks. I am not interested in being president of a country of
cockroach kaffirs pretending to be humans; who don’t even have the self awareness
they are not humans but cockroach kaffirs. Definition of kaffirs as per EoP
submission to Concourt in CCT 06-11: Alien on Pale Blue Dot v SANEF; copy in
among others: 27 Jul correspondence to MWeb.
If there are any individuals who are American citizens who give a fuck about
responsible freedom to support committed EoP Applicants to implement an Ecology
of Peace international law social contract; sign your Responsible Freedom Plaintiff
declarations – most recent draft can be found at EoP Wealth Transfer Options – and
submit them to the EoP MILED Clerk; for her to publicly document; and provide
copies to your Nation’s President.
If not: Find an American (i) President to answer Lara’s questions whether the terms
of my pardon allow her and me to spend a few years together in the Siberian
Wilderness so we can depart this fuck honour kaffir planet together.; or (ii) a Judge
and/or prosecutor willing to agree to the ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar
mercy guarantee’ prior to the start of proceedings; should we be found guilty.
If you intend voting for any of the left or right Pro-Gutless Wonder Fuck Honour-Americans: I
suggest you honourably notify me that you are withdrawing from being an Ecology of Peace
applicant; and I can list you with the other former EoP applicants.
**
Re: Breitbart: Erik Prince: Trump Is Right — We Can Work with Putin to Defeat ‘Common
Enemy’ of ‘Islamic Fascism’: “Trump is right, in at least that we can work with Putin, because
we have a common enemy, and that is Islamic fascism. …. Russian special forces, before ISIS
even erupted, was doing hundreds of kill/capture missions every year, inside of Russia, because
they have a real problem in Chechnya, Dagestan, and those regions. ….. Having Islamic fascism
creep out of the Middle East and up into those countries directly affects Russia, and that’s why
it matters to Putin,” Prince said. “And that’s actually something we could work together with
them, and even with the Chinese – they have a problem with radical Islam in the west of their
country, in the northwest, in Xinjiang province as well. … Do we agree with them on
everything? No way. Russia is wrong on Ukraine, and Crimea. But working with them to defeat
Islamic radicalism is something we should do.”
EoP Acting Clerk interpretations – don’t forget caveat:

If my interpretation of President Putin and the Kremlin’s Ecology of Peace motives are
accurate; then (a) the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’ clauses – aka policy – of the Masonic War is Peace international law social
contract is their primary enemy; (b) anyone whether Russian, American, Muslim, Christian,
rich or poor, black or white; who supports cooperating to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract is an ally; and everyone – irrespective of race, class or religion
– who obstructs the implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract;
would be Masonic War is Peace extremists upholding the ‘right to breed and consume’
international law clauses that are the source of overpopulation and overconsumption’s collision
with finite resources; which manifest as: economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict
conformity pressures; climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases,
urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, corporate and political
corruption; nation states standing army or dissident guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war
military aggression, etc.
If ‘Sunni and Shia Islamic fascists’ decide tomorrow that they are no longer each other’s
enemies; and that the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’ clauses of the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract is their
primary enemy; the Kremlin would welcome their willingness to cooperate towards
implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract.
If conversely Donald Trump’s Make America – gangrape and buttfuck the rest of the planets
resources; so Fuck Honour Americans can live like Slavemasters -- Great Again Americans
insist that ‘your consumption war lifestyle’s are not negotiatiable’ and ISIS Islamic fascists
insist that ‘their breeding war lifestyle’s are not negotiatiable’; then quite frankly
fundamentally ideologically there ain’t any difference between Donald Trump’s America and
ISIS; and you should probably unite and you can all have a big buttfuck – perhaps nuclear –
orgy with Russia, China and Israel.
“Investigation shows that whenever two nations have become engaged in warfare they
have been advancing on converging lines of (resource acquisition for growing consumption
or procreation) self-interest and aggrandizement. When the contact takes place, the
struggle for supremacy, or even survival is at hand. This inevitable hour is approximately
fixed and determined by the angles of convergence plus the sum of the relative
(consumption / breeding war) speed by which the nations are moving along their
respective lines. Thus it is that, when the angle of (breeding / consumption war)
convergence of both or even one of the nations is acute and the speed or progress along
one or both of the converging lines correspondingly great, war results in a few years or
decades.” - Homer Lea, Valour of Ignorance; Military Gospel according to Martial Monk:
Homer Lea

I imagine the ‘middle people’ as you call them would go along with whichever side they thought
appeared to be the winning side; although considering Ecology of Peace’s scientific based – as
opposed to racial, religious or class based – principles that are and have been clearly and simply
clarified; as per Attaturk’s suggestions; individuals whom may be ‘middle people’ but are also
fairness minded, would tilt towards the Ecology of Peace option.
"In any kind of effort like that its kind of a broad special operations mission where you
have multiple targets at the same time and you have to coordinate your assault and focus
your objective. The first minutes to hours of an effort like that are crucial; and if you don't

achieve initial success in achieving those phase one goals you lose momentum very
quickly and thats exactly what happened. Because all the middle people, the elements in
the middle that could tip either way; will tend to tip towards the winning side. So if you
don't with shock and speed and surprise achieve those initial goals, the momentum tips
against you very quickly.
"The plate tectonics of all of these forces crushing against each other spinning off all
kinds of radical cancer cells which are popping up in Orlando and San Bernadino and
Paris and Brussels and nobody's done anything to the primary tumour sites; and until we
do that, the metastisis of problems are going to grow worse and worse. [Why haven't we
done anything] Ultimately warfare is a battle of wills; and it is not just what happens
kinetically on the battlefield; it is what happens in the communications and propaganda
and belief space and ... moral leadership first, backed up by kinetic capability on the
battlefield, we also have a very bureaucratized military; we have allowed lawyers to
really become what political officers were in the Soviet Union, that are constantly
undermine, second guessing and limiting the freedom of maneuver and decision-making
by our battlefield commanders; so its made for a very risk averse military thats entirely
too expensive. So a combination of a lack of will and a lack of effective tools in the toolbox.
So there is definitely some cleanup work to do. I don't think its that hard to do, if you
have a leader that will make clear decisions and make things happen. ... Well I talked to
you earlier about the Caliphate having ended when Attaturk took over and the
secularization of Turkey occurred." -- Erik Prince; Breitbart: Blackwater Founder Erik
Prince: Obama ‘Tilting Toward Islamist or Muslim Brotherhood Approach to Foreign
Policy’.

Moral leadership First? Indeed? What is your clear decision definition of ethics? Where
have you practiced it?
Do you want to cooperate to do something to the primary tumour ‘right to breed and consume
with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ Masonic War is Peace clauses of
intenational law tumour sites or not?
If yes: follow EoP Applicant advice above. If not: Follow Pro-Gutless Wonder Fuck HonourAmericans above.
If you – or your Pro-Gutless Wonder Fuck Honour-Americans candidates – have any questions;
feel free to email them to me.
**
“Attaturk knew that for his movement to succeed and be permanent. He had to create a
struggle that was initiated and supported by the people. Everything had to be legitimate
and ideologically well-founded. A revolutionary ideal at the time it was announced to the
whole country from the city of Amasia.” -- Mustafa Kemal Attuturk: Attaturk the
Feminist Warrior.
Gallipoli Anzac Cove Memorial Inscription by Ataturk: "Those heroes that shed their
blood and lost their lives.... You are now living in the soil of a friendly country. Therefore
rest in peace. There is no difference between the Johnnies and the Mehmets to us where
they lie side by side here in this country of ours... You, the mothers, who sent their sons
from far away countries; wipe away your tears; your sons are now lying in our bosom and
are in peace; after having lost their lives on this land they have become our sons as well."
- Attaturk, 1934

-- EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC [PDF]: 25 May: Good Men Project and 31 Jan: Sam Culper ..
Kings Co Sheriff’s Office 911.

EoP Updates pending reinstatement of hacked deleted EoP websites.
EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted EoP account is reinstated; prior to
termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s preference for
Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.
Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented
at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) EoP Applicants: All
[PDF]; Erik Prince [PDF]; FSB-NSA: EoP Applicant Removal [PDF]; EoP v WiP NWO
Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton, Breitbart,
FEC: Federal Election Commission.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
Date: Fri, Oct 14, 2016 at 1:59 PM | 2:10 PM | 2:26 PM | 2:27 PM
TO: Erik Prince [PDF]
CC: Donald Trump & Hillary Clinton; US Political Parties & US Senate; Commission on Presidential
Debates; FEC: Federal Election Commission; SA: Independent Election Commission [PDF]; Lockheed
Martin Board of Directors [PDF]; UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change; GMACCC:
Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change [PDF]; NSA Adm Mike Rogers & FSB: Gen Alexander
Bortnikov [PDF]
Subject: Erik Prince: Transcript: EoP v WiP Neg: US Political Parties, Election Candidates, SA IEC.

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Oct 14, 2016 at 1:59 PM | 2:10 PM | 2:26 PM | 2:27 PM
Subject: Erik Prince: Transcript: EoP v WiP Neg: US Political Parties, Election Candidates, SA IEC.
To: "Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group" <info@fsgroup.com>, "Counsel: Victoria Toensing"
<dt@digenovatoensing.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe" <Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>,
"Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>
Cc: Donald Trump 2016 <info@donaldtrump.com>, "Donald Trump: Donald J. Trump"
<Donald.J.Trump@donaldtrump.com>, "Counsel: Donald F McGahn" <dmcgahn@jonesday.com>,
Jeffrey Lord <jlpa1@aol.com>, Adam Tebrugge <adam@tebruggelegal.com>, Jeffrey Goldman
<jeff@jgoldmanlaw.com>, Roger Stone <stone@stonezone.com>, Trump Backers
<info@trumpbackers.com>, The Trump Report <editor@thetrumpreport.com>, Make America Great
Again PAC <info@makeamericagreatagainpac.com>, "Infowars: Alex Jones via Katherine"
<Katharine@infowars.com>, Diamond & Silk <DiamondandSilk@gmail.com>, Nathaniel Koloc
<nkoloc@hillaryclinton.com>, Rebecca Keate <rkeate@hillaryclinton.com>, N Budzinski
<nbudzinski@hillaryclinton.com>, Lindsay Lassman <llassman@hillaryclinton.com>, Jen Berg
<jberg@hillaryclinton.com>, Press <press@hillaryclinton.com>, "CPD Exec Dir: Janet H. Brown"
<media@debates.org>, "Longwood Univ: Mathew McWilliams" <mcwilliamsmj@longwood.edu>,
"Washinton Univ: Deborah Vasel" <deborah.vasel@wustl.edu>, "Nevada Univ: Gina Galvan"
<GGalvan@ges.com>, "FEC: Federal Election Commission" <info@fec.gov>, "Inspector General: Lynne
McFarland" <oig@fec.gov>, "IEC: Independent Electoral Commission: Chair: Mr. Glen Mashinini"
<info@elections.org.za>, "IEC WC: Trevor Davids" <iec@elections.org.za>, "IEC George: Keith Muller"
<mullerk@elections.org.za>, "Lockheed Martin: Chair: Marillyn Hewson"
<Marillyn.A.Hewson@lmco.com>, "VP Space: Richard Ambrose" <richard.f.ambrose@lmco.com>, "VP
Info: Sondra Barbour" <sondra.l.barbour@lmco.com>, "VP Missiles: Richard Edwards"
<Rich.Edwards@lmco.com>, UNFCCC General Enquiries <secretariat@unfccc.int>, INet Info & Support
<ccinet@unfccc.int>, FTC Environment Facility <GEFModule@unfccc.int>, FTC National Comm
<NCModule@unfccc.int>, UNFCCC Statements <Cop21Cmp11Protocol@unfccc.int>, "GMACCC: RNLMC
Kees Homan" <choman@clingendael.nl>, "NL: Maj. Piet Wit" <wit@syzygy.nl>, "BIPSS: Maj.Gen. ANM
Muniruzzaman" <muniruzzaman@gmail.com>, "USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A. Cheney"
<events@americansecurityproject.org>, GMACCC Press <press@gmaccc.org>, "NSA: Adm Mike Rogers"
<info@nsa.gov>, "FSB: Gen Bortnikov" <fsb@fsb.ru>
CC: America First Party <info@americafirstparty.org>, American Beer Drinker’s Party
<buddypilsner@yahoo.com>, American Heritage Party <hq@ahparty.org>, American Nazi Party
<rsuhayda@att.net>, American Patriot Party <admin@pacificwestcom.com>, American Patriot Party
<ntl.chair@patriotparty.org>, America’s Founding Fathers Party
<chair@americafoundingfathersparty.org>, Christian Falangist Party of America <kataeb@gmail.com>,
Communist Party USA <cpusa@cpusa.org>, Constitution Party <contact@constitutionparty.com>,
Freedom Socialist Party <fspnatl@igc.org>, Green Party <info@gp.org>, Office <office@gp.org>,
Independence Party <chair-l@mnip.org>, Independent American Party <susanmckee@hotmail.com>,

The Labor Party <info@thelaborparty.org>, Libertarian Party <info@lp.org>, Light Party
<freedom@lightparty.com>, National Socialist Movement <commander@nsm88.org>, Neo Whig Party
<info@neowhig.org>, Republican Party <info@rnc.org>, Republican National Committee
<info@gop.com>, Socialist Action <socialistaction@gmail.com>, Socialist Equality Party
<sep@socialequality.com>, Education <education@socialequality.com>, Detroit
<dartformayor@socialequality.com>, "Canada: Socialist Equality Party" <SEP-PES@socialequality.com>,
Britain Socialist Equality Party <sep@socialequality.org.uk>, Australia Socialist Equality Party
<sep@sep.org.au>, Germany Partei für Soziale Gleichheit <info@gleichheit.de>, Sri Lanka Socialist
Equality Party <wswscmb@sltnet.lk>, Socialist Labor Party <socialists@slp.org>, Thermodynamic Law
Party <lyle@zapatopi.net>, Unity Party of America <mail@unityparty.us>, "U.S. Marijuana Party"
<shereekrider@usmjparty.com>, "U.S. Pacifist Party" <blyttle@igc.org>, We The People Party
<peterswtp@aol.com>, Workers World Party <wwp@workers.org>, Green Party of Texas
<txgreens@txgreens.org>, Libertarian Party of Texas <kuzzz1@yahoo.com>, Reform Party of Texas
<chairman@texasreformparty.org>, Republican Party of Texas <info@texasgop.org>, Texas Communist
Party <jimlane@cpusa.org>, Texas Democratic Party <yellowdog@txdemocrats.org>, Texas Patriot Party
<matthewhaws@gmail.com>, Workers World Party <houston@workers.org>
CC: "NE: Ben Sasse: Eric Green" <eric_green@sasse.senate.gov>, Raven Shirley
<raven_shirley@sasse.senate.gov>, Chris Barkley <Chris_barkley@sasse.senate.gov>, Derrick Morgan
<derrick_morgan@sasse.senate.gov>, Patrick Lehman <patrick_lehman@sasse.senate.gov>, Alyene
Senger <alyene_senger@sasse.senate.gov>, "TN: Lamar Alexander: David Cleary"
<david_cleary@alexander.senate.gov>, "NH: Kelly Ayotte: Dan Auger"
<daniel_auger@ayotte.senate.gov>, "WY: John Barrasso: Amber Bland"
<amber_bland@barrasso.senate.gov>, "CO: Michael Bennet: Juliana Herman"
<Juliana_Herman@bennet.senate.gov>, "MO: Roy Blunt: Tracy Henke"
<Tracy_Henke@blunt.senate.gov>, "NJ: Cory Booker: Will Cunningham"
<will_cunningham@booker.senate.gov>, "CA: Barbara Boxer: Jackson Droney"
<Jackson_Droney@boxer.senate.gov>, "OH: Sherrod Brown: Kia Hamadanchy"
<kia_hamadanchy@brown.senate.gov>, "NC: Richard Burr: Chris Toppings"
<chris_toppings@burr.senate.gov>, "DC: Maria Cantwell: Nico Janssen"
<Nico_Janssen@cantwell.senate.gov>, "WV: Shelley Moore: Adam Tomlinson"
<Adam_Tomlinson@capito.senate.gov>, "MD: Ben Cardin: Joel Cohen"
<joel_cohen@cardin.senate.gov>, "DE: Tom Carper: Michael Santora"
<michael_santora@carper.senate.gov>, "PN: Robert Casey: Jared Solomon"
<Jared_Solomon@casey.senate.gov>, "LA: Bill Cassidy: Pamela Davidson"
<Pamela_Davidson@cassidy.senate.gov>, "IN: Dan Coats: Nancy Richardson"
<nancy_richardson@coats.senate.gov>, "MS: Thad Cochran: Constance Payne"
<constance_payne@cochran.senate.gov>, "ME: Susan Collins: Jill Carney"
<jill_carney@collins.senate.gov>, "DE: Chris Coons: Jacqueline Thomas"
<jacqueline_thomas@coons.senate.gov>, "TN: Bob Corker: Daniel Vajdich"
<Daniel_Vajdich@corker.senate.gov>, "AR: Tom Cotton: John Martin"
<John_martin@cotton.senate.gov>, "ID: Mike Crapo: Kellie McConnell"
<kellie_mcconnell@crapo.senate.gov>, "TX: Ted Cruz: Courtney Asbill"
<Courtney_Asbill@cruz.senate.gov>, "MT: Steve Daines: Dan Gerig" <dan_gerig@daines.senate.gov>,
"IN: Joe Donnelly: Katie Campbell" <katie_campbell@donnelly.senate.gov>, "IL: Dick Durbin: Brad
Middleton" <brad_middleton@durbin.senate.gov>, "WY: Mike Enzi: Tara Shaw"
<tara_shaw@enzi.senate.gov>, "IO: Joni Ernst: Ryan Berger" <ryan_berger@ernst.senate.gov>, "CA:
Dianne Feinstein: Jennifer Duck" <j_duck@feinstein.senate.gov>, "NE: Deb Fischer: Sharon Burd"
<sharon_burd@fischer.senate.gov>, "AZ: Jeff Flake: Adam Kazda" <adam_kazda@flake.senate.gov>,
"ND: John Hoeven: Shawn Affolter" <shawn_affolter@hoeven.senate.gov>, "OK: James Inhofe: Jennifer
Bowman" <jennifer_bowman@inhofe.senate.gov>, "GA: Johnny Isakson: Michael Black"
<michael_black@isakson.senate.gov>, "WI: Ron Johnson: Lydia Westlake"
<lydia_westlake@ronjohnson.senate.gov>, "VA: Tim Kaine: Karishma Merchant"
<karishma_merchant@kaine.senate.gov>, "ME: Angus King: Aisha Woodward"

<aisha_woodward@king.senate.gov>, "IL: Mark Kirk: Cade Clurman" <Cade_clurman@kirk.senate.gov>,
"OK: James Lankford: Katherine Mayne" <katherine_mayne@lankford.senate.gov>, "VT: Patrick Leahy:
Kathryn Toomajian" <kathryn_toomajian@leahy.senate.gov>, "MN: Al Franken: Gohar Sedighi"
<gohar_sedighi@franken.senate.gov>, "CO: Cory Gardner: Curtis Swager"
<curtis_swager@gardner.senate.gov>, "NY: Kirsten Gillibrand: Maria Price"
<maria_price@gillibrand.senate.gov>, "SC: Lindsay Graham: Jessica-Phillips Tyson" <jessicaphillips_tyson@lgraham.senate.gov>, "IA: Chuck Grassley: James Rice"
<james_rice@grassley.senate.gov>, "UT: Orrin Hatch: Katie Neal" <katie_neal@hatch.senate.gov>,
"NM: Martin Heinrich: Elizabeth Hill" <elizabeth_hill@heinrich.senate.gov>, "ND: Heidi Heitkamp: Tracee
Sutton" <tracee_sutton@heitkamp.senate.gov>, "NV: Dean Heller: Ryan McBride"
<ryan_mcbride@heller.senate.gov>, "HI: Mazie Hirono: Jonathan Elkin"
<jonathan_elkin@hirono.senate.gov>, "UT: Mike Lee: Jordan Hess" <jordan_hess@lee.senate.gov>,
"WV: Joe Manchin: Katherine Cassling" <katherine_cassling@manchin.senate.gov>, "MA: Ed Markey:
John Phillips" <john_phillips@markey.senate.gov>, "AZ: John McCain: David Cole"
<david_cole@mccain.senate.gov>, "MO: Claire McCaskill: Kyle Simpson"
<kyle_simpson@mccaskill.senate.gov>, "KY: Mitch McConnell: Jen Kuskowski"
<jennifer_kuskowski@mcconnell.senate.gov>, "NJ: Robert Menendez: Kirby Mayo"
<kirby_mayo@menendez.senate.gov>, "OR: Jeff Alan Merkley: Susan Lexer"
<susan_lexer@merkley.senate.gov>, "MD: Barbara Mikulski: Brent Palmer"
<brent_palmer@mikulski.senate.gov>, "KS: Jerry Moran: Brian Perkins"
<brian_perkins@moran.senate.gov>, "AK: Lisa Murkowski: Karen McCarthy"
<karen_mccarthy@murkowski.senate.gov>, "CT: Chris Murphy: Emily Smith"
<emily_smith@murphy.senate.gov>, "WA: Patty Murray: Sarah Bolton"
<sarah_bolton@help.senate.gov>, "FL: Bill Nelson: Matt Williams"
<matt_williams@billnelson.senate.gov>, "KY: Rand Paul: Natalie Burkhalter"
<natalie_burkhalter@paul.senate.gov>, "GA: David Perdue: John Eunice"
<john_eunice@perdue.senate.gov>, "OH: Rob Portman: Megan Harrington"
<megan_harrington@portman.senate.gov>, "RI: Jack Reed: Moira Lenehan-Razzuri"
<moira_lenehan@reed.senate.gov>, "NV: Harry Reid: Jason Unger" <jason_unger@reid.senate.gov>,
"ID: James Risch: Rachel Burkett" <rachel_burkett@risch.senate.gov>, "KS: Pat Roberts: Joshua Yurek"
<joshua_yurek@roberts.senate.gov>, "SD: Mike Rounds: Gregg Rickman"
<gregg_rickman@rounds.senate.gov>, "FL: Marco Rubio: Emily Bouck"
<emily_bouck@rubio.senate.gov>, "HI: Brian Schatz: Melika Carroll"
<melika_carroll@schatz.senate.gov>, "NY: Chuck Schumer: Veronica Duron"
<veronica_duron@schumer.senate.gov>, "SC: Tim Scott: Chuck Cogar"
<charles_cogar@scott.senate.gov>, "NH: Jeanne Shaheen: Alison MacDonald"
<alison_macdonald@shaheen.senate.gov>, "AL: Richard Shelby: Dayne Cutrell"
<dayne_cutrell@shelby.senate.gov>, "AL: Dan Sullivan: Kate Wolgemuth"
<kate_wolgemuth@sullivan.senate.gov>, "MT: Jon Tester: Hannah VanHoose"
<hannah_vanhoose@tester.senate.gov>, "SD: John Thune: Jon Abdnor"
<jon_abdnor@thune.senate.gov>, "NC: Thom Tillis: Joe Nolan" <joe_nolan@tillis.senate.gov>, "PN: Pat
Toomey: Dimple Gupta" <dimple_gupta@toomey.senate.gov>, "NM: Tom Udall: Fern Goodhart"
<fern_goodhart@tomudall.senate.gov>, "LA: David Vitter: Emily Wilkinson"
<emily_wilkinson@vitter.senate.gov>, "VA: Mark Warner: Marvin Figueroa"
<marvin_figueroa@warner.senate.gov>, "MA: Elizabeth Warren: Julie Morgan"
<julie_morgan@warren.senate.gov>, "RI: Sheldon Whitehouse: Brenna Barber"
<brenna_barber@whitehouse.senate.gov>, "MS: Roger Wicker: Sarah Lloyd Allred"
<sarahlloyd_allred@wicker.senate.gov>, "OR: Ron Wyden: Laura Berntsen"
<laura_berntsen@wyden.senate.gov>, "CT: Richard Blumenthal: David Carpman"
<David_Carpman@blumenthal.senate.gov>, "WI: Tammy Baldwin: Brian Moulton"
<Brian_Moulton@baldwin.senate.gov>, Dan McCarthy <Dan_McCarthy@baldwin.senate.gov>

TO: Erik Prince
CC: Donald Trump & Hillary Clinton
CC: US Political Parties & US Senate [sent separately]
CC: Commission on Presidential Debates & FEC: Federal Election Commission
CC: SA: Independent Election Commission
CC: Lockheed Martin Board of Directors
CC: UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
CC: GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change
CC: NSA Adm Mike Rogers & FSB: Gen Alexander Bortnikov:
Erik Prince
Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); Counsel: Victoria Toensing
(dt@diGenovaToensing.com); GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov);
Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)
Donald Trump & Hillary Clinton:
Donald Trump 2016 (info@donaldtrump.com); Donald Trump: Donald J. Trump
(Donald.J.Trump@donaldtrump.com); Counsel: Donald F McGahn (dmcgahn@jonesday.com);
Donald Trump 2016 (dmcgahn@jonesday.com); Jeffrey Lord (jlpa1@aol.com); Adam
Tebrugge (adam@tebruggelegal.com); Jeffrey Goldman (jeff@jgoldmanlaw.com); Roger
Stone (stone@stonezone.com); Trump Backers (info@trumpbackers.com); The Trump Report
(editor@thetrumpreport.com); Make America Great Again PAC
(info@makeamericagreatagainpac.com); Infowars: Alex Jones via Katherine
(Katharine@infowars.com); Diamond & Silk (DiamondandSilk@gmail.com); Hillary Clinton via
Nathaniel Koloc (nkoloc@hillaryclinton.com); Rebecca Keate (rkeate@hillaryclinton.com); N
Budzinski (nbudzinski@hillaryclinton.com); Lindsay Lassman (llassman@hillaryclinton.com);
Jen Berg (jberg@hillaryclinton.com); Press (press@hillaryclinton.com)
US Political Parties:
America First Party (info@americafirstparty.org); American Beer Drinker’s Party
(buddypilsner@yahoo.com); American Heritage Party (hq@ahparty.org); American Nazi Party
(rsuhayda@att.net); American Patriot Party (admin@pacificwestcom.com); American Patriot
Party (ntl.chair@patriotparty.org); America’s Founding Fathers Party
(chair@americafoundingfathersparty.org); Christian Falangist Party of America
(kataeb@gmail.com); Communist Party USA (cpusa@cpusa.org); Constitution Party
(contact@constitutionparty.com); Freedom Socialist Party (fspnatl@igc.org); Green Party
(info@gp.org); Office (office@gp.org); Independence Party (chair-l@mnip.org); Independent
American Party (susanmckee@hotmail.com); The Labor Party (info@thelaborparty.org);
Libertarian Party (info@lp.org); Light Party (freedom@lightparty.com); National Socialist
Movement commander@nsm88.org); Neo Whig Party (info@neowhig.org); Republican Party
(info@rnc.org); Republican National Committee (info@gop.com); Socialist Action
(socialistaction@gmail.com); Socialist Equality Party (sep@socialequality.com); Education
(education@socialequality.com); Detroit (dartformayor@socialequality.com); Canada: Socialist
Equality Party (SEP-PES@socialequality.com); Britain Socialist Equality Party
(sep@socialequality.org.uk); Australia Socialist Equality Party (sep@sep.org.au); Germany
Partei für Soziale Gleichheit (info@gleichheit.de); Sri Lanka Socialist Equality Party
(wswscmb@sltnet.lk); Socialist Labor Party (socialists@slp.org); Thermodynamic Law Party
(lyle@zapatopi.net); Unity Party of America (mail@unityparty.us); U.S. Marijuana Party
(shereekrider@usmjparty.com); U.S. Pacifist Party (blyttle@igc.org); We The People Party
(peterswtp@aol.com); Workers World Party (wwp@workers.org); Green Party of Texas

(txgreens@txgreens.org); Libertarian Party of Texas (kuzzz1@yahoo.com); Reform Party of
Texas (chairman@texasreformparty.org); Republican Party of Texas (info@texasgop.org); Texas
Communist Party (jimlane@cpusa.org); Texas Democratic Party (yellowdog@txdemocrats.org);
Texas Patriot Party (matthewhaws@gmail.com); Workers World Party (houston@workers.org)
US Senate:
NE: Ben Sasse: Eric Green (eric_green@sasse.senate.gov); Raven Shirley
(raven_shirley@sasse.senate.gov); Chris Barkley (Chris_barkley@sasse.senate.gov); Derrick
Morgan (derrick_morgan@sasse.senate.gov); Patrick Lehman
(patrick_lehman@sasse.senate.gov); Alyene Senger (alyene_senger@sasse.senate.gov); TN:
Lamar Alexander: David Cleary (david_cleary@alexander.senate.gov); NH: Kelly Ayotte: Dan
Auger (daniel_auger@ayotte.senate.gov);WY: John Barrasso: Amber Bland
(amber_bland@barrasso.senate.gov); CO: Michael Bennet: Juliana Herman
(Juliana_Herman@bennet.senate.gov); MO: Roy Blunt: Tracy Henke
(Tracy_Henke@blunt.senate.gov); NJ: Cory Booker: Will Cunningham
(will_cunningham@booker.senate.gov); CA: Barbara Boxer: Jackson Droney
(Jackson_Droney@boxer.senate.gov); OH: Sherrod Brown: Kia Hamadanchy
(kia_hamadanchy@brown.senate.gov); NC: Richard Burr: Chris Toppings
(chris_toppings@burr.senate.gov); DC: Maria Cantwell: Nico Janssen
(Nico_Janssen@cantwell.senate.gov); WV: Shelley Moore: Adam Tomlinson
(Adam_Tomlinson@capito.senate.gov); MD: Ben Cardin: Joel Cohen
(joel_cohen@cardin.senate.gov); DE: Tom Carper: Michael Santora
(michael_santora@carper.senate.gov); PN: Robert Casey: Jared Solomon
(Jared_Solomon@casey.senate.gov); LA: Bill Cassidy: Pamela Davidson
(Pamela_Davidson@cassidy.senate.gov); IN: Dan Coats: Nancy Richardson
(nancy_richardson@coats.senate.gov); MS: Thad Cochran: Constance Payne
(constance_payne@cochran.senate.gov); ME: Susan Collins: Jill Carney
(jill_carney@collins.senate.gov); DE: Chris Coons: Jacqueline Thomas
(jacqueline_thomas@coons.senate.gov); TN: Bob Corker: Daniel Vajdich
(Daniel_Vajdich@corker.senate.gov); AR: Tom Cotton: John Martin
(John_martin@cotton.senate.gov); ID: Mike Crapo: Kellie McConnell
(kellie_mcconnell@crapo.senate.gov); TX: Ted Cruz: Courtney Asbill
(Courtney_Asbill@cruz.senate.gov); MT: Steve Daines: Dan Gerig
(dan_gerig@daines.senate.gov); IN: Joe Donnelly: Katie Campbell
(katie_campbell@donnelly.senate.gov); IL: Dick Durbin: Brad Middleton
(brad_middleton@durbin.senate.gov); WY: Mike Enzi: Tara Shaw (tara_shaw@enzi.senate.gov);
IO: Joni Ernst: Ryan Berger (ryan_berger@ernst.senate.gov); CA: Dianne Feinstein: Jennifer
Duck (j_duck@feinstein.senate.gov); NE: Deb Fischer: Sharon Burd
(sharon_burd@fischer.senate.gov); AZ: Jeff Flake: Adam Kazda (adam_kazda@flake.senate.gov);
ND: John Hoeven: Shawn Affolter (shawn_affolter@hoeven.senate.gov); OK: James Inhofe:
Jennifer Bowman (jennifer_bowman@inhofe.senate.gov); GA: Johnny Isakson: Michael Black
(michael_black@isakson.senate.gov); WI: Ron Johnson: Lydia Westlake
(lydia_westlake@ronjohnson.senate.gov); VA: Tim Kaine: Karishma Merchant
(karishma_merchant@kaine.senate.gov); ME: Angus King: Aisha Woodward
(aisha_woodward@king.senate.gov); IL: Mark Kirk: Cade Clurman
(Cade_clurman@kirk.senate.gov); OK: James Lankford: Katherine Mayne
(katherine_mayne@lankford.senate.gov); VT: Patrick Leahy: Kathryn Toomajian
(kathryn_toomajian@leahy.senate.gov); MN: Al Franken: Gohar Sedighi
(gohar_sedighi@franken.senate.gov); CO: Cory Gardner: Curtis Swager
(curtis_swager@gardner.senate.gov); NY: Kirsten Gillibrand: Maria Price
(maria_price@gillibrand.senate.gov); SC: Lindsay Graham: Jessica-Phillips Tyson (jessica-

phillips_tyson@lgraham.senate.gov); IA: Chuck Grassley: James Rice
(james_rice@grassley.senate.gov); UT: Orrin Hatch: Katie Neal (katie_neal@hatch.senate.gov);
NM: Martin Heinrich: Elizabeth Hill (elizabeth_hill@heinrich.senate.gov); ND: Heidi Heitkamp:
Tracee Sutton (tracee_sutton@heitkamp.senate.gov); NV: Dean Heller: Ryan McBride
(ryan_mcbride@heller.senate.gov); HI: Mazie Hirono: Jonathan Elkin
(jonathan_elkin@hirono.senate.gov); UT: Mike Lee: Jordan Hess (jordan_hess@lee.senate.gov);
WV: Joe Manchin: Katherine Cassling (katherine_cassling@manchin.senate.gov); MA: Ed
Markey: John Phillips (john_phillips@markey.senate.gov); AZ: John McCain: David Cole
(david_cole@mccain.senate.gov); MO: Claire McCaskill: Kyle Simpson
(kyle_simpson@mccaskill.senate.gov); KY: Mitch McConnell: Jen Kuskowski
(jennifer_kuskowski@mcconnell.senate.gov); NJ: Robert Menendez: Kirby Mayo
(kirby_mayo@menendez.senate.gov); OR: Jeff Alan Merkley: Susan Lexer
(susan_lexer@merkley.senate.gov); MD: Barbara Mikulski: Brent Palmer
(brent_palmer@mikulski.senate.gov); KS: Jerry Moran: Brian Perkins
(brian_perkins@moran.senate.gov); AK: Lisa Murkowski: Karen McCarthy
(karen_mccarthy@murkowski.senate.gov); CT: Chris Murphy: Emily Smith
(emily_smith@murphy.senate.gov); WA: Patty Murray: Sarah Bolton
(sarah_bolton@help.senate.gov); FL: Bill Nelson: Matt Williams
(matt_williams@billnelson.senate.gov); KY: Rand Paul: Natalie Burkhalter
(natalie_burkhalter@paul.senate.gov); GA: David Perdue: John Eunice
(john_eunice@perdue.senate.gov); OH: Rob Portman: Megan Harrington
(megan_harrington@portman.senate.gov); RI: Jack Reed: Moira Lenehan-Razzuri
(moira_lenehan@reed.senate.gov); NV: Harry Reid: Jason Unger (jason_unger@reid.senate.gov);
ID: James Risch: Rachel Burkett (rachel_burkett@risch.senate.gov); KS: Pat Roberts: Joshua
Yurek (joshua_yurek@roberts.senate.gov); SD: Mike Rounds: Gregg Rickman
(gregg_rickman@rounds.senate.gov); FL: Marco Rubio: Emily Bouck
(emily_bouck@rubio.senate.gov); HI: Brian Schatz: Melika Carroll
(melika_carroll@schatz.senate.gov); NY: Chuck Schumer: Veronica Duron
(veronica_duron@schumer.senate.gov); SC: Tim Scott: Chuck Cogar
(charles_cogar@scott.senate.gov); NH: Jeanne Shaheen: Alison MacDonald
(alison_macdonald@shaheen.senate.gov); AL: Richard Shelby: Dayne Cutrell
(dayne_cutrell@shelby.senate.gov); AL: Dan Sullivan: Kate Wolgemuth
(kate_wolgemuth@sullivan.senate.gov); MT: Jon Tester: Hannah VanHoose
(hannah_vanhoose@tester.senate.gov); SD: John Thune: Jon Abdnor
(jon_abdnor@thune.senate.gov); NC: Thom Tillis: Joe Nolan (joe_nolan@tillis.senate.gov); PN:
Pat Toomey: Dimple Gupta (dimple_gupta@toomey.senate.gov); NM: Tom Udall: Fern Goodhart
(fern_goodhart@tomudall.senate.gov); LA: David Vitter: Emily Wilkinson
(emily_wilkinson@vitter.senate.gov); VA: Mark Warner: Marvin Figueroa
(marvin_figueroa@warner.senate.gov); MA: Elizabeth Warren: Julie Morgan
(julie_morgan@warren.senate.gov); RI: Sheldon Whitehouse: Brenna Barber
(brenna_barber@whitehouse.senate.gov); MS: Roger Wicker: Sarah Lloyd Allred
(sarahlloyd_allred@wicker.senate.gov); OR: Ron Wyden: Laura Berntsen
(laura_berntsen@wyden.senate.gov); CT: Richard Blumenthal: David Carpman
(David_Carpman@blumenthal.senate.gov); WI: Tammy Baldwin: Brian Moulton
(Brian_Moulton@baldwin.senate.gov); Dan McCarthy (Dan_McCarthy@baldwin.senate.gov)
Commission on Presidential Debates & FEC: Federal Election Commission:
Exec Dir: Janet H. Brown (media@debates.org); Longwood Univ: Mathew McWilliams
(mcwilliamsmj@longwood.edu); Washinton Univ: Deborah Vasel (deborah.vasel@wustl.edu);
Nevada Univ: Ashley Keasey (Univ); Gina Galvan (GGalvan@ges.com); FEC: Federal Election
Commission (info@fec.gov); Inspector General: Lynne McFarland (oig@fec.gov)

SA IEC: Independent Election Commission:
IEC: Independent Electoral Commission: Chair: Mr. Glen Mashinini (info@elections.org.za);
IEC WC: Trevor Davids (iec@elections.org.za); IEC George: Keith Muller
(mullerk@elections.org.za)
Lockheed Martin Board of Directors:
Chair: Marillyn Hewson (Marillyn.A.Hewson@lmco.com); VP Space: Richard Ambrose
(richard.f.ambrose@lmco.com); VP Info: Sondra Barbour (sondra.l.barbour@lmco.com); VP
Missiles: Richard Edwards (Rich.Edwards@lmco.com)
UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change:
General Enquiries (secretariat@unfccc.int); Secretariat (secretariat@unfccc.int); INet Info &
Support (ccinet@unfccc.int); FTC Environment Facility (GEFModule@unfccc.int); FTC National
Comm (NCModule@unfccc.int); UNFCCC Statements (Cop21Cmp11Protocol@unfccc.int);
GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change:
RNLMC Kees Homan (choman@clingendael.nl); NL: Maj. Piet Wit (wit@syzygy.nl); BIPSS:
Maj.Gen. ANM Muniruzzaman (muniruzzaman@gmail.com); USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A.
Cheney (events@americansecurityproject.org); GMACCC Press (press@gmaccc.org)
NSA Adm Mike Rogers & FSB: Gen Alexander Bortnikov:
NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov); FSB: Gen Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru)
Erik Prince: Transcript: EoP v WiP Neg: US Political Parties, Election Candidates, SA
IEC.
Attached please find 27 Sep 2015 – 13 Oct 2016 EoP v WiP New World Order Negotiations
correspondence to US Political Parties, US Election Candidates & SA Independent Election
Commission [PDF]; which documents the EoP Acting Clerk’s correspondence to:
1. US Political Parties candidates running for election as well as formerly elected
individuals currently in executive, legislative official federal, state or local government
positions;
2. SA Independent Election Commission officers notifying them that EoP Acting Clerk
would not be voting in the recent South African elections as a result of an absence of any
Ecology of Peace political parties; which included Ecology of Peace Cop 21 Simple Root
Cause Problem Solving Recommendations submitted to UNFCCC, Cop 21 and
GMACCC; of direct relevance to Electoral Commissions licensing of political parties.
3. EoP Applicant: Erik Prince notifying him to decide whether he wants to be a Pro EoP
Applicant; or Pro WiP American.
EoP Updates pending reinstatement of hacked deleted EoP websites.
EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted EoP account is reinstated; prior to
termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s preference for
Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.
Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented
at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) EoP Applicants: Erik
Prince [PDF]; FSB-NSA: EoP Applicant Removal [PDF]; EoP Axis: Military Industrial Complex
[PDF]; Cop 21 [PDF]; EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Donald

Trump, Hillary Clinton, US Senate, US Political Parties, SA IEC, FEC: Federal Election
Commission, Commission on Presidential Debates.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
Date: Sat, Oct 22, 2016 at 11:19 AM | Date: Sat, Oct 22, 2016 at 10:41 AM
TO: FBI, Dyn, Motherboard, Mike Beitiks for US Senate [PDF]
CC: EoP Applicant: Erik Prince [PDF]; FSB-NSA [PDF]; EoP Axis: Ft Bragg [PDF]; MWeb [PDF]; Weebly
[PDF]; Lotto: Lawyers [PDF]; UK v Anjem Choudary [PDF]; ICANN, Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, Canary,
ICRAA, A Choudary, US Navy JAG, Punjab Bar Council, PK Minister of Defence, PK Supreme Court [PDF].
Subject: FBI, Dyn, MB: 21 Oct Eco-Collapse NTE Only Problem Left Worth Solving Internet Blackout. CC:
SF-DA, Weebly, FSB, NSA

____________________________________________
From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Oct 22, 2016 at 11:19 AM
Subject: FBI, Dyn, MB: 21 Oct Eco-Collapse NTE Only Problem Left Worth Solving Internet Blackout. CC:
SF-DA, Weebly, FSB, NSA
To: "Dyn: General Counsel: David Allen" <dallen@dyn.com>, "Strategy Ofc: Kyle York"
<kyork@dyn.com>, "FBI Director: James Comey" <james.comey@ic.fbi.gov>, Motherboard
<editor@motherboard.tv>
Cc: George Gascon <districtattorney@sfgov.org>, "Chief: Toney Chaplin" <toney.chaplin@sfgov.org>,
"Deputy Chief: Chief of Staff: Hector Sainez" <hector.sainez@sfgov.org>, "Weebly CEO: Chief Executive
Officer: David Rusenko" <david@weebly.com>, Weebly Office <info@weebly.com>, "FSB: General
Aleksandr Bortnikov" <fsb@fsb.ru>, "NSA: Adm Mike Rogers" <info@nsa.gov>, Mike Beitiks for US
Senate <mike@iwillnotdonothing.org>

TO: FBI: Director James Comey, Dyn: David Allen, Motherboard Editor
CC: San Francisco District Attorney, Police & Weebly
CC: Mike Beitiks for US Senate (mike@iwillnotdonothing.org)
FBI, Dyn, Motherboard:
Dyn: General Counsel: David Allen (dallen@dyn.com); Strategy Ofc: Kyle York
(kyork@dyn.com); FBI Director: James Comey (james.comey@ic.fbi.gov); Motherboard
(editor@motherboard.tv)
San Francisco District Attorney, Police & Weebly:
George Gascon (districtattorney@sfgov.org); Chief: Toney Chaplin (toney.chaplin@sfgov.org);
Deputy Chief: Chief of Staff: Hector Sainez (hector.sainez@sfgov.org); Weebly CEO: Chief
Executive Officer: David Rusenko (david@weebly.com); Weebly Office (info@weebly.com)
FSB: Gen Aleksandr Bortnikov; NSA: Adm Mike Rogers:
FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov)
FBI, Dyn, MB: 21 Oct Eco-Collapse NTE Only Problem Left Worth Solving Internet
Blackout. CC: SF-DA, Weebly, FSB, NSA
The following correspondence was hacked to be returned as undeliverable: Alleged Reason:
Technical details of permanent failure: Message rejected. See
https://support.google.com/mail/answer/69585 for more information.

EoP v WiP Neg updates pending reinstatement of deleted EoP weebly websites.
EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted weebly account is reinstated; prior
to termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s preference for
Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.
Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented
at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) Tygae.Weebly: (i) FSBNSA [PDF]; Weebly [PDF]; (ii) EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF]: FBI, Dyn, Motherboard, Mike Beitiks for US Senate.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

_______________________________________
From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Oct 22, 2016 at 10:41 AM
Subject: Mike Beitiks, ICANN, IAP, MWeb, ISPA et al: 21 Oct Eco-Collapse NTE Only Problem Left Worth
Solving Internet Blackout
To: Mike Beitiks for US Senate <mike@iwillnotdonothing.org>
Cc: "Dyn: General Counsel: David Allen" <dallen@dyn.com>, "Strategy Ofc: Kyle York"
<kyork@dyn.com>, "FBI Director: James Comey" <james.comey@ic.fbi.gov>, Motherboard
<editor@motherboard.tv>, "ICANN: Beijing China Office" <queries.beijingec@icann.org>, Terri Agnew
<Terri.agnew@icann.org>, Susie Johnson <policy-staff@icann.org>, Marika Konings
<Marika.konings@icann.org>, Mary Wong <Mary.wong@icann.org>, Julie Headland
<Julie.hedlund@icann.org>, Lars Hoffman <Lars.hoffman@icann.org>, Steven Chan
<Steve.chan@icann.org>, "IAP: Intnl Assoc of Prosecutors Office" <om@iap-association.org>, "Derk
Kuipers: Secretary General" <sg@iap-association.org>, "Rasmus Wandall: IAP General Counsel"
<GC@iap-association.org>, "Artist Taxi Driver: Chunky Mark" <chunkymark1974@yahoo.com>,
"Spartacus: John Simkin" <john@spartacus-educational.com>, "The Canary: Kerry-anne Mendoza"
<kerryanne@thecanary.co>, "Islamic Center for Research and Academics: Waqar Akbar Cheema"
<callingchristians@gmail.com>, "UK: Society of Muslim Lawyers" <info@aml.org.uk>, "MWeb GM
Operations: Ettiene Cloete" <etcloete@mweb.com>, MWeb Legal Dept <legal@mweb.com>, "ISPA:
Internet Service Providers Association" <queries@ispa.org.za>, "Board of Directors: Head of Legal: Mike
Silber" <mike@ispa.org.za>, "Secretariat Advisor: Ant Brooks" <ant@ispa.org.za>, "Regulatory Working
Group & Advisor: Dominic Cull" <dominic@ispa.org.za>, George Gascon <districtattorney@sfgov.org>,
"Chief: Toney Chaplin" <toney.chaplin@sfgov.org>, "Deputy Chief: Chief of Staff: Hector Sainez"
<hector.sainez@sfgov.org>, "Weebly CEO: David Rusenko" <david@weebly.com>, Weebly Office
<info@weebly.com>, "Vets4Energy: Veterans Working to Ensure National Security through Energy
Security" <RSVP@vets4energy.com>, "RADM John Dudley Hutson: Dean NH Law"
<john.hutson@law.unh.edu>, "RADM Donald Joseph Guter: Pres Dean Houston Law"
<djguter@stcl.edu>, "RADM Michael Franklin Lohr: VP Asst Gen Counsel Boeing"
<michael.f.lohr@boeing.com>, "RADM James McPherson: Chairman: National Assoc. of Attorneys
General" <jmcpherson@naag.org>, "VADM Bruce McDonald: Pres & CEO: Applied Technical Systems"
<hello@atsid.com>, "VADM James W. Houck: Int Dean Penn State Law" <jwh32@psu.edu>, "VADM

James W. Crawford III" <JAGIR@navy.mil>, "Pakistan Supreme Court: Chief Justice Anwar Zaheer
Jamali" <mail@supremecourt.gov.pk>, "Punjab Bar Council: Chair Exec Comm: Mumtaz Mustafa"
<cec@pbbarcouncil.com>, "Pakistan Minister of Defence: Khawaja Muhammad Asif"
<complaintcell@mod.gov.pk>, Nanette DeRenzi <nderenzi@jeffersonconsulting.com>, Kremlin Press
Office <press_office@prpress.gov.ru>, "Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group" <info@fsgroup.com>,
"Counsel: Victoria Toensing" <dt@digenovatoensing.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe"
<Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>, "Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>, "Amb
Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta" <ruspospr@mweb.co.za>, Arif Hasan Akhundzada
<arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com>, "FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov" <fsb@fsb.ru>, "NSA: Adm
Mike Rogers" <info@nsa.gov>, "US Ft Bragg: SGM Pat Fensom" <patrick.scott.fensom@us.army.mil>,
"Army Reserve's 84th Training Command Fort Knox KY: Clinton D Wood"
<clinton.d.wood2.mil@mail.mil>

Mike Beitiks for US Senate (mike@iwillnotdonothing.org)
CC: Dyn; FBI, Motherboard
CC: ICANN, Intnl Assoc of Prosecutors, MWeb, ISPA et al
CC: San Francisco District Attorney, Police, Weebly
CC: EoP Applicants & Observers
CC: US Navy JAG; Pakistan Supreme Court; Punjab Bar Council; Min of Defence:
CC: FSB: Gen Aleksandr Bortnikov; NSA: Adm Mike Rogers
CC: US Army Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC & Ft Knox KY:
Dyn, FBI, Motherboard:
Dyn: General Counsel: David Allen (dallen@dyn.com); Strategy Ofc: Kyle York
(kyork@dyn.com); FBI Director: James Comey (james.comey@ic.fbi.gov); Motherboard
(editor@motherboard.tv)
ICANN, Intnl Assoc of Prosecutors et al, MWeb, ISPA:
ICANN: Beijing China Office (queries.beijingec@icann.org), Terri Agnew
(Terri.agnew@icann.org); Susie Johnson (policy-staff@icann.org); Marika Konings
(Marika.konings@icann.org); Mary Wong (Mary.wong@icann.org); Julie Headland
(Julie.hedlund@icann.org); Lars Hoffman (Lars.hoffman@icann.org); Steven Chan
(Steve.chan@icann.org); IAP: Intnl Assoc of Prosecutors Office (om@iap-association.org), Derk
Kuipers: Secretary General (sg@iap-association.org), Rasmus Wandall: IAP General Counsel
(GC@iap-association.org), Artist Taxi Driver: Chunky Mark (chunkymark1974@yahoo.com);
Spartacus: John Simkin (john@spartacus-educational.com); The Canary: Kerry-anne Mendoza
(kerryanne@thecanary.co); Islamic Center for Research and Academics: Waqar Akbar Cheema
(callingchristians@gmail.com); Anjem Choudary: via UK: Society of Muslim
Lawyers (info@aml.org.uk); MWeb GM Operations: Ettiene Cloete (etcloete@mweb.com); MWeb
Legal Dept (legal@mweb.com); ISPA: Internet Service Providers Association
(queries@ispa.org.za); Board of Directors: Head of Legal: Mike Silber (mike@ispa.org.za);
Secretariat Advisor: Ant Brooks (ant@ispa.org.za); Regulatory Working Group & Advisor:
Dominic Cull (dominic@ispa.org.za);
Ref: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: 21 Aug: EoP Internet Access Re: MWeb & ISPA; EoP Corr:
ICANN, IAP, Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary

San Francisco District Attorney, Police & Weebly:

George Gascon (districtattorney@sfgov.org); Chief: Toney Chaplin (toney.chaplin@sfgov.org);
Deputy Chief: Chief of Staff: Hector Sainez (hector.sainez@sfgov.org); Weebly CEO: Chief
Executive Officer: David Rusenko (david@weebly.com); Weebly Office (info@weebly.com)
Ref: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Hacking Deletion of Tygae & SQSwans Weebly sites.

US Navy JAG; Pakistan Supreme Court; Punjab Bar Council; Min of Defence:
1992-1993: RADM William Leon Schachte, Jr. SC Chair of Vets4Energy: Veterans Working to
Ensure National Security through Energy Security (RSVP@Vets4Energy.com); 1997-2000:
RADM John Dudley Hutson: Dean NH Law (john.hutson@law.unh.edu); 2000-2002: RADM
Donald Joseph Guter: Pres Dean Houston Law (djguter@stcl.edu); 2002-2004: RADM Michael
Franklin Lohr: VP Asst Gen Counsel Boeing (michael.f.lohr@boeing.com); 2004-2006: RADM
James McPherson: Chairman: National Assoc. of Attorneys General (jmcpherson@naag.org);
2006-2009: VADM Bruce McDonald: Pres & CEO: Applied Technical Systems (hello@atsid.com);
2009-2012: VADM James W. Houck: Int Dean Penn State Law (jwh32@psu.edu); 2015-Present:
VADM James W. Crawford III (JAGIR@navy.mil); Pakistan Supreme Court: Chief Justice
Anwar Zaheer Jamali (mail@supremecourt.gov.pk); Punjab Bar Council: Chair Exec Comm:
Mumtaz Mustafa (cec@pbbarcouncil.com); Pakistan Minister of Defence: Khawaja Muhammad
Asif (complaintcell@mod.gov.pk)
EoP Applicants & Observers:
Applicants: Nanette DeRenzi (nderenzi@jeffersonconsulting.com); President Vladimir Putin via
Kremlin Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group
(info@fsgroup.com); Counsel: Victoria Toensing (dt@diGenovaToensing.com); GOP: Brown Ellen
– Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell
(SBissell@migop.org); Observers: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta
(ruspospr@mweb.co.za); Arif Hasan Akhundzada (arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com);
FSB: Gen Aleksandr Bortnikov; NSA: Adm Mike Rogers:
FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov)
US Army Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC & Ft Knox KY:
US Army Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Commanding General: Lt Gen Jeffrey W.
Talley: via SGM Pat Fensom (patrick.scott.fensom@us.army.mil); Army Reserve's 84th Training
Command Fort Knox KY: Commanding General: Maj Gen Scottie Dean Carpenter via: Clinton
D Wood (clinton.d.wood2.mil@mail.mil)
Mike Beitiks, ICANN, IAP, MWeb, ISPA et al: 21 Oct Eco-Collapse NTE Only Problem
Left Worth Solving Internet Blackout
I found out about your I Will Not Do Nothing: Beitiks for US Senate campaign by reading
Motherboard: The NTE: Near-Term Extinction Movement Is Embracing the End Times; after
doing a search for an NTE: Near Term Extinction article; as a result of my observation and
analysis – a few examples below – working hypothesis conclusion interpretation that today’s –
21 Oct aka 11, 10, 10, twin 10, Ten, NTE – large DDoS internet attack on US North East; may
have been psychotronically manipulated by one or more military intelligenced agency; related to
ongoing Ecology of Peace v Masonic War is Peace New World Order Negotiations:

21 Oct Ecological Collapse Near Term Extinction Only Problem Left Worth Solving
Internet Blackout:

Blackout:
“No one could predict what is about to happen. Nobody is allowed into city hall cause the
metal detectors arn't working. .. One hundred power plants shut down affecting fifty million
people in two countries... An emergency has been declared in New York State. In a matter of
seconds, fifty million people simply fall off the grid. Phone lines and water systems fail.
Thousands of people are trapped in elevators and subways. ... It is August 14th, 2003... and
the largest blackout in North American history causes six billion in damages. The official
cause: overgrown trees on the power lines; but there is more to this story than troublesome
trees. Just three days earlier on August 11th, someone, somewhere released one of the most
damaging computer viruses ever written. Blaster. .... F-Secure Niko Hepannin... Did a
computer virus somehow contribute to the Blackout.? ..... Bonnie: We could certainly shut
down the United States critical infrastructure; I would assume within a day. Dedicatedly I
would give it one week of research; one day to take it down. That means taking out the power
grid; it means taking out the communication power; it means taking out probably the
military capacity of the United States; to function properly. We would probably go into a
police state at that point. [Is that an exaggeration?]. No I don't think so. …. stormworm alone
has infected at least fifty million computers; and it has not been used for anything; so there is
this hovering literally perfect storm; of potential attack; so the concern is that if the storm
worm has created all these compromised computers; and in themselves created this almost
massive computer; and if very bad people have control of this; they may be able to do very bad
things; on a very very big scale.” – Web Warriors
-- EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: 23 Apr: EoP App; FSB-NSA: Earth Day and Root Cause
Problem Solving; EoP Axis: MWeb: 04-05 Aug: JMCSwan MWeb Account.
**
At the time of receiving MWeb legal departments email announcing that they were
terminating their account with Clive Johnstone; I was busy with preliminary research to file
a submission to ICANN: Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers; copied to
International Association of Prosecutors [PDF]: General Counsel: Rasmus Wandall.
The EoP submission to ICANN submission was a suggestion to draft Internet Service
Providers worldwide into cooperating to help notify their internet clients and the planets
citizens of the importance of non-violently cooperating to help solve the Tragedy of the
Commons inevitable nuclear war environmental collapse problem that’s the only problem left
that’s worth solving; to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contact:
“This tragic [— environmental collapse — at the end of which we are left without a home,
having rendered Earth (our home planet) uninhabitable] outcome may not be unavoidable.
And if it is not unavoidable, then that's about the only problem left that's worth solving. The
solution can be almost arbitrarily expensive in both life and treasure. I would humbly suggest
that it's worth all the money in the world, plus a few billion lives, because if a solution isn't
found, then that treasure and those lives are forfeit anyway. A solution for avoiding the sixth
stage must be found, but I don't know what that solution would look like.”
EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation is the military necessity mutual coercion last resort
option of the Ecology of Peace NWO social contract options. It provides a legal blueprint for
how to legally, militarily, politically and economically implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract; to enable immediate orderly and humane
deindustrialization and massive depopulation measures.
--EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: 21 Aug: EoP Internet Access Re: MWeb & ISPA; EoP Corr:
ICANN, IAP, Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary.

The Ecology of Peace Wealth Transfer Option to shut down Casino Ponzi Economy is further
below as excerpted from and updated to SQSwans PRH: EoP Wealth Transfer Option.
As detailed under Fully Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible Freedom
Declaration; the Ecology of Peace culture recommends the nullification of the ‘right to breed
and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of international
law to be replaced with EoP clauses restricting all the worlds two legged beings who call
themselves humans; to breeding and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits; and
that breeding or consumption war violators be eliminated from the planetary genepool.
As noted in Ecology of Peace culture correspondence to EoP Applicant Erik Prince and all US
Political Parties, as EoP Acting Clerk I have advised the EoP Applicants; that in the absence of
any EoP registered political party; American EoP Applicants shall not be voting for any of the
left or right wing ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’ Masonic War is Peace political parties. Alternatively any EoP Applicant may
withdraw from being an EoP Applicant; if they wish to vote for any of the the left or right wing
‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ Masonic
War is Peace political parties.

EoP v WiP Neg updates pending reinstatement of deleted EoP weebly websites.
EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted weebly account is reinstated; prior
to termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s preference for
Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.
Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented
at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) Tygae.Weebly: (i) EoP
Applicant: Erik Prince [PDF]; FSB-NSA [PDF]; EoP Axis: Ft Bragg [PDF]; MWeb [PDF];
Weebly [PDF]; Lotto: Lawyers [PDF]; (ii) EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF]: Mike Beitiks for US Senate, Motherboard, ICANN, Artist Taxi Driver,
Spartacus, Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary, US Navy JAG, Punjab Bar Council, PK Minister of
Defence, PK Supreme Court.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

* ~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~ *

EoP Wealth Transfer Options to shut down Casino Ponzi Economy:
EoP Axis Nationalization of Individuals Property:

All individuals owning property greater than the EoP allotted ecofootprint ration – as
detailed under: Ecology of Peace New Economy Sustainability Definition paragraphs – will have
their property nationalized.
An EoP allotted ecofootprint ration of nationalized property shall be provided to any citizen
who has no property; who has signed a Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting Agreement
Responsible Freedom Declaration; for their use; to enable them to sustain their most basic
shelter, food and water needs; and engage with neighbours into local food production
cooperatives; to begin the process of rebuilding local cooperative tribal responsible freedom
communities.
EoP Axis Nationalization of Banks & Corporations:
All Banks from Bank of International Settlements; Inter-American Development Bank;
APRACA: Asia-Pacific Rural to the Agriculture Credit Association; to traded and privately
owned corporations shall be nationalized. The Derivatives Market will go through bankruptcy
proceedings and both the Derivatives Market and Stock Exchanges will be shut down.
The ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’
clauses of the Masonic War is Peace social contract shall be removed and replaced with Ecology
of Peace clauses that restrict all the worlds citizens of all races, religions and classes to
procreating and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits; relating with others in
accordance to fully informed consenting agreements; and violaters shall be eliminated from the
planetary genepool. For more info on transforming the planetary economy to a sustainable
economy: see: Community Solution: Power of Community: How Cuba Survived Peak Oil; Doug
Tompkins: The Next Economy: Transitions from Globalization to Eco-Localization.
The EoP Economy shall be based upon already mined gold and ultimately a resource mix
based currency standard; where all lending / borrowing and/or bartering is to be limited to
consumption and production of non-renewable and renewable natural resources below
Ecological Carrying Capacity limits.
Banks and/or Corporations may avoid coercive nationalization by voluntarily choosing to
engage in the conversion of their corporations to EoP cooperative corporations; by giving
employees the opportunity to vote whether they wish to (a) remain with the corporation and
convert their former corporation to be managed in accordance to cooperative ownership
principles and agree to sign an Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting Agreement
Responsible Freedom Declaration; (b) leave the corporation in accordance with with six months
salary retrenchment package.
All nationalized corporations shall undergo the same employee vote process. Only
individuals who have signed Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible
Freedom Declaration may be considered for Cooperative Management positions.
All Corporate Pensions for all employees who have not yet retired; whether they sign
Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible Freedom Declaration, vote
to remain with the corporation or be retrenched; are immediately cancelled. All Corporate
Pensions for individuals who have already retired shall be notified that such pensions shall be
cancelled within twelve months.

All corporate employees, including current or former pension holders; who do not own any
property; who sign an Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible
Freedom Declaration shall be provided with an EoP allotted ecofootprint ration of nationalized
property; for their use; to enable them to sustain their most basic shelter, food and water needs;
and engage with neighbours into local food production cooperatives; to begin the process of
rebuilding local cooperative tribal responsible freedom communities.

Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear Energy Facilities:
All IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency member states are to immediately draw up a
report detailing how they commit to the decommission of all their Nuclear Weapons and Energy
facilities; within five years.
World Coal Association: All member corporations are to immediately draw up a report
detailing how they intend to support the orderly termination and closure of all coal mining and
energy production with a Production Footprint above ecological renewable/non renewable
carrying capacity limits; i.e. all future coal exploitation and production of non-renewable and
renewable natural resources must be limited to below Ecological Carrying Capacity limits.

Breeding & Consumption Crimes of Aggression:
“Any individual who is found guilty of advocating on behalf of, legislating, enforcing, or
obeying any – cultural, religious, common, statutory, constitutional, or international – ‘scarcity
combatant’ social contract; which enables or advocates on behalf of human procreation,
consumption or production of resources that transgress ecological carrying capacity limits, is
guilty of the ‘crime of aggression act of war’.”
Crimes of Aggression Acts of War Convictions & Sentencing:
Consumption Violation Sentences:
Individuals found negligently guilty of violating consumption social contract limits; would be
required to (a) relinquish their excess consumed products; and provide community service
labour; to the extent of the infraction.
Individuals found intentionally guilty of violating consumption social contract limits; shall
be provided the opportunity to (a) choose their preferred method of state assisted suicide; (b) be
granted the opportunity to say goodbye to loved ones and (c) be eliminated from the planetary
genepool by their preferred method of state assisted suicide.
Procreation Violation Sentences:
Individuals found guilty of negligently violating procreation social contract limits; would be
required to be permanently sterilized.
Individuals found guilty of intentionally violating procreation social contract limits; would
be required to (a) relinquish said child for adoption - if wanted to be adopted by a family - and
be given their choice as to how they prefer to be humanely executed; (b) if no adoptive family is

found; parents and child are to be given their choice as to how they prefer to be humanely
executed.
EoP Axis Nation State Employees:
Every employee from the President down to the school janitor who is an employee of a
federal, state, city or local government; is given one month to sign their Ecology of Peace Fully
Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible Freedom Declaration; and submit it to appointed
Federal, National and Local Ecology of Peace Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting
Agreement Responsible Freedom Declaration Ombudsman.
All State employees who refuse to sign Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting
Agreement Responsible Freedom Declaration are retrenched; with six months salary
retrenchment package.
All Government Pensions for all employees who have not yet retired; whether they sign
Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible Freedom Declaration or not;
are immediately cancelled. All Government Pensions for individuals who have already retired
shall be notified in writing; that such pensions shall be cancelled within twelve months.
All Government employees, including current or former pension holders; who do not own
any property; who sign an Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible
Freedom Declaration shall be provided with an EoP allotted ecofootprint ration of nationalized
property; for their use; to enable them to sustain their most basic shelter, food and water needs;
and engage with neighbours into local food production cooperatives; to begin the process of
rebuilding local cooperative tribal responsible freedom communities.
Fully Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible Freedom Declaration.
A citizen’s signed Ecology of Peace Fully Informed Consenting Agreement Responsible
Freedom Declaration will declare that the particular citizen understands and legally agrees to
the following:
I hereby declare that I understand Responsible Freedom to mean:
1. Earth is not flat.
2. Resources are finite.
3. When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results
in ecological overshoot, resource depletion and resource conflict.
4. If individuals, families, tribes, races, religions, and/or nations want to (a) sustainably
protect natural resources for future generations; and/or (b) reduce class, racial and/or
religious local, national and international resource war conflict; and/or (c) enable
honourable, transparent and humane international cooperative de-industrialization and
depopulation of the planet to return to living in accordance to ecological carrying capacity
limits; they should (d) cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying
capacity limits; to sustainably protect and conserve natural resources.
5. The root cause of humans breeding and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits
and consequently Nation States failure to (a) avoid resource depletion and sustainable
protection of national renewable and non-renewable resources for other species and future
generations; and/or (b) reduce class, racial and/or religious local, national and international
resource war conflict; and/or (c) enable honourable, transparent and humane international

cooperative de-industrialization and depopulation of the planet to return to living in
accordance to ecological carrying capacity limits; are the ‘right to breed and consume with
total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits clauses of the Masonic War is
Peace international law social contract’.
6. I request – and commit to support – the President and all supporting Political Party leaders;
to officially and publicly begin legal International negotiations – by adopting any of
the Ecology of Peace New World Order Negotiations social contract options used
individually or in select combination or collectively; or other more suitable options – to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that shall (i) abolish the
root ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits
clauses of the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract’; and (ii) replace them
with Ecology of Peace clauses that require all of the worlds citizens from all races, classes
and religions to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; and
anyone convicted of breeding and/or consumption violations shall be eliminated from the
planetary genepool.
I hereby declare that I understand Honourable Reason & Logic Problem Solving
Communication Policy Discourse values to mean:
7. If I am committed to honourable discourse; and I am giving someone else the benefit of the
doubt that they are committed to honourable truthseeking discussion:
A. I clarify my preferences; to enable people being communicated to, to clearly know what I
want; and whether they are willing to engage me in entering into an agreement; to help
me get what I want; and reciprocally whether I can help them to get what they may
want.
B. I always respond to verbal and written correspondence, with a sincere honest response.
If I don't have time to respond; I inform them by when they can expect a response.
C. I sincerely and actively listen to the evidence from any individual, irrespective of their
political ideology – i.e. right wing to left wing – religion, race or culture. Active listening
means you verify that your interpretation of their statements is accurate; before
concluding that you have ‘heard their argument’.
D. I focus on simplifying the issue discussed, using as much as possible descriptive words;
as opposed to abstract concepts. If or where I include reference to abstract concepts; I am
willing to define my meaning of that abstract concept within that circumstance.
E. I evaluate their argument based upon the evidence they present, not their race, religion
or political ideology; etc.
F. If I am not convinced by the quality of their evidence on any particular issue; I am
willing to agree to disagree on that particular issue, and cooperate if they are willing to
engage in cooperative truthseeking to get better quality evidence; so that a stronger
beyond reasonable doubt conclusion can be drawn on the particular issue in dispute.
G. I remain in the conversation until we find agreement; so as to support each other on
other issues that we do agree upon, which are based upon more conclusive buck stops
here evidence.
H. If or where sincere conflict arises in the discussion about the issue in dispute; I am
committed to remaining in the conversation and finding a way to resolve the conflict, by
allowing myself, them or both of us to get over our anger; as opposed to requiring them
to suppress their anger for political correct ‘lets pretend we are getting along’ reasons.
Once the emotional steam has been released through the conflict resolution process; both
parties will find themselves in a more calm neutral space where the truthseeking
conversation can proceed.
I. If either of us decide that we are unable to resolve the conflict between us:

1. If none of us are employed by the State and/or legally obligated to help each other on
the particular issue of preference in dispute; we honourably terminate discussions
and approach others for help to get what we respectively want.
2. If one or both of us are employed by the State and/or an organization or profession
legally obligated to provide support to enable resolution of the particular requested
preference; we cooperatively refer the matter to an honourable discourse
truthseeking arbitrator for impartial dispute resolution.
J. If at any point during discussion; or arbitration proceedings; their evidence proves any of
my evidence for any of my ideological, racial or religious working hypothesis theories or
beliefs to be inaccurate; I love reason and logic more than my ego-identity and hence I
am willing to publicly change my mind, on that particular subject and amend my
ideological working hypothesis or belief with the new evidence provided; and if necessary
to apologize.
Honourable Discourse principles are excerpted from: EoP RH culture info.
Naturally anyone who refuses – without reasonable justification – to engage in aforementioned
honourable discourse; is not remotely interested in peace, anti-war, or non-violent root cause
problem solving of socio-economic resource war conflict; and depending on the circumstances;
may consciously or unconsciously be providing their informed consent justification for the issue
in dispute to be resolved by means of violence. Although honourable discourse would
recommend that they be consciously made aware of how their refusal to engage in honourable
discourse root cause problem solving of the issue in dispute; demonstrates their lack of
commitment and sincerity to non-violent root cause problem solving.
Deception Communication Crimes of Aggression:
Fully Informed Consensual Relating Violation Sentences:
Individuals found guilty of negligently violating ‘Fully Informed Consenting Honourable
Discourse’ as part of their inter-relating agreements; shall be required to attend and graduate
from a Fully Informed Consenting Honourable Discourse’ communication values class; where
they would learn how to communicate their preferences and relate to others in accordance to
Fully Informed Consenting Communication values; and sign a Fully Informed Consenting
Agreement Responsible Freedom Declaration to graduate.
Individuals found guilty of intentionally violating ‘Fully Informed Consenting Honourable
Discourse’ as part of their inter-relating agreements; shall be provided the opportunity to (a)
choose their preferred method of state assisted suicide; (b) be granted the opportunity to say
goodbye to their loved ones and (c) be eliminated from the planetary genepool by their preferred
method of state assisted suicide.

Ecology of Peace New Economy Sustainability Definition:
A Sustainable society practices Sustainable Procreation and Sustainable Natural Resource
Utilization Behaviour; i.e. all of its citizens consume and procreate below carrying capacity.
Sustainable Natural Resource Utilization Behaviour behaviour involves the utilization of
renewable natural resources—water, cropland, pastureland, forests, and wildlife—exclusively,
which can be depleted only at levels less than or equal to the levels at which they are

replenished by Nature. The utilization of non-renewable natural resources (NNR's)—fossil fuels,
metals, and minerals—at any level, is not sustainable1.
Carrying Capacity Sustainability: I=PAT Equation:
For activities to be genuinely sustainable it must be possible for them to continue
indefinitely. The impact of humanity on the environment and the demands that people place on
the resources available on the planet can be summarised by what is known as the Ehrlich or
IPAT equation, I=PAT. I = impact on the environment or demand for resources, P = population
size, A = affluence and T = technology. The two most important conclusions deriving from this
IPAT footprint2 relationship are that: (i) the Earth can support only a limited number of people,
at a certain level of affluence, in a sustainable manner; and (ii) Population and Consumption
must be reduced to below carrying capacity.
Carrying Capacity aka Biocapacity Limits:
“The maximum number of individuals that can be supported sustainably by a given
environment is known as its ‘carrying capacity’. Worldwide the total amount of biologically
productive land and sea amounts to 12 billion global hectares (gha); or 1.8 gha each if divided by
6.7 billion each. Guerrylla Laws are drawn up in accordance with the proactive conservation
policies of Bhutan3, who set aside 40% of their biologically productive to be returned to its
natural state, for other species and wildlife conservation purposes; then that means that the
total amount of biologically productive carrying capacity land available to humans is 60% of 12
billion; which amounts to 7.2 billion gha total; or 60% of 1.8 gha, which is 1 gha each.
Population factor is relevant, because the more humans there are, the less biologically
productive land there is for everyone else. For example:
Biocapacity limits of 6.7, 3.5, 1 Billion, 500, 250 & 100 Million:
7.2 billion global hectares of biologically productive land and water divided by (a) 6.7 billion
humans, equals: 1.07 gha each; (b) 3.5 billion equals 2.05 gha each; (c) 1 billion equals 7.2 gha
each; (d) 500 million equals 14.4 gha each; (e) 250 million equals 28.8 gha; (f) 100 million equals
72 gha each.
Procreation Factor:

1

Sustainability Defined, Chris Clugston, WakeUpAmerika
EcoFootprint: The difference between the biocapacity and Ecological Footprint of a region or country. A
biocapacity deficit occurs when the Footprint of a population exceeds the biocapacity of the area available to
that population. If there is a regional or national biocapacity deficit, it means that the region is importing
biocapacity through trade or liquidating regional ecological assets. Global biocapacity deficit cannot be
compensated through trade, and is overshoot.
3 Bhutan Proactive Conservation: Bhutan is seen as a model for proactive conservation initiatives. The Kingdom
has received international acclaim for its commitment to the maintenance of its biodiversity. This is reflected in
the decision to maintain at least sixty percent of the land area under forest cover, to designate more than 40% of
its territory as national parks, reserves and other protected areas, and most recently to identify a further nine
percent of land area as biodiversity corridors linking the protected areas. Environmental conservation has been
placed at the core of the nation's development strategy, the middle path. It is not treated as a sector but rather
as a set of concerns that must be mainstreamed in Bhutan's overall approach to development planning and to be
buttressed by the force of law. - "Parks of Bhutan". Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation online.
Bhutan Trust Fund.
2

As noted, the more people there are; the less biologically productive land there is available
for everyone else. According to the research of Paul Murtaugh, the procreation factor that
should be added by ecology footprint organisations to their Consumption footprint calculators, is
20 per child. [Each Child increases a parent’s cumulative consumption footprint by factor of 204]
Difference between Sustainable (Leaver Eco-Innocent) v Unsustainable (Taker
Scarcity Combatant):
An individuals IPAT footprint is a result of: (A) Consumption Footprint multiplied by (B)
Procreation Factor (Every child increases 20 Child Factor). If their IPAT footprint is below
carrying capacity limits, they are an Eco-Innocent Leaver; if their IPAT footprint is above
carrying capacity limits, they are a Scarcity Combatant Taker.
Total Footprint = Consumption x Procreation Factor.
To work out your Consumption footprint; you will need to use a Consumption Footprint
calculator. Current online footprint calculators: Global Footprint Network5 (copy available at
Earth Day6; Center for Sustainable Economy7; EcoCampus8. See more at Global Footprint’s
Application Standards9, where they detail how their calculators calculate Consumption
footprints. The quiz will ask you various questions about your consumption habits, and provide
you with a final consumption footprint in global hectares which is your ‘consumption footprint’.
For the purposes of this calculation; avoid footprint calculator quizzes that do not provide you
with your final gha consumption footprint amount, such as for example: World Wildlife Fund’s
footprint calculator10 or Stanford International Students11 (which is excellent and has great
detail; but does not provide you with a final footprint in gha terms). Multiply your consumption
footprint gha amount by your Procreation Factor: the number of children you have procreated
multiplied by 20. The total amount is your Total Footprint.

4 Paul Murtaugh (7-31-09): Family Planning: A Major Environmental Emphasis, Oregon University
http://sqswans.weebly.com/child--ecofootprint-x-20.html
5 http://footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/calculators/
6 http://www.earthday.org/footprint-calculator
7 http://www.myfootprint.org/
8 http://ecocamp.us/eco-footprint-calculator
9 http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/application_standards/
10 http://footprint.wwf.org.uk/ Other Green Footprint calculators: http://greenschools.net/article.php?id=271
11 http://footprint.stanford.edu/index.html
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From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Oct 22, 2016 at 11:43 PM
Subject: D Petraeus, E Prince: EoP App strategic path foundation of Pro-EoP Applicant or Pro WiP
American
To: David Petraeus <david.petraeus@kkr.com>, "Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group"
<info@fsgroup.com>, "Counsel: Victoria Toensing" <dt@digenovatoensing.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen –
Inhofe" <Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>, "Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>
Cc: VADM Nanette Derenzi <nderenzi@jeffersonconsulting.com>, "US Army: Gen Paul Kern"
<pkern@cohengroup.net>, "Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan" <gsullivan@ausa.org>, "US EU
Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck Wald" <cwald@deloitte.com>, "US Amb in Pretoria: Amb
Patrick Gaspard" <embassypretoria@state.gov>, Timothy McVeigh <truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com>,
"DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh" <nsd.public@usdoj.gov>, "Amb Mikhail
Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta" <ruspospr@mweb.co.za>, Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff <usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g-1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil>,
Stan McChrystal <stan@mcchrystalgroup.com>, Brigadier General Steven Anderson
<sanderson@gorelyant.com>, "Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret." <inman@austin.utexas.edu>,
"General James Cartwright USMC Ret." <jcartwright@csis.org>, "General Charles H. Jacoby Jr."
<Charles.Jacoby@northcom.mil>, "General Joseph W. Ralston" <jralston@cohengroup.net>, Daniel
William Christman <DChristman@uschamber.com>, Admiral Steve Abbot USN
<Steve.Abbot@nmcrs.org>, Robert Tyrer <rtyrer@cohengroup.net>, James M Bodner
<jbodner@cohengroup.net>, "Robert L. Grenier" <rgrenier7@gmail.com>, Ralph Schneider
<ralph@beckerusa.com>, Andrew Holland <aholland@americansecurityproject.org>, "Judith A. Jami
Miscik" <JMiscik@kissingerinc.com>, Jonathan Allen <allen_jonathan@bah.com>, Daniel J Smith
<dsmith@gorelyant.com>, Francis A Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL <francis.a.branch.civ@mail.mil>,
Wilma J Atkins CIV US <wilma.j.atkins.civ@mail.mil>, Lawrence Fowler C CIV US
<lawrence.c.fowler2.civ@mail.mil>, Thomas Moorman <moorman_thomas@bah.com>, "General
Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret." <fwaconsultants@gmail.com>, LtCol Thomas Brown USAF
<thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil>, LtCol Emanuel Cohan USAF <emanuel.cohan@us.af.mil>, Col Frank
Battistelli <frank.battistelli@us.af.mil>, "LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF" <peter.olsen@us.af.mil>, David
Coombs Office <info@armycourtmartialdefense.com>, Zbigniew Brzezinski <ZBrzezinski@csis.org>,
Major General Dana Pittard <dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil>, Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster
<herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil>, "John W. Whitehead" <johnw@rutherford.org>, Donald Rumsfeld
<daniel@javelindc.com>, "USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn"
<george.flynn@mail.mil>, "Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs"
<SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov>, Holy See in London – Nuntius <Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk>, "Grand
Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary" <gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org>, Arif Hasan Akhundzada
<arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com>, "USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp
Lejeune Marine Corps Base" <hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil>, "Belfer Center for Science & Intnl Aff: Sharon
Wilke" <sharon_wilke@harvard.edu>, "Constitutional Gov: Conversations with Bill Kristol"
<contact@constitutionalgovt.org>, National Review <letters@nationalreview.com>, Mathew Continetti
<info@tikvahfund.org>, "NSA: Adm Mike Rogers" <info@nsa.gov>, "FSB: Gen Bortnikov" <fsb@fsb.ru>

TO: David Petraeus & Erik Prince
CC: EoP Applicants & Observers
CC: Belfer Center, Conversations with Bill Kristol, National Review
CC: NSA Adm Mike Rogers & FSB: Gen Alexander Bortnikov
David Petraeus & Erik Prince
David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group
(info@fsgroup.com); Counsel: Victoria Toensing (dt@diGenovaToensing.com); GOP: Brown Ellen
– Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell
(SBissell@migop.org);
Ecology of Peace Applicants and Observers:
Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi (nderenzi@jeffersonconsulting.com); VADM Dennis
McGinn via CNA Military Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern
(pkern@cohengroup.net); Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan (gsullivan@ausa.org); US EU
Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck Wald (cwald@deloitte.com); US Amb in Pretoria:
Amb Patrick Gaspard (embassypretoria@state.gov); Timothy McVeigh
(truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy
McVeigh (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta (ruspospr@mweb.co.za);
Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
(usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g-1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil); Stan McChrystal
(stan@mcchrystalgroup.com); Brigadier General Steven Anderson (sanderson@gorelyant.com);
Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret. (inman@austin.utexas.edu); General James
Cartwright USMC Ret. (jcartwright@csis.org); General Charles H. Jacoby Jr.
(Charles.Jacoby@northcom.mil); General Joseph W. Ralston (jralston@cohengroup.net); Daniel
William Christman (DChristman@USChamber.com); Admiral Steve Abbot USN
(Steve.Abbot@nmcrs.org); Robert Tyrer (rtyrer@cohengroup.net); James M Bodner
(jbodner@cohengroup.net); Robert L. Grenier (rgrenier7@gmail.com); Ralph Schneider
(ralph@beckerusa.com); Andrew Holland (aholland@americansecurityproject.org); Judith A.
"Jami" Miscik (JMiscik@kissingerinc.com); Jonathan Allen (allen_jonathan@bah.com); Daniel J
Smith (dsmith@gorelyant.com); Francis A Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL
(francis.a.branch.civ@mail.mil); Wilma J Atkins CIV US (wilma.j.atkins.civ@mail.mil);
Lawrence Fowler C CIV US (lawrence.c.fowler2.civ@mail.mil); Thomas Moorman
(moorman_thomas@bah.com); General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret.
(fwaconsultants@gmail.com); LtCol Thomas Brown USAF (thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil); LtCol
Emanuel Cohan USAF (emanuel.cohan@us.af.mil); Col Frank Battistelli
(frank.battistelli@us.af.mil); LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF (peter.olsen@us.af.mil)
Observers: David Coombs Office (info@armycourtmartialdefense.com); Zbigniew Brzezinski
(ZBrzezinski@csis.org); Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil); Major
General Herbert Raymond McMaster (herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil); John W. Whitehead
(johnw@rutherford.org); Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force
Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn (george.flynn@mail.mil); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs (SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov); Holy See in London – Nuntius
(Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary (gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org);
Arif Hasan Akhundzada (arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com); USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base (hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil)
Belfer Center, Conversations with Bill Kristol, National Review:

Belfer Center for Science & Intnl Aff: Sharon Wilke (sharon_wilke@harvard.edu);
Constitutional Gov: Conversations with Bill Kristol (contact@constitutionalgovt.org); National
Review (letters@nationalreview.com); Mathew Continetti (info@tikvahfund.org)
NSA Adm Mike Rogers & FSB: Gen Alexander Bortnikov:
NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov); FSB: Gen Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru)
David & Erik:
D Petraeus, E Prince: EoP App strategic path foundation of Pro-EoP Applicant or Pro
WiP American
It was also during the 1960s that William Rusher, the publisher of National Review, became
disappointed with the conservative movement. Buckley, Burnham, Frank Meyer, Whittaker
Chambers, and Russell Kirk had books and journals and lectures, but they lacked power.
Their conservatism was elitist, pessimistic, grimly witty, and academic. It lionized abstruse
philosophers such as Eric Voegelin and Leo Strauss and Richard Weaver. To use a phrase
uttered often today, Rusher wondered what conservatism had conserved.” – Mathew
Continetti; National Review: Crisis of the Conservative Intellectual.
"The conservation of natural resources is the fundamental problem. Unless we solve that
problem, it will avail us little to solve all others." - Theodore Roosevelt; Address to the Deep
Waterway Convention, Memphis; 4 Oct 1907 - Today in Science.
“You have one person in a military organization and typically its the commander. When you
look at a combat theater; the overall individual in charge of that combat force is the strategic
leader; who within the confines of the policy that is approved by the President of the United
States and/or the Nato authorities. He is the one that is developing the direction that the
organization is going to go.” - David Petraeus; Four Tasks of a Strategic Leader; Belfer
Center.

It was not clear to me listening to the Four Tasks of a strategic military commander would do if
they considered fundamental aspects of the ‘confines of the policy’ they were being required to
work within; to be flawed. What if the confines of the flawed – total disregard for the
conservation of resources – policy are so flawed as to be downright suicidal in terms of the
military organization and its civilian leaderships ultimate credibility and nations survival?
I would imagine – of course I could be wrong – that the most effective means of implementing
an EoP social contract; is for various intelligence agencies to collectively agree and support the
Director of National Intelligence or the Minister of Defence or someone to that effect; to
effectively inform the President of the United States of the national security military necessity
of embarking on domestic and foreign policy education and negotiations as to the necessity.
In a country where citizens are educated at home, church, business, school and universities
about the importance of resource conservation; this would obviously be a no-brainer; and the
entire country would welcome such visionary and responsible resource conservation leadership;
and the ability to patriotically make procreation and consumption sacrifices – particularly if
impartially and fairly prosecuted – to cooperatively conserve resources for future generations.
In a country where not enough citizens are educated at home, church, business, school and
universities about the importance of resource conservation; military officials concerned about
the flaws in their national security strategy’s failure to consider resource conservation as a; if

not the fundamental principles of their national security strategy; obviously need to chart their
strategic path towards the goal of being a country where citizens are educated at home, church,
business, school and universities about the importance of resource conservation.
I imagine that is possibly part of the background process that brought us this far.
The EoP Applicants – ‘strategic path’ as such – as I interpret it – is to do what we can to provide
impartial and bipartisan support to all political parties, religions, corporations, etc; their
leaders and their followers enabling preferably not one but a few nation’s Minister of Defence –
or courts – to collectively inform their President/s of the national security military necessity of
embarking on domestic and foreign policy education and negotiations to implement an Ecology
of Peace international law social contract.
That would be my working hypothesis conclusion interpretation of figuring out what the
informed consent order, should anyone accept it; should be; and that is partially what my Pro
EoP Applicant or Pro WiP American; correspondence to Erik is based upon.
"We looked at the problem and thought we'd rather go through Jordan than Baghdad. ... It
was best captured by a sign on a door of a commander whom I went on patrol with his
company; in what used to be a very dangerous part of Iraq and his brigade had done a
magnificent job. I remember walking around with no body armour, no kevlar, watched the
soccer game, walked through the market, made a few purchases. And we go back to his
command post, which was a plywood door in some little makeshift office and there is a sign
on it that says: "In the absence of guidance or orders; figure out what they should have been
and execute aggressively". .. I have found that it is the off the wall experiences; that have
been the most developing. So when asked what would I advise: Do off the wall stuff" -- David
Petraeus; American Leadership in the World; Conversations with Bill Kristol.

If my working hypothesis EoP Applicant strategic path order is strategically or tactically faulty;
then of course any EoP Applicant should speak up; so that we can amend it.
If however my working hypothesis EoP Applicant strategic path order is reasonably sound; until
evidence proves otherwise; then of course EoP Applicants cannot be rushing around advocating
that one WiP left/right/white/black wing ‘breeding war fuck resource conservation kamikaze
national security’ policy is any different to another WiP right/left/white/black ‘consumption war
fuck resource conservation kamikaze national security’ policy.
EoP Applicants should decide whether they wish to be Pro-EoP Applicants; or Pro WiP
Americans; whether left or right, white or black, etc. If certain strategists feel its necessary to
raise the ‘strategy of tension’ level; that can quite easily be done without favouring one WiP
party over another. The focus is about supporting the creation of a strong foundation to enable
whomever the President of whichever country is; to be able to ultimately publicly accept the
national security military necessity recommendation to embark on domestic and foreign policy
education and negotiations to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract.
That would be my working hypothesis conclusion interpretation of figuring out what the
informed consent order, should anyone accept it; should be; and that is partially what my Pro
EoP Applicant or Pro WiP American; correspondence to Erik is based upon.
A copy of this correspondence is documented at: SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC
and/or EoP Axis.

If or when the Tygae and SQSwans websites and account are reinstated: (a) EoP v WiP
Negotiations shall again be updated at MILED Clerk Notice; (b) this correspondence shall
be documented at: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: All, David Petraeus, Erik Prince; FSB-NSA [PDF]
(ii) EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Belfer Center,
Conversations with Bill Kristol, National Review.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
Date: Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 2:43 PM
To: "Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan", Roger Yung Homer Lea Site [PDF]
CC: EoP App: David Petraeus [PDF]; Erik Prince [PDF]; Intnl Psych [PDF]
Subject: Draft of EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of context

Edit Note: Added: EoP Applicants [PDF]: David Petraeus, Erik Prince; EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]

_____________________________________________
From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 2:43 PM
Subject: Draft of EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of context
To: "Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan" <larsk@verizon.net>, Roger Yung Homer Lea
Site <rogeryung@homerleasite.com>
Cc: Dr John Breeding <jbreeding2@austin.rr.com>, Ivan Alexander <humancafe@aol.com>, Psychiatric
Drug Facts <psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com>, "Oxford: Psych: Iain McGilchrist" <iain.mcgilchrist@allsouls.ox.ac.uk>, "West Cork Mental Health Services: Pat Bracken"
<info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com>, Rodri Huws <r.huws@sheffield.ac.uk>, "PrimalTherapy: Arthur
Janov" <primalctr@mac.com>, "Models of Madness: John Read" <j.read@auckland.ac.nz>, "They Say
Youre Crazy: Paula Caplan" <Paulacaplan@post.harvard.edu>, "Schizophrenia a Scientific Delusion: Mary
Boyle" <c.wickham@uel.ac.uk>, Jim Orford <j.f.orford@bham.ac.uk>, "Users and Abusers of Psychiatry:
Lucy Johnstone" <L.C.Johnstone@bristol.ac.uk>, "Whores of the Court: Margaret Hagen"
<margaretahagen@gmail.com>, David Petraeus <david.petraeus@kkr.com>, "Kohlberg Kravis Roberts &
Co: Henry Kravis" <kravh@kkr.com>, "Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett" <rbarnett@wc.com>,
"Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group" <info@fsgroup.com>, "Counsel: Victoria Toensing"
<dt@digenovatoensing.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe" <Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>,
"Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>

TO: Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan (larsk@verizon.net)
TO: Roger Yung Homer Lea Site (rogeryung@homerleasite.com)
Ref: EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 23 Oct: South China Morning Post .. Pentacon.

CC: EoP Applicants: David Petraeus & Erik Prince
Ref: EoP Axis: 22 Oct: David Petraeus & Erik Prince: EoP App strategic path foundation of ProEoP Applicant or Pro WiP American

CC: WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts
Ref: Prof Mary Boyle: Is clinical psychology fearful of social context?. Why we might be, why it
matters and what we might do about it.

WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts:
Dr John Breeding (jbreeding2@austin.rr.com); Ivan Alexander (humancafe@aol.com);
Psychiatric Drug Facts (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); Oxford: Psych: Iain McGilchrist
(iain.mcgilchrist@all-souls.ox.ac.uk); West Cork Mental Health Services: Recover Your Mental
Health: Pat Bracken (info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com); Rodri Huws
(r.huws@sheffield.ac.uk); PrimalTherapy: Arthur Janov (primalctr@mac.com); Toxic Psychiatry:

Peter Breggin (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); Models of Madness: John Read
(j.read@auckland.ac.nz); They Say Youre Crazy: Paula Caplan (Paulacaplan@post.harvard.edu);
Schizophrenia a Scientific Delusion: Mary Boyle (c.wickham@uel.ac.uk); Jim Orford
(j.f.orford@bham.ac.uk); Users and Abusers of Psychiatry: Lucy Johnstone
(L.C.Johnstone@bristol.ac.uk); Whores of the Court: Margaret Hagen
(margaretahagen@gmail.com)
David Petraeus & Erik Prince
David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co: Henry Kravis
(kravh@kkr.com); Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett (rbarnett@wc.com); Erik Prince:
Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); Counsel: Victoria Toensing
(dt@diGenovaToensing.com); GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov);
Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)

Draft of eoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of
context
* Summary of Updated draft of Homer Lea biography summary decision-making
* Researching Homer Lea
* Credible -- Homer Lea; or other topic -- expert
* Off the cuff summary of EoP perspective of credible expert ethics characteristics:
* EoP v Homer Lea Strategic Intelligence Goals:
* Psychology Researchers confront their fear of confronting context in their research

Updated draft of Homer Lea biography summary:
Most recent EoP draft of Homer Lea biography with feedback from Lawrence Kaplan:
Homer Lea, a Caucasian American writer, was best known as the white American Chief of
Staff, soldier of fortune military adviser to Chinese revolutionary leader Dr. Sun Yat-sen
during the 1911 Chinese Republican Revolution. As a published author, his most well known
works included, "The Vermilion Pencil," a popular romance novel about China, made into a
play named the Crimson Spider; and "The Valor of Ignorance" and "The Dayof the Saxon,"
part of a three volume trilogy that focused on American and British defense issues,
respectively. Lea died in 1912 before he could complete the third volume of his trilogy -- –
which according to Homer Lea researcher Roger Yung, but disputed by Homer Lea researcher
Lawrence Kaplan -- could have been titled, The Swarming of the Slavs -- that would have
examined democracy and the inter-relations of world powers.

Response to Lawrence Kaplan’s constructive criticism editing suggestions on Homer Lea
biography:
I am not researching Homer Lea off or on the internet; nor have I ever pretended to be
researching Homer Lea. I don’t care if Roger Yung is a trained historian or a self taught
historian. I care if he – or anyone – is a sincere truthseeker researcher.
It is quite possible that Roger Yung has according to subjectively held information and evidence
available to him; included what you consider to be “undocumented/hearsay information”; based
upon subjectively held information and evidence available to you.

Roger Yung does provide a clear caveat on his Homer Lea Site front page regarding his Homer
Lea research on his website; which clearly informs any reader that:
If you want to know more about Homer Lea, the information you receive may be confusing,
incomplete, and contradictory, perhaps even fraudulent and controversial. …. Many
historians will not touch the subject. If we keep an open mind and are willing to explore
through open discussion, we will be able to piece together a more complete picture of this
rather enigmatical man. …. As you walk through each web page, one attempts to answer the
same puzzling question - Who is Homer Lea? If you can look at the whole picture, the people,
the time, the milieu surrounding him, one may be at a loss for words attempting to describe
the entire man and what he stood for.

Perhaps the information you provided Roger was not sufficiently evidentiary for him to consider
worthy of correcting what you consider his errors. Perhaps he is not sincerely interested in
truthseeking; or perhaps there are other reasons.
In the absence of knowing Homer Lea related (i) facts that you both agree upon; (ii) the evidence
and information you both hold, and your decision-making in terms of arriving at your particular
working hypotheis conclusion interpretation of such facts; I am not able to provide you with my
subjective interpretation of whose ‘interpretation’ is more accurate or logical or reasonable.
If you are buck stops here truthseekers engaged in finding the truth about Homer Lea; then you
may be able to cooperate and find the facts; which you can agree upon; although your
interpretation of such facts may be different; and if you are honourable men; you can agree to
disagree on that particular Homer Lea issue in dispute; until you have more buck stops here
facts; and still cooperate on other Homer Lea research issues.
If at some point in time you make a decision that both of you are buck stops here truthseekers
about the issue; and you cannot come to agreement about whose interpretation is more
accurate; you can find an impartial truthseekign arbitration expert – i.e. whose truthseeking on
any issue is based upon ‘truth the whole truth and nothinb but the truth, based upon the
evidence, the whole evidence and nothing but the evidence’; irrespective of whether the truth
offends Homer Lea researchers and or anyone else -- to provide you with their interpretation as
to whose interpretation they consider more accurate or reasonable.
The biographic sentence of Homer Lea that I authored; is not of major importance to the issues
that I am researching; as long as it is accurate in simple english a village idiot can understand;
I am happy with it.
Here follows more detailed info on Updated draft of Homer Lea biography summary decisionmaking
Re: Researching Homer Lea:
I am not researching Homer Lea off or on the internet; nor have I ever pretended to be
researching Homer Lea.
I and others, have been researching the root cause of the majority of socio-economic and
political problems resulting from resource depletion and resource wars: including among
others: climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl,

traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species
extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, terrorism, feminism, nazism,
Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc.
We have identified the root causes as the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard
for ecological carrying capacity limits’ Masonic War is Peace clauses of international law;
and are busy in EoP v WiP NWO Negotitions enquiry to determine what if any military,
legal, political, religious, racial will there is for cooperating to nullify the Masonic War is
Peace ‘right to breed and consume’ clauses of international law; and replace them with
Ecology of Peace clauses that restrict all the worlds citizens from all nations, of all races and
religions to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; and
eliminating violators from the planetary genepool.
That is what I and others; have been researching off and on the internet.
Re: Credible -- Homer Lea; or other topic -- expert:
I don’t care if someone is an official historian; ie. licenced by a WiP academic institute; such as
yourself; or a self taught historian, such as Roger Yung; an official soldier; i.e. licenced by an
official military academic institute; such as General James Cartwright or David Petraeus; or a
self taught guerrilla soldier; like Homer Lea.

Off the cuff summary of EoP perspective of credible expert ethics characteristics:
My concern regarding the credibility of any individual’s – expert or self taught – information; is
the quality of their evidence in context; which as far as I can tell is a consequence of their (a)
sincere commitment to truthseeking on the particular issue; i.e. when provided with evidence
contradicting a particular hypothesis to sincerely investigate it and if proven correct; to take
responsibility for admitting their mistake; and (b) to consider their working hypothesis
conclusion within context.
An alleged expert who refuses to (a) sincerely consider and examine contrarian evidence,
including contextual evidence; (b) admit a mistake; if or when provided with evidence that
contradicts a pillar of their evidence upholding their particular working hypothesis conclusion;
has an agenda that is not truthseeking, but something else; whether ego careerism, self
deception about his commitment to truthseeking, etc.
A ‘problem solving’ expert has additional responsibilities; such as es to (a) enquire into the root
causes of the particular problem they are representing themselves as an expert at solving; (b)
when root cause problem is discovered, honestly communicate such root cause problem they are
alleged experts at solving; (c) once the root cause has been shared with the client; determining
whether there is sufficient will to eliminate the root causes of the problem.
If the client is a large organization such as a corporation or state for example; the problem
solving issue is more complicated; and depends on numerous factors; such as for example: will of
the ‘strategic decision-maker’; their advisors, etc.
If a problem solving experts individual client is not sincere about problem solving the particular
problem; a sincere problem solving expert should confront the client with the possibility that

they are not sincere; but only engaged in a bullshit the public relations image management
exercise; and if the client is not wiling to demonstrate their sincere commitment to problem
solving; terminate their problem solving expertise towards such client as not being sincerely
interested in problem solving their particular problem; until such client changes their mind, if
ever.
Generally speaking such a client would – consciously or unconsciously -- not really want the
problem solved, they only want to pretend to be solving the problem, so they can market
themelves as an alleged ‘problem solver’ for socio-political or economic profits; while actually
unconsciously or consciously deliberately and covertly perpetuating the problem for thier own
political and/or economic profits. They are parasitically covertly profiteering off not solving the
problem; while overtly and publicly pretending to be concerned about helping to solve the
problem.
EoP v Homer Lea Strategic Intelligence Goals:
I did read Homer Lea’s book: Valour of Ignorance; some of which I found very informative; such
as my EoP interpretation of Homer Lea’s writings; as published at Military Gospel according to
Homer Lea.
“Investigation shows that whenever two nations have become engaged in warfare they have
been advancing on converging lines of (resource acquisition for growing consumption or
procreation) self-interest and aggrandizement. When the contact takes place, the struggle for
supremacy, or even survival is at hand. This inevitable hour is approximately fixed and
determined by the angles of convergence plus the sum of the relative (consumption / breeding
war) speed by which the nations are moving along their respective lines. Thus it is that, when
the angle of (breeding / consumption war) convergence of both or even one of the nations is
acute and the speed or progress along one or both of the converging lines correspondingly
great, war results in a few years or decades.”

I don’t think my strategic intelligence goals are exactly the same as Homer Lea’s. Similar in
some aspects; yes, but identical; I don’t think so. That is not to say that there is not much that I
can learn from the lessons he learnt, his experience; as I can from anyone else; particularly
their willingness to confront themselves and admit their mistakes.
“To free a nation from error is to enlighten the individual, and only to the degree that the
individual will be receptive of truth can a nation be free from that vanity which ends with
national ruin.” – Homer Lea
**
“It is necessary for you to learn from other's mistakes. You will not live long enough to make
them all yourself.” -- Eleanor Roosevelt and/or Admiral Hyman Rickover.
**
"An academic reactor or reactor plant almost always has the following basic characteristics:
(1) It is simple. (2) It is small. (3) It is cheap. (4) It is light. (5) It can be built very quickly. (6)
It is very flexible in purpose ("omnibus reactor"). (7) Very little development is required. It
will use mostly "off-the-shelf" components. (8) The reactor is in the study phase. It is not
being built now.

"On the other hand, a practical reactor plant can be distinguished by the following
characteristics: (1) It is being built now. (2) It is behind schedule. (3) It is requiring an
immense amount of development on apparently trivial items. Corrosion, in particular, is a
problem. (4) It is very expensive. (5) It takes a long time to build because of the engineering
development problems. (6) It is large. (7) It is heavy. (8) It is complicated.
"The tools of the academic-reactor designer are a piece of paper and pencil with an eraser. If a
mistake is made, it can always be erased and changed. If the practical-reactor designer errs,
he wears the mistake around his neck; it cannot be erased. Everyone can see it.
"The academic-reactor designer is a dilettante. He has not had to assume any real
responsibility in connection with his projects. He is free to luxuriate in elegant ideas, the
practical shortcomings of which can be relegated to the category of "mere technical details."
The practical-reactor designer must live with these same technical details. Although
recalcitrant and awkward, they must be solved and cannot be put off until tomorrow. Their
solutions require manpower, time and money."
-- Admiral Hyman Rickover; Letter from H.G Rickover [PDF] via Wikipedia;
**
It is a human inclination to hope things will work out, despite evidence or doubt to the
contrary. A successful manager must resist this temptation. This is particularly hard if one
has invested much time and energy on a project and thus has come to feel possessive about it.
Although it is not easy to admit what a person once thought correct now appears to be wrong,
one must discipline himself to face the facts objectively and make the necessary changes—
regardless of the consequences to himself. The man in charge must personally set the
example in this respect. He must be able, in effect, to “kill his own child” if necessary and
must require his subordinates to do likewise. I have had to go to Congress and, because of
technical problems, recommended terminating a project that had been funded largely on my
say-so. It is not a pleasant task, but one must be brutally objective in his work.
-- Admiral Hyman Rickover; Doing a Job via Gov Leaders
**

If however two individuals strategic intelligence goals are not the same; then their ultimate
strategic intelligence path is different.
Homer Lea was intent on exposing the impending war consequences; but failed to clearly and
simply – in buck stops here simple english a village idiot could understand -- articulate the
‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits root
causes of overpopulation and overconsumption converging lines of resource acquisition for
growing consumption and procreation self-interest and aggrandizement.
To the extent that he was conscious of such failure to clarify the root causes; and advise those
he was advising to cooperate with other nations, races and religions to address the root ‘right to
breed and consume’ clauses of international law causes of war; to that extent his goals were not
to honestly educate about how to end war and implement peace; but ego parasitic profiteering of
pretending to solve the ‘war’ problem orientated.
To the extent that he was unconscious of such failure to clarify the root causes; and if someone
had confronted him and informed him of such failure and he was (a) receptive to the
constructive criticism, enquired into it; and admitted his mistakes; and altered his strategic
intelligence goals advisory policy; his strategic intelligence goals would have been root cause

problem solving orientated; or (b) not receptive to the constructive criticism, ignored or silenced
the constructive criticism; his strategic intelligence goals would have been ego parasitic
profiteering of pretending to solve problems orientated.
Its possible nobody ever provided Homer Lea with constructive criticism advise to clearly clarify
the root causes of the problem he was allegedly focussed on solving; and engage in an enquiry
whether there was sufficient political will to address those root causes; which could be because
of many reasons: (a) he did not surround himself with; or had not found or was not even looking
for; a or sufficient sincere buck stops here truthseekers to be his advisors (b) of the sincere
truthseekers around at that time; on the planet; none of them were focussed on the
truthseeking the particular problems Homer Lea was focussed on addressing; and consequently
none of them had arrived at the root cause of the problem, and consequently the root cause of
the particular problem had not been discovered.
Hence the EoP working hypothesis summary of the difference between EoP and WiP strategic
intelligence policy formulators; as stated to Eeben Barlow:
[..] Re: Difference between EoP and WiP Effective Strategists & Policy Formulators:
Masonic War is Peace is about consciously or unconsciously identifying the root cause of the
problem, and applying STRATINT to deliberately perpetuate the problem indefinitely so as
to socio-politically and financially parastically profit of the misery resulting from the
problem. The tap has been left on, the bath is overflowing. Masonic War is Peace profiteers
argue about what colour mops to use; who is mopping; who is hiring chinks or japs or coolies
to do the mopping, blah blah.
Ecology of Peace identifies the root cause of any problem and applies STRATINT skills to
eliminate the root cause of the problem. EoP Applicants [PDF] identified 'the right to breed
and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits clauses' - aka policy - of the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; as the root cause of the
majority of socio-economic and political problems resulting from resource depletion and
resource wars: including among others: climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of
living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak
food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change,
terrorism, feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc.
Ecology of Peace STRATINT advisors simply point out the tap is causing the bath to
overflow; and find out who is willing to cooperate to turn off the tap.
-- EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: 20 Sep: Eeben Barlow’s Military and Security Blog: The
Dangers of Ignoring Strategic Intelligence.

To the extent that he was unconscious of such failure to clarify the root causes; and if someone
had confronted him and informed him of such failure and he was (a) receptive to the
constructive criticism, enquired into it; and admitted his mistakes; and altered his strategic
intelligence goals advisory policy; his strategic intelligence goals would have been root cause
problem solving orientated; or (b) not receptive to the constructive criticism, ignored or silenced
the constructive criticism; his strategic intelligence goals would have been ego parasitic
profiteering of pretending to solve problems orientated.

Re: Psychology Researchers confront their fear of confronting context in their
research:
See for example: Prof Mary Boyle: Is clinical psychology fearful of social context? Why we
might be, why it matters and what we might do about it; Standing up and Speaking out
about Social Context Division of Clinical Psychology at Glasgow; regarding psychologist
experts ‘fear’ of confronting context:
“I got the very powerful impression that Laird and Clark seemed to sense that fully engaging
with context would make it much more difficult to pursue their core arguments that the main
causes of misery are anxiety and depression. That the major reason for misery's persistence is
how people think; and that a major part of the solution is individual therapy. Now it certainly
complicates funding discussions with government; as you can imagine, if they did engage
with context. So this brings me to my second question, what is it about confronting well
evidenced role of social context; in both the development and the persistence of mental health
problems; which seems so difficult even threatening. I think there is quite a few possibilities
and I'll deal with a few briefly. But familiarly over all of them is both our insecurity as a
discipline and a profession. So the threats are: Its not science. Its not psychology. Creates
feelings of helplessness. Need for acceptance by Psychiatry. Involves telling truth to power.
.... Now psychology as a whole is intensely concerned about its academic and social
acceptance; as a science. Jim Orford once said "We still suffer from an inferiority complex
making us do things just because they appear scientific. So we emphasise our similarity to
the biological and natural sciences. We give the highest to the methods of the natural
sciences. We are also very preoccupied with avoiding accusations of social and political bias;
of being influenced by subjective values; rather than objective facts." .... Why our avoidance of
context matters so much, the major implication is that our theories and research are always
potentially influential. Whether we approve it, intend it or whether we are even aware of it;
what we say and do will have influence in so far as particular psychological ideas become part
of a construction of reality; which can then be drawn on by those with the power to frame
social problems and their perceived solutions. ... It suggests that when we as psychologists
conceptualize people and their problems; it becomes a kind of cultural resource; and above all,
a relation to this avoidance of context; I think this model shores how our theories can help
maintain the social and economic status-quo. .. through narratives of justification. Now its
often been pointed out that maintaining harmful social practices or inequalities; usually
needs some sort of public story; which makes them seem reasonable. And if we look at it from
the point of view of those who benefit from inequalities; an especially powerful narrative is
one which distracts attention from context; which could help us understand why some groups
are persistently disadvantaged or suffering; why their behaviour seems difficult; and instead
focuses on mental or biological characteristics; which seem to explain these outcomes.
Historically psychology has provided a major role in providing these narratives. ... Now it’s
important to emphasise that we don't intend social harm, but our profession simply has to
provide the intellectual framework -- and of course give it scientific respectability -- others
will do the rest. … Context also make it much more difficult for those in power to avoid
addressing the psychological impact of social and economic policies; and also they are not
incompatible with helping individuals. I don't think its an exageration to say that clinical
psychology is at a watershed in terms of who we are and what we stand for. I hope we will
acknowledge that how we relate to social context is absolutely central to those questions; and
I also hope we will choose to implement the conference theme in major and very public ways.
I think we can be both confident that we have a scientific and ethical mandate, but also I
think we may be surprised at just how many allies we would have."”

Both sides of the Masonic War is Peace – namely the ‘mental disorders exist’ and the ‘mental
disorders don’t exist, psychiatry is a fraud – divide are afraid of confronting their ‘fear of
context’ research mistakes.
In their case including context – such as: could what they call ‘mental disoders’ simply be the
canary on the frontlines in the Masonic War is Peace toxic culture coalmine; whose cognitive
and behavioural coping mechanisms symptoms of individuals experiencing racial,
ideological, class or cultural existential identity and/or resource conflict anxiety resulting
from population pressures colliding with declining resources; which are the direct
consequences of the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’ clauses of international law social contract? -- in their research for the
‘causes of mental disorder misery; would result in them either (a) admitting their mistakes
and enaging in truthseeking research; or (b) ignoring the canaries; covering up their
mistakes; and ultimately psychiatry and psychology drive their 500 tonne train over their
‘fuck ecological carrying capacity gravity laws’ ‘matchstick bridge’.
EoP RH Culture Info has more info on EoP culture’s perspective on WiP ‘fuck ecological
carrying capacity gravity law’s matchstick bridges.
EoP v WiP Neg updates pending reinstatement of deleted EoP weebly websites.
A copy of prior correspondence to Homer Lea Research Center and Homer Lea Site; was
documented at EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 23 Oct: South China Morning Post .. Pentacon.
EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted weebly account is reinstated; prior
to termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s preference for
Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.
Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented
at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) EoP Applicants [PDF]:
David Petraeus, Erik Prince; EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]; EoP v WiP NWO
Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Homer Lea Research Center, Homer Lea Site;
Critical Psychology Researchers.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
Date: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:14 PM
TO: Dr. Caplan and WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts [PDF]
CC: EoP App [PDF]: David Petraeus [PDF], Erik Prince [PDF]; Homer Lea Site & Research Center [PDF]
Subject: P Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP
Homer Lea bio; STRATINT
-Date: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:18 PM
TO: WiP Psych: APA Review; Ethical Psychology, World Psych, American Psych Assoc; WiP Psych: Werner
Erhard & Brad Blanton; WiP Psych: Warrior Sci: Lt Col Dave Grossman
Subject: Hoffman Report, APA, Ethical Psych, World Psych, Erhard, Blanton, Killology: Copy of: P Caplan
& M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP Homer Lea bio;
STRATINT

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:14 PM
Subject: P Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP
Homer Lea bio; STRATINT
To: Dr John Breeding <jbreeding2@austin.rr.com>, Ivan Alexander <humancafe@aol.com>, Psychiatric
Drug Facts <psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com>, "West Cork Mental Health Services: Recover Your
Mental Health: Pat Bracken" <info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com>, Rodri Huws
<r.huws@sheffield.ac.uk>, "PrimalTherapy: Arthur Janov" <primalctr@mac.com>, "Models of Madness:
John Read" <j.read@auckland.ac.nz>, "They Say Youre Crazy: Paula Caplan"
<Paulacaplan@post.harvard.edu>, "Schizophrenia a Scientific Delusion: Mary Boyle"
<c.wickham@uel.ac.uk>, Jim Orford <j.f.orford@bham.ac.uk>, "Whores of the Court: Margaret Hagen"
<margaretahagen@gmail.com>, "UDavis: Cheryl Welsh" <welsh@dcn.davis.ca.us>, "Earthpulse: Dr Nich
Begich" <info@earthpulse.com>, "LSE: Inst Soc Psych: Daniel Linehan" <d.p.linehan@lse.ac.uk>,
VBukovsky via Anthony Stadlen <stadlen@aol.com>, Dennis Fox <fox@dennisfox.net>, Prof JA Schaler
<schaler@american.edu>
Cc: "Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan" <larsk@verizon.net>, Roger Yung Homer Lea
Site <rogeryung@homerleasite.com>, David Petraeus <david.petraeus@kkr.com>, "Kohlberg Kravis
Roberts & Co: Henry Kravis" <kravh@kkr.com>, "Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett"
<rbarnett@wc.com>, "Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group" <info@fsgroup.com>, "Counsel: Victoria
Toensing" <dt@digenovatoensing.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe"
<Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>, "Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>
-Date: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:14 PM | Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:18 PM
Subject: Hoffman Report, APA, Ethical Psych, World Psych, Erhard, Blanton, Killology: Copy of: P Caplan
& M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP Homer Lea bio;
STRATINT
To: David Hoffman <apareview@sidley.com>, "Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman"
<david.hoffman@sidley.com>, "Ethical Psychology: CFP Associates LLC: Anthony Pinizzotto"
<CFPAssociates@gmail.com>, Coalition for Ethical Psychology <coalitionfep@ethicalpsychology.org>,
Stephen Soldz <ssoldz@ethicalpsychology.org>, Stephen Reisner <sreisner@ethicalpsychology.org>,
Jean Maria Arrigo <jmarrigo@ethicalpsychology.org>, Roy Eidelson <reidelson@ethicalpsychology.org>,
Trudy Bond <tbond@ethicalpsychology.org>, "Signal Program on Human Security & Technology:
Nathaniel Raymond" <nraymond@hsph.harvard.edu>, "Race Culture Psychology and Law: Kimberly
Barrett" <kimberly.barrett@wright.edu>, William H George <bgeorge@u.washington.edu>, Judie

Philipson <jphilipson@behavioralsciencesgroup.com>, Susan E Brandon <susan.brandon@ic.fbi.gov>,
"World Psychiatry: Secretariat" <wpasecretariat@wpanet.org>, "Intnl Psychogeriatric Assoc: Secretariat"
<ipa-info@ipa-online.org>, Meeting Secretariat <ipameetingsecretariat@mci-group.com>, Intnl Soc
Psychiatric Genetics <info@ispg.net>, Intnl Journal Forensic Mental Health <iafmhs@iafmhs.org>,
"American Psych Assoc: Practice Org" <pracgovt@apa.org>, Public Policy <ppo@apa.org>, Legal
Regulatory Affairs <praclegal@apa.org>, State Advocacy <state@apa.org>, Rural Psychology
<rural@apa.org>, Graduate Students <apags@apa.org>, Division Services <division@apa.org>, Central
Programs <centralprograms@apa.org>, "Ethnic Minority Affairs: Office" <oema@apa.org>, Tiffany
Townsend <ttownsend@apa.org>, Alberto Figueroa-Garcia <afigueroa@apa.org>, Sandra Mattar
<sandra.mattar23@gmail.com>, "Montclair: Muninder Alhuwalia" <ahluwaliam@mail.montclair.edu>,
"Rosebud Indian Health Svc: Daniel Foster" <Daniel.Foster@ihs.gov>, "Duquesne: Scott Graves"
<gravess@duq.edu>, "NDakota: Wendy Graves" <wpetersphd@gmail.com>, "Women: Shari MilesCohen" <smiles@apa.org>, Tanya Burwell <tburrwell@apa.org>, "SocioEconomic Div: Keyona KingTsikata" <kking-tsikata@apa.org>, "Military Psychology Div: K Cooke" <kcooke@apa.org>, "Div 18:
Kellie Condon" <Kellie.Condon@va.gov>, "Div 43: Family Psych: Patrick Morrison"
<pmorrison@rmhstanford.org>, "Div 41: Psych-Law Society: Kathy Gaskey" <apls@ec.rr.com>, "Div 37:
Family Policy" <ms446@evansville.edu>, American Psychologist Editor <apeditor@apa.org>
Cc: Est Seminars Training <webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com>, "Harvard: Michael Jensen"
<mjensen@hbs.edu>, "Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron" <info@vantogroup.com>, "Landmark:
Werner Erhard" <info@innovativeepm.com>, "SSRN: Gregg Gordon" <Gregg_Gordon@ssrn.com>, SSRN
<management@ssrn.com>, GSE Research <enquiries@gseresearch.com>, "GSE: CEO: John Peters"
<john.peters@gseresearch.com>, "Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester" <rchester@berkeley.edu>,
"Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler" <info@friendsofconservation.org>,
Evolutionary Collective <info@evolutionarycollective.com>, "Economic Principals: David Warsh"
<warsh@economicprincipals.com>, Radical Honesty <support@radicalhonesty.com>, Brad Blanton
<brad@radicalhonesty.com>, "Trainers: Taber Shadburne" <taber@churchofsoul.org>, Clara and Jerry
Griffin <venusrise@aol.com>, Susan Campbell <drsusan@susancampbell.com>, Raven Dana
<raven@stresswizardcoaching.com>, Stephanie Roth <stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com>, Marina
Dervan <marina@thehonestycoach.com>, Julie Gregerson-Uderitz <julie@transforming-kids.org>, Grace
Llewellyn <GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com>, Ed Greville <greville@aol.com>, Keith Moon
<keithmoon@telus.net>, Etain O'Kane <therapybelfast@live.com>, Maggie Doyle
<maggie@multiversity.net>, "Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon"
<robyn@symonproductions.com>, Walter Maksym <wmaksym@gmail.com>, Terry M Giles Esq
<tg@oteam.com>, Darren Mack via William J Routsis II <williamjroutsis@gmail.com>, "Gamechanger
Labs: Billy Wimsatt" <billywimsatt@gmail.com>, "Coffee Party: Egberto Willies"
<Egberto@coffeepartyusa.com>, Bobby Rodrigo <Bobby@coffeepartyusa.com>, Debilyn Molineaux
<debilyn@coffeepartyusa.com>, "Movement Strategy: Taj James" <taj@movementstrategy.org>, Mimi
Ho <mimi@movementstrategy.org>, Rachel Burrows <rachel@movementstrategy.org>, Rebuild the
Dream <info@rebuildthedream.com>, LtCol Dave Grossman <info@killology.com>

TO: Dr. Caplan and WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts
CC: EoP Applicants: David Petraeus & Erik Prince
CC: Homer Lea Site & Research Center
Sent Separately:
CC: WiP Psych: APA Review; Ethical Psychology, World Psych, American Psych Assoc
CC: WiP Psych: Werner Erhard & Brad Blanton
CC: WiP Psych: Warrior Sci: Lt Col Dave Grossman
Dr. Caplan and WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts:
Dr John Breeding (jbreeding2@austin.rr.com); Ivan Alexander (humancafe@aol.com);
Psychiatric Drug Facts (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); West Cork Mental Health Services:

Recover Your Mental Health: Pat Bracken (info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com); Rodri Huws
(r.huws@sheffield.ac.uk); PrimalTherapy: Arthur Janov (primalctr@mac.com); Toxic Psychiatry:
Peter Breggin (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); Models of Madness: John Read
(j.read@auckland.ac.nz); They Say Youre Crazy: Paula Caplan (Paulacaplan@post.harvard.edu);
Schizophrenia a Scientific Delusion: Mary Boyle (c.wickham@uel.ac.uk); Jim Orford
(j.f.orford@bham.ac.uk); Whores of the Court: Margaret Hagen (margaretahagen@gmail.com);
UDavis: Cheryl Welsh (welsh@dcn.davis.ca.us); Earthpulse: Dr Nich Begich
(info@earthpulse.com); LSE: Inst Soc Psych: Daniel Linehan (d.p.linehan@lse.ac.uk);
VBukovsky via Anthony Stadlen (stadlen@aol.com); Dennis Fox (fox@dennisfox.net); Prof JA
Schaler (schaler@american.edu);
Ref: EoP v WiP NWO Neg: Intnl Psych [PDF]: 25 Oct: Draft of EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT;
credible experts; psych researchers fear of context. Including reference to: Prof Mary Boyle: Is
clinical psychology fearful of social context?
WiP Psych: APA Review; Ethical Psychology, World Psych, American Psych Assoc:
David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman
(david.hoffman@sidley.com); Ethical Psychology: CFP Associates LLC: Anthony Pinizzotto
(CFPAssociates@gmail.com); Coalition for Ethical Psychology
(coalitionfep@ethicalpsychology.org); Stephen Soldz (ssoldz@ethicalpsychology.org); Stephen
Reisner (sreisner@ethicalpsychology.org); Jean Maria Arrigo (jmarrigo@ethicalpsychology.org);
Roy Eidelson (reidelson@ethicalpsychology.org); Trudy Bond (tbond@ethicalpsychology.org);
Signal Program on Human Security & Technology: Nathaniel Raymond
(nraymond@hsph.harvard.edu); Race Culture Psychology and Law: Kimberly Barrett
(kimberly.barrett@wright.edu); William H George (bgeorge@u.washington.edu); Judie Philipson
(jphilipson@behavioralsciencesgroup.com); Susan E Brandon (susan.brandon@ic.fbi.gov); World
Psychiatry: Secretariat (wpasecretariat@wpanet.org); Intnl Psychogeriatric Assoc: Secretariat
(ipa-info@ipa-online.org); Meeting Secretariat (ipameetingsecretariat@mci-group.com); Intnl Soc
Psychiatric Genetics (info@ispg.net); Intnl Journal Forensic Mental Health
(iafmhs@iafmhs.org); American Psych Assoc: Practice Org (pracgovt@apa.org); Public Policy
(ppo@apa.org); Federal Advocacy (pracgovt@apa.org); Legal Regulatory Affairs
(praclegal@apa.org); State Advocacy (state@apa.org); Rural Psychology (rural@apa.org);
Graduate Students (apags@apa.org); Division Services (division@apa.org); Central Programs
(centralprograms@apa.org); Ethnic Minority Affairs: Office (oema@apa.org); Tiffany Townsend
(ttownsend@apa.org); Alberto Figueroa-Garcia (afigueroa@apa.org); Sandra Mattar
(sandra.mattar23@gmail.com); Montclair: Muninder Alhuwalia
(ahluwaliam@mail.montclair.edu); Rosebud Indian Health Svc: Daniel Foster
(Daniel.Foster@ihs.gov); Duquesne: Scott Graves (gravess@duq.edu); NDakota: Wendy Graves
(wpetersphd@gmail.com); Div 45: Culture Ethnicity Race Soc (division@apa.org); Women: Shari
Miles-Cohen (smiles@apa.org); Tanya Burwell (tburrwell@apa.org); SocioEconomic Div: Keyona
King-Tsikata (kking-tsikata@apa.org); Military Psychology Div: K Cooke (kcooke@apa.org); Div
18: Kellie Condon (Kellie.Condon@va.gov); Div 43: Family Psych: Patrick Morrison
(pmorrison@rmhstanford.org); Div 41: Psych-Law Society: Kathy Gaskey (apls@ec.rr.com); Div
37: Family Policy (ms446@evansville.edu); American Psychologist Editor (apeditor@apa.org)
Ref: EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]: 12 July: Hoffman APA Review Report: Sincere conflict
problem solving focus; or bullshit the public relations event?
WiP Psych: Werner Erhard & Brad Blanton, Billy Wimsatt et al:
Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training (webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com); Harvard:
Michael Jensen (mjensen@hbs.edu); Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron
(info@vantogroup.com); Landmark: Werner Erhard (info@innovativeepm.com); CC: SSRN:
Gregg Gordon (Gregg_Gordon@SSRN.Com); SSRN (management@SSRN.Com); GSE Research

(enquiries@gseresearch.com); GSE: CEO: John Peters (john.peters@gseresearch.com); Werner
Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester (rchester@berkeley.edu); Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of
Conservation: Reute Butler (info@friendsofconservation.org); Evolutionary Collective
(info@evolutionarycollective.com); Economic Principals: David Warsh
(warsh@economicprincipals.com); Radical Honesty (support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton
(brad@radicalhonesty.com); Trainers: Taber Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and
Jerry Griffin (venusrise@aol.com); Susan Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Raven Dana
(raven@stresswizardcoaching.com); Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com);
Marina Dervan (marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz (julie@transformingkids.org); Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville (greville@aol.com); Keith
Moon (keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O'Kane (therapybelfast@live.com); Maggie Doyle
(maggie@multiversity.net); Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon
(robyn@symonproductions.com); Walter Maksym (wmaksym@gmail.com); CC: Terry M Giles
Esq (tg@oteam.com); Darren Mack via William J Routsis II (williamjroutsis@gmail.com)
Gamechanger Labs: Billy Wimsatt (billywimsatt@gmail.com); Rebuild the Dream; Coffee Party;
Movement Strategy: Coffee Party: Egberto Willies (Egberto@coffeepartyusa.com); Bobby
Rodrigo (Bobby@coffeepartyusa.com); Debilyn Molineaux
(debilyn@coffeepartyusa.com); Movement Strategy: Taj James (taj@movementstrategy.org);
Mimi Ho (mimi@movementstrategy.org); Rachel Burrows
(rachel@movementstrategy.org); Rebuild the Dream (info@rebuildthedream.com)
Ref: 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution; Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics; 29 Augu:
Gamechanger Labs … Movement Strategy.

WiP Psych: Warrior Sci: Lt Col Dave Grossman:
LtCol Dave Grossman (info@killology.com)
Ref: 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution; Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics

Homer Lea Site & Research Center:
Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan (larsk@verizon.net); Roger Yung Homer Lea
Site (rogeryung@homerleasite.com)
Ref: EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 23 Oct: South China Morning Post .. Pentacon; 24 Oct: Homer Lea
Research Center, Homer Lea Site.

David Petraeus & Erik Prince
David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co: Henry Kravis
(kravh@kkr.com); Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett (rbarnett@wc.com); Erik Prince:
Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); Counsel: Victoria Toensing
(dt@diGenovaToensing.com); GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov);
Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)
Ref: EoP Axis: 22 Oct: David Petraeus & Erik Prince: EoP App strategic path foundation of ProEoP Applicant or Pro WiP American

Dr. Caplan & Dr. Hagen:
P Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of
EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT
I received your “What is this, and why did I receive it?” and “Me, too. What is? Why me? I
trashed it.” correspondence response to the transparency copy of Draft of EoP Homer Lea bio;
STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of context. Correspondence.

It is unclear if your questions are a result of you not reading the correspondence; or whether you
read it and did not understand anything in it; or whether you simply engaged in a bullshit the
public relations marketing pretend I am interested response?
If you did not read it:
“The problem with being too busy to read is that you learn by experience (or by your men’s
experience), i.e. the hard way. By reading, you learn through others’ experiences, generally a
better way to do business, especially in our line of work where the consequences of
incompetence are so final for young men. Thanks to my reading, I have never been caught
flat-footed by any situation, never at a loss for how any problem has been addressed
(successfully or unsuccessfully) before. It doesn’t give me all the answers, but it lights what
is often a dark path ahead.
For all the “4th Generation of War” intellectuals running around today saying that the
nature of war has fundamentally changed, the tactics are wholly new, etc, I must respectfully
say … “Not really”: Alex the Great would not be in the least bit perplexed by the enemy that
we face right now in Iraq, and our leaders going into this fight do their troops a disservice by
not studying (studying, vice just reading) the men who have gone before us.
We have been fighting on this planet for 5000 years and we should take advantage of their
experience. “Winging it” and filling body bags as we sort out what works reminds us of the
moral dictates and the cost of incompetence in our profession. As commanders and staff
officers, we are coaches and sentries for our units: how can we coach anything if we don’t
know a hell of a lot more than just the [Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures]? What happens
when you’re on a dynamic battlefield and things are changing faster than higher
[Headquarters] can stay abreast? Do you not adapt because you cannot conceptualize faster
than the enemy’s adaptation? (Darwin has a pretty good theory about the outcome for those
who cannot adapt to changing circumstance — in the information age things can change
rather abruptly and at warp speed, especially the moral high ground which our regimented
thinkers cede far too quickly in our recent fights.) And how can you be a sentinel and not
have your unit caught flat-footed if you don’t know what the warning signs are — that your
unit’s preps are not sufficient for the specifics of a tasking that you have not anticipated?
Perhaps if you are in support functions waiting on the warfighters to spell out the specifics of
what you are to do, you can avoid the consequences of not reading. Those who must adapt to
overcoming an independent enemy’s will are not allowed that luxury.
This is not new to the USMC approach to warfighting — Going into Kuwait 12 years ago, I
read (and reread) Rommel’s Papers (remember “Kampstaffel”?), Montgomery’s book (“Eyes
Officers”…), “Grant Takes Command” (need for commanders to get along, “commanders’
relationships” being more important than “command relationships”), and some others.”
As a result, the enemy has paid when I had the opportunity to go against them, and I believe
that many of my young guys lived because I didn’t waste their lives because I didn’t have the
vision in my mind of how to destroy the enemy at least cost to our guys and to the innocents
on the battlefields. – Gen. MadDog Mattis: Too busy to read?
-- EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 31 Jan: Sam Culper .. Kings Co Sheriff’s Office.

If you read it and did not understand any of it’s Ecology of Peace terms:

I sent it to you because I thought some of its contents may be of interest to you and your critical
psychology colleagues; considering your status as a ‘critical psychiatry’ professionals; and prior
EoP correspondence to you and hundred of mainstream and critical psychiatry officials – See for
example Ref link under your Email addresses – enquiring whether any of you would be
interested in cooperating in EoP root cause problem solving of what you refer to as ‘mental
disorders’; or even in clarifying how or where EoP root cause problem solving principles were in
error; and if so EoP Applicants would amend them.
If my interpretation as to your possible interest in root cause problem solving was inaccurate;
feel free to let me know so that I can remove you from this correspondence; and/or feel free to
delete; and my apologies for bothering you.
My interpretation of you being a ‘critical psychiatry expert’ is based upon among others: my
knowledge of your critical psychiatry book: They Say You're Crazy: How The World's Most
Powerful Psychiatrists Decide Who's Normal, and Losing Labels to Find Ourselves
The correspondence in question made reference to Ecology of Peace culture’s perspective on
strategic intelligence; credible experts and the drafting of Homer Lea biography; which included
excerpts of Prof Mary Boyle’s – Is clinical psychology fearful of social context?. Why we might be,
why it matters and what we might do about it – speech.
“I got the very powerful impression that Laird and Clark seemed to sense that fully engaging
with context would make it much more difficult to pursue their core arguments that the
main causes of misery are anxiety and depression. That the major reason for misery's
persistence is how people think; and that a major part of the solution is individual therapy.
Now it certainly complicates funding discussions with government; as you can imagine, if
they did engage with context. So this brings me to my second question, what is it about
confronting well evidenced role of social context; in both the development and the persistence
of mental health problems; which seems so difficult even threatening. I think there is quite a
few possibilities and I'll deal with a few briefly. But familiarly over all of them is both our
insecurity as a discipline and a profession. So the threats are: Its not science. Its not
psychology. Creates feelings of helplessness. Need for acceptance by Psychiatry. Involves
telling truth to power. .... Now psychology as a whole is intensely concerned about its
academic and social acceptance; as a science. Jim Orford once said "We still suffer from an
inferiority complex making us do things just because they appear scientific. So we emphasise
our similarity to the biological and natural sciences. We give the highest to the methods of
the natural sciences. We are also very preoccupied with avoiding accusations of social and
political bias; of being influenced by subjective values; rather than objective facts." .... Why
our avoidance of context matters so much, the major implication is that our theories and
research are always potentially influential. Whether we approve it, intend it or whether we
are even aware of it; what we say and do will have influence in so far as particular
psychological ideas become part of a construction of reality; which can then be drawn on by
those with the power to frame social problems and their perceived solutions. ... It suggests
that when we as psychologists conceptualize people and their problems; it becomes a kind of
cultural resource; and above all, a relation to this avoidance of context; I think this model
shores how our theories can help maintain the social and economic status-quo. .. through
narratives of justification. Now its often been pointed out that maintaining harmful social
practices or inequalities; usually needs some sort of public story; which makes them seem
reasonable. And if we look at it from the point of view of those who benefit from inequalities;
an especially powerful narrative is one which distracts attention from context; which could
help us understand why some groups are persistently disadvantaged or suffering; why their
behaviour seems difficult; and instead focuses on mental or biological characteristics; which

seem to explain these outcomes. Historically psychology has provided a major role in
providing these narratives. ... Now it’s important to emphasise that we don't intend social
harm, but our profession simply has to provide the intellectual framework -- and of course
give it scientific respectability -- others will do the rest. … Context also make it much more
difficult for those in power to avoid addressing the psychological impact of social and
economic policies; and also they are not incompatible with helping individuals. I don't think
its an exageration to say that clinical psychology is at a watershed in terms of who we are
and what we stand for. I hope we will acknowledge that how we relate to social context is
absolutely central to those questions; and I also hope we will choose to implement the
conference theme in major and very public ways. I think we can be both confident that we
have a scientific and ethical mandate, but also I think we may be surprised at just how many
allies we would have."”

The excerpts of Ms Boyle’s speech was followed by EoP commentary on WiP – aka Masonic War
is Peace – psychology; addiction to profiteering of misery.
Both sides of the Masonic War is Peace – namely the ‘mental disorders exist’ and the ‘mental
disorders don’t exist, psychiatry is a fraud – divide are afraid of confronting their ‘fear of
context’ research mistakes.
In their case including context – such as: could what they call ‘mental disoders’ simply be the
canary on the frontlines in the Masonic War is Peace toxic culture coalmine; whose cognitive
and behavioural coping mechanisms symptoms of individuals experiencing racial, ideological,
class or cultural existential identity and/or resource conflict anxiety resulting from
population pressures colliding with declining resources; which are the direct consequences of
the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’
clauses of international law social contract? -- in their research for the ‘causes of mental
disorder misery; would result in them either (a) admitting their mistakes and enaging in
truthseeking research; or (b) ignoring the canaries; covering up their mistakes; and
ultimately psychiatry and psychology drive their 500 tonne train over their ‘fuck ecological
carrying capacity gravity laws’ ‘matchstick bridge’.
EoP RH Culture Info has more info on EoP culture’s perspective on WiP ‘fuck ecological carrying
capacity gravity law’s matchstick bridges.

In fairness to Brad Blanton; although he also refuses to acknowledge context in his ‘noticing’
radical honesty practices – as noted in 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution;
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics – or to inform his misery induced clients of the root
population pressures colliding with resource depletion conformity pressures source of their egoidentity and/or resource conflict psycho-social conflict misery; he does admit – quoting Pema
Chodron – that he profiteers of others misery; as noted in: What is Radical Honesty 01, 02, 03.
What does fuck honour infantile kindergarden playing with his lego’s Dr. Blanton want? From
my experience: He thinks he wants to help others problem solve the causes of their misery; but
he can’t grow up to buck stops here tell them the truth – heaven forbid he might offend fragile
ego crackers, niggers, spicks or japs and be called a ‘racist’; by fuck honour liberals, like him –
so he’d rather profiteer of their misery; while withholding from them information about what
they can do to cooperate with others to eliminate the root causes of population pressure resource
depletion psycho-conformity resource conflict pressures.
I also know liberal progressive African women who have absolutely no problem with
responsible procreation. They grew up in a South African township that make American

ghetto’s look like bourgeois upper middle class suburbs and took responsible procreation way
beyond ‘responsible sex’ to no sex at all. They were still virgins at the age of 26. One of them
got married and she was still a virgin. They obviously would not be threatened at all by the
implementation of an international law social contract; that would require them to procreate
below ecological carrying capacity limits; any more than Caster Semenya is threatened by
going for a jog.
-- EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 29 Aug: Gamechanger Labs … Movement Strategy.

EoP v WiP Neg updates pending reinstatement of deleted EoP weebly websites.
EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted weebly account is reinstated; prior
to termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s preference for
Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.
Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented
at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) EoP Applicants [PDF]:
David Petraeus, Erik Prince; EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]; EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations:
Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Homer Lea Research Center, Homer Lea Site.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

